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Ancient Techniques of Rune Magic

This book is about the magical alphabet of the North European
peoples-its background, history, use in ritual and divination,
and its meaning. The runes are fully integrated into modern
Westem occult practice. A fascinating ritual method is presented
which clearly shows how a rune ritual may be patterned.

Drawing upon historical records, poetic fragments, and the
informed study of scholars, Rune Magic resurrects the ancient
techniques of rune magic which until now have generally been
assumed lost in time. It integrates these methods with modern
occultism so that anyone can fit the runes into a personal magi-
cal system. It gives for the first time all known and conjectured
meanings of all 33 extant runes.

A complete mythic background is presented that places the
runes in the context in which they evolved and were used. In
additiorya concise mnemonic exposition of the magical method
is provided that will prove invaluable to anyone trying to under-
stand how magic is worked. The ancient method of divination
by rune wands is clearly explained along with two easier and
more modern methods using cards and dice.

A technique of mirror skrying-which has rarely been revealed
with any degree of clarity-is offered whereby the runes may be
explored astrally, and24 rune worlds are outlined.

All the known information on the ancient meaning and use of
the runes is condensed in a readable and easily accessible for-
mat, allowing you to arrive at your own personal understanding
of rune magic.



About Donald Tyson

Donald Tyson was bom around midnight, January 12,1954,
he province of Nova Scotia in eastern Canada where he pres-
ly resides. His writings range from radio and television
ma to juvenile novels, but his true vocation is magic. When
,vas a child he often regretted that the stories about vampires
I werewolves and ghosts were not true. When he grew older
I more foolish he realized they were true, and that material-
was the lie. Since then he has set about pulling the blinders

cicncc off as many heads as possible. He is a true Capricorn
rirtlr irncl nature. HislChinghexagramis Sung. He shareshis
witlr a pct boa constrictor named Patrick, which has been

Ir hirn l7 ycars, and which he confidently predicts will out-
' lrirrr.

To Write to the Author

cannot guarantee that every letter written to the author can
answered, but all will be forwarded. Both the author and the
rlisher appreciate hearing from readers, learning of your
oyment and benefit from this book. Llewellyn also pub-
res a bi-monthly news magazine with news and reviews <lf

ctical esoteric studies and articles helpful to the student, ancl
ne readers'questions and comments to the author may bc
iwered through this magazine's columns if permission to do
is included in the original letter. The author sometimes par-
pates in seminars and workshops, and dates and places art'
rounced inThe Llewellyn New Times. To write to the author, or
rsk a question, write to:

Donalcl'lyson
t'lo'l'l lli l,l,liWIil.lYN NIiW'l'lMIiS

l).(). lfox 643113 fl2(), Sl. l'aul, MN 55164-03t13, U.S.n.
l'lr..r:,r'r'rrt lo.,r' .r ,,r'll .r,l,lrr",',r',1. :'l.tttt1x'rl cttvr'lopr'lor rr'1,1y, or $il (X) ltt r'ttvct tor,lr;

About Llewellyn's Practical Magick Series

To somc pcople, the idea that "Magick" is practical comes as a
suprise.

It shouldn't. The entire basis for Magick is to exercise influence over
one's environment. While Magick is also, and properly so, concerned
with spiritual growth and psychological transformation-even the
spiritual life must rest firmly on material foundations.

The material world and the psychic are intertwined, and it is this very
fact that establishes the Magickal Link: that the psychic can as easily
influence the material as vice versa.

Magick can, and should, be used in one's daily life for better living!
Each of us has been given Mind and Body, and surely we are under
Spiritual obligation to make full usage of these wonderful gifts. Mind
and Body work together, and Magick is simply the extension of this
interaction into dimensions beyond the limits normally conceived.
That's whywe commonlytalk of the "supernormal"in connection with
domain of Magick.

The Body is alive, and all Life is an expression of the Divine. There is
God-power in the Body and in the Earttr, just as there is in Mind and
Spirit. With Love and Will, we use Mind to link these aspects of
Divinity together to bring about change.

With Magick we increase the flow of Divinity in our lives and in the
world aroundus. We addto the beautyof itall-fortoworkMagickwe
must work in harmony with the Laws of Nature and of the Psyche.
Magick is the flowering of the Human Potential.

Practical Magick is concerned with the Craft of Living well and in har-
monywith Nature, and with the Magick of the Earth, in the things of
the Earth, in the seasons and cycles and in the things we make with
hand and Mind.
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Chapter 1

GODS AND GODDESSES

OF THE RUNES

'. R'''-.: . ( .'' .:''fl'...'l:

'l'hc Teutons-a general name for the tribes of peoples who
livt'd in the forests of northern Europe, including the Germans,
(ioths and Anglo-Saxons-were a stern, unyielding race whose
chief delight lay in making war. Before the coming of Chris-
t ia n i ty they shared a common language and culture. They viewed
lht' world and the gods in familiar terms. The world was a harsh
proving ground, and the gods were a kind of superior race of
rnt.n worthy of admiration because they knew best how to gain
thcir will against the cruelty of elemental forces.

In the beginning, Teutonic legends say, was a void. No
(x'('.ln rolled through its vast emptiness. No tree raised its boughs
or tlt cpcned its roots. To the north beyond the abyss formed a

rt.gion of cloud and shadow called Niflheim. To the south forme'd
,r l,lncl of fire, Muspellsheim. Twelve rivers of pure glacial watcr
llowt'cl out of Niflheim and met corresponding rivers fnrnr
Mtrspcllsht'im-but these were filled with bitter p<lison and
soon solitlificd. Whcn thc icy watcrs of the north touchecl thcir
rig,icl st'rpcntine borlics, the abyss was fillccl with prickly
Iton rlrost.

I
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Warm air blowing up from the south began to melt the fros!
and from the mingled waters arose Ymir, a frost giant, the first of
all living beings, described in a translation of the Prose Eddn:

. . . and when the breath of heat met the fros! so that it
melted and dripped, life was quickened from the
yeast-drops by the power of that which sent the heat,
and became a man's form.

The ice also gave birth to a great cow named Audumla, and
Ymir would slack his thirst on the four streams of milk that
flowed fromthis creature. Each of theseprimalbeings produced
children asexually-Ymir from his sweat and Audumla by lick-
ing the ice with her tongue. The marriage of Bestla, daughter of
Ymir, with Bor, grandson of Audumla, produced the three gods
Odin, Vili and Va, who at once turned on the race of giants and
slaughtered all but two who escaped to perpetuate the race.

The three gods raised the inert body of Ymir out of the
waters of chaos that had flowed from the melting ice and created
the earth, which they called Midgard the Middle Abode. Of
Ymir's bones the mountains were made, and his blood filled up
the ocean. His flesh became the land and his hairs the trees. With
his skull the gods formed the vault of heaven, which they filled
with bright sparks from the fires of Muspellsheim. The sparks
are the stars and planets.

From the soil sprang the great ash tree Yggdrasill whose
mighty branches separate the heavens from the earth and whose
trunk is the axis of the universe. Indeed in some legends
Yggdrasill itself is the world. No man can tell its greatness. Its
roots reach deeper than the roots of mountains and its ever-
green leaves catch the whirling stars as they pass.

Its roots are three. The first reaches to Niflheim, land of
shadows which is the underworld, and touches the fountain
Hvergelmir where spring the twelve northern rivers. The second
enters the land of the frost giants and drinks of the fountain of
Mimir, source of all wisdom. The third extends into thc heavens
where flows the fountain of Urd, wiscst of tht' Norns- -strange
crcatttrcs who judgc tht. fatr' of irll lrt'irrt',s.
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Many forces attack the sacred ash. Four stags nibble off its
rr.w buds before they turn green. The steed of Odin, Sleipnir,
lrnrwses on its foliage. The goat Heidrun is nourished by its
lr',rvt.s. Worst of all the serpent Nidhogg, a vast monster, cease-
lcssly gnaws away at its root. Only the loving care of the Norns

1)r'('s('rve it. Each day they draw water from the fountain of Urd
,rrrrl sprinkle it on Yggdrasill to keep it flourishing.

Iirom the grubs in the rotting flesh of Ymir, the gods madc
lht' race of dwarfs who are destined to dwell forever in ther

tlt.prths of the earth. Since they are all made, they cannot pr<l-
crt'att'. When a dwarf dies, a new dwarf is molded from thc
slont's and soil by two dwarf-princes created for this purpose.

Man and woman were made from the trunks of two lifeless
I rt't's. Odin blew life into them. The god Hoenir gave them a sou I

,rrrrl the power of reason. Lodur gave them warmth and beauty.
'I'lrt. man was called Ask (Ash) and the woman Embla (Vine),
,rnrl from them the human race is descended.

As the mythology of the Teutonic peoples developcd, it

11r'rtltrally took on a more definite shape. The world was seon as

.r llat clisk surrounded by a single ocean. In the ocean lived tht'
:ir,rpt'nt of Midgard whose coils circled the earth. Above Midgartl
w,rs Asgard, the abode of the Aesir, or gods, which was joinccl t<r

I lr t, rt'a I m of men by Bifrost, the Rainbow Bridge. Below Midga rcl

l,ry tht' region of the dead, Niflheim (mist-world). It is the samc

l)l.rt't' that in earlier mythology was said to lie in the north, btrt
,rtl,rptt'cl to serve the more complex vision of the evolving
rrrrivt'rsc.

lrr tlcaling with mythology it is difficult to avoid confusittn
l,r'r'.rrrst'whatis true at one epoch in the changingconsciousnt'ss
oI .r rrrct' rnay not remain so later in its development. This will
I'r.sccn clcarly in the descriptions of the gods, who chatrgt'
tlr'.rnraticirlly ove r the course of their existence.

( )tlirr, or Woclt'n as thc Gcrmans callt'd hinr, bcgan lift'irs ir

rrrirror tltiity of thc night storms whtt roclc furiottsly ircross lhe
:;lty witlr ir troop ol' nryslt'rirltts ltorst-lnt'tr, tlrt' gh<lsts ol'tlt'itd
r.v.uriors. Wor/t'lrrt'atts I'ttry, llrt'rt'lt'itst'of thc blilrtl lorct's ol
rr.rlrrrt..()rrstorlrrylril',lrtsllrt'llrrtlrrlr'rol lrisrltttttttl'sltotlvr'sw,ts
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said to be heard ringing above the clouds.
I^ater as the god began to form in the minds of his people, he

was seen as the master of brute forces, not as a brute force him-
self. He ruled these wild powers through his skill in magic and
peered deep into all secret things. He was not a warrior, but di-
rected the outcome of battles for his own ends, using his herf-
joturr, or army fetter-a spell causing a paralyzing fear in the
ranks of his enemies. For this reason warriors worshipped him.
He was also god of medicine and healed the sick and wounded.

He wouldwalkthe length of the earthinthe guise of a road-
stained traveler with a broad brimmed hat, or hood, pulled low
to hide his empty eye socket. He had sacrificed his eye gaining
wisdom from the fountain of Mimir and was known as the One-
eyed God. A long cloak swirled from his shoulders. Two wolves
ran at his sides to act as his guardians and emissaries. Two crows
flew before him and returned to whisper secrets in his ears. One
was named Thought and the other Memory. The Anglo-Saxons
knew the god in this form as Grim, the Hooded One.

Later still in his evolution Odin was seen as a wise law-
maker who directed the affairs of gods and men. All who heard
him were overcome by his eloquence. He was skilled in poetry
and handsome of face. He wore a gleaming breastplate and a
golden helmet, and carried the dwarf-forged spear Gungnir
which always found its mark. The palace of the god was called
Valhalla. Here Odin presided over the heroes who had died in
earthly battles.

However, even at his most regal and judicial, Odin never
entirely loses his roots. He can be capricious in the dispensation
of his favors and abruptly desert a warrior he has previously
protected. He is given to unreasoningrage and is preyto the sins
of the flesh-no goddess, giantess or mortal woman is safe from
his amorous advances.

It was Odin who discovered the runes by performing a
ritual of self-sacrifice. First he gashed his body with the point of
his spear, then bound himself to Yggdrasill. For nine days he
refused all food and drink. Finally,hewas able topeerdown into
the very dc.pths of being, where he saw the runic charactcrs.

Odin by liogcltrcrg. Ink and wash sketch.

The arch of his thnrrrt. forrrrs thr. slnrry heavt'ns of his sovereignty. It r nt's art'

carved 9n thc sht.atlr of lrin rwortl. ( lrrngtrir is in his right hanc'|. I lis fantiliar

crows sit orr e ilht'r nitlc lo wlrisprr tlt'ws f.ronr firr off lantls'
l{r'l,lrrltt, rrl lry lrcnttlHriott ol lltt' N,rtiort,rl Mttscttltr ol Swctlt'tl
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Witha cryhe reached down and clasped them. The strainwas so
great that the god fainted, but he held onto the runes and they
are his legacy to the present.

The Romans associated Odin with Mercury because of his
magical powers and great learning. He was assigned the week-
day Mercurii dies, which in the north became Wednesday.
However, Odin is a complex being. It would be legitimate to
associate him with Mars since he is god of.wode and lord of bat-
tle. Equally, he might be linked with fupiter since both |upiter
and Odin are lawgivers and patriarchs. This last role, father of
heaven, is the one that Odin is most closely linked with in the
final stage of his worship.

In manyparts of the pagan world, Thor was a more signifi-
cant deity than Odin. It may have been that the warlike and inde-
pendent Teutons appreciated his supreme battle prowess and
were willing to overlook his shortcomings. Perhaps the early
Thor had more noble qualities than the blustering, clownish oaf
that has come down to the present through the Norse tales
and sagas.

The early Thor, named Donar, was a fearsome storm god.
When the thunder rolled it was said to be the great wheels of
Donar's chariot. When lightning struck it was a fiery hammer
cast by the god onto the earth. In his elemental rawrress Donar
bears much similaritywith the early Woden. Nothing is known
of the appearance of Donar, since the German poetry that might
have described him was never written down.

In the Scandinavian lands, Donar becomes Thor and takes
on a brutish appearance. He is coarse of feature and manner
with wild darkhair, a ruddy complexion andflashing eyes filled
with battle lust. His weapon is the hammer Mjolnir, the De-
stroyer, which was perhaps first conceived as a meteorite fallen
from the heavens, but later was said to be the work of dwarfs. In
the early legends it was made of stone; later it became iron. His
weapon suggests the character of the god: a spear or sword pierces,
an axe cuts, but a hammer merelv bashes.

Thor was associated with Jupiter because of his ability to
hurl thunderbolts, andloais diesbecame Thursday. Actually, the
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god most similar to Thor in the Roman days of the week is Mars.
Both are gods of battle and find it impossible to restrain their fury
when the fighting starts. Both delight in slaying and combat.

In the lliad,Zeus says to Aries (the Greek Mars): "Of all the
gods who live on Olympus thou art the most odious to me; for
thou enjoyest nothing but strife, war and battle." This might
easily have been spoken by Odin to Thor.

On occasion, Odin showed his contempt for Thor's rough
manners and dull wits. Once on a whim Odin impersonated a

ferryman and refused to allow Thor to cross an inlet of the sea.

"Peasartt," said Odin, "You are only a penniless vagabond, a

barefooted beggar,abrigand and ahorse-thief. Myferry is not for
the likes of you."

The third in the great trinity of masculine warrior deities is
Tiw, or Tyr. Since his cult was eclipsed early on by those of Odin
and Thor,little is known about his beginnings or aPpearance.
Originallyhe was a god of judgment and legal matters. His spear
served as an emblem of judicial authority and he presided ove r
the thing, the tribal assembly where laws were applied. He was
said to be courageous and resourceful. It was Tiw who oftt'n
decided the outcome of mortal battles, and for this reastln
warriors invoked his name.

One story has survived that gives insight into his charactcr.
The gods decided to chain up the giant wolf Fenrir and had
dwarfs forge a chain that no creature could break. Then thcy
enticed Fenrir to put on the chain as a test of his strength. Sus-
pecting atrap,the wolf agreed on condition that one of the gods
place his hand in the wolf's jaws. Since the gods knew Fenrir
would be enraged when he discovered he had been deceived,
none would volunteer until Tiw stepped forward and calmly
put his right hand in the wolf's mouth. As soon as Fenrir dis-
covered he could not break the chain and saw the gods mocking
him, he bit off Tiw's hand at the wrist, and thereafter the god was

called the One-ha ntlctl.
The significnnt t'lt'nrclrts of tlrt' story arc Tiw's couragc, his

sense of responsibility, iuttl lris itcct'ptan1-(' <tf tht' terms se t by
thc wolf. Hc was instrtunr.nlrrl itt tlrt'lrtll'illrnt'rrt of the lt'gal cttntract



Freyja Seeking her Husband by Blommer. Oil painting on canvas.
Freyja is wed to a god named Od, who goes away on long journeys. She
weeps for him tears of red gold and seeks after him ina chariotdrawnbytwo
cats, using many names as concealments. she is called Mardoll, Horn, Gefn
(Giver) and syr (Sow). It is said that she is most readily invoked, enjoys
poetry and will give help when asked in love affairs. Notice the rune staffin
her hand, on which the artist has signed his name.

-Reproduced by permission of the National Museum of Sweden
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between Fenrir and the gods, a function of the highest impor-
tance in the ongoing stability of the universe.

Tiw was associated with the planetary god Mars. Martis dies

became Tuesday. This relationshiP is only accePtable when Tiw
is perceived as a minor god of war. Before his degeneration, Tiw
was much nearer in character to the god of wisdom, Mercury.
Both possess nobility and prudence. Both are instruments of a

higher order.
Frey was a member of the race of gods known as Vanir, who

were at one time rivals of the Aesir-to which Odin, Thor and

Tiw belonged-then later became their allies. Originally, hc
must have been a fertility god, but in the Norse poetry he is
humanized and trivialized. He owns a magic sword that cuts the
air of its own accord and a ship that voyages straight to its des-

tination the moment its sail is hoisted. Little is known about his

appearance, but by all accounts he is noble and brave.
Frey means Lord. His feminine counterpart is named Freyia-

lady. Essentially, they are the male and female aspects of tht'
generative power of the earth, perhaps carry-overs from tht'
earlier god pair Nerthus-Njord.

Goddesses are not so numerous as gods in Teutonic mythol-
ogy. The most often mentioned is the wife of Odin, Frija, which
means Well-beloved. She shares some of herhusband's wisdom
but is not always in agreement with him- Friia is not abovt'
scheming to get her own way. If she takes a liking to a warrior
Odin has fated to fall in battle, the outcome is never certain.

In her earliest form, Frija was a goddess of fertility ancl

marriage. Her name was invoked to bring children. Like most
fertility goddesses she is promiscuous. The Romans identificcl
her with Venus, andVeneris dies became Friday.

Friia is confused in the myths with Freyia because of tht'
similarity of their names. Whcreas Friia is an Aesir, Freyia is a

Vanir and the leaclcr 0f thc Valkyrics. However,the charactcrs ()f

Frija and Freyja lrrrvr'lht'silnr(. root in the- feminization 0f rttr
earth dcity.'l'lrt.y lt't lroltt silrtilar lnol ivt's and are bounc'l tllose ly
t<l t rcy in all lrtattt'rs.t1r.rl'l lroltt lltt'ir st'x. A story toltl itbottl
l;rcyia rnight t',rsily :;tttl lit't;,r .r:; wt'll.
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One day Freyja was visiting the workshop of the dwarfs
when she saw on a table a necklace of surpasslng beauty and
cunning craft. The goddess, who loved adornment above all
things, offered anything to possess the necklace. The dwarfs
agreed to give her the necklace only on the condition that she
pass one nlght with each of them. Immediately Frela consented.
when odin heard about the bargain he was so shocked that he
had Loki steal the necklace from around Freyja's neckwhile she
slept, and gave it back only after making her agree to provoke a
war between two mortal kings.

, A more dignified goddess is Nerthus, a personification of
the Mother Earth, also called Hertha or Eartha. when she was
ritually drawn around her sacred island in a veiled chariot, all
swords remained in their scabbards. euarreling was punished
by death. After the invisible goddess had been restored to her
sanctuary by her priests, the chariot was cleansed of impurities
in the sea and all who took part in the washing were drowned.
The festival of Nerthus was celebrated in the spring.

_ The goddess Hel has a much different personality. She
rules Niflheim, the mist world of the dead where strange mon-
sters dwell. she is said to be the daughter of Loki, raised in the
land of giants. She gives asylum to the serpent Nidhogg who
gnaws the root of Yggdrasill. Her appearance is terrifying. Her
head hangs forward on her shoulders. Half her face is human
but the other half is obscured by black shadow. In her palace she
presides over great feasts of the dead.

^ Lo\i is an important Teutonic deity but is difficult to classify.
originallyhe seems to havebeen afire demon.In Norwaywhen
a fire crackles, they say Loki is thrashing his children. His father
was the striker of sparks and his mother a wooded isle. over
time Loki grew in stature but he always remained indefinable.
on some occasions he helped the gods. other occasions saw
him betray his friends for gain.

He developed from an elementary being into a trickster
who delighted to confound the wits of others. Like odin he was
a shape-changer and often took the form of annoying insects
such as the gadfly and the flea. A function of his was to slrlr-rrt.

l,oki and.Si,qryrr lry Wingt'. ()il painting ()n canvas.

lirr thc slaying of llaldt'r, Loki is lrorr rrrl irr ir t'irvt'bt'nt'ath a vcn()m()us st'rpt'nl
so tl'rirt its poison drips ottlo lri:r l,rr't'. l lis wilr', Sigyrr, catchcs tht'poisorr irr ir

lrowl, brrt whcn lht'lrowl i:; lrrll ,rrrtl :;ltr'piocs lo r'tttPly it, lht'Poisolr strikt's lris

lat'r', antl his writltirtl',H iltr' lllt' t.lllhr' ol r',rrlltrltr.tkcs.
l{..1'r,r,lrr, 1'11 l'1 1,r'1rttiralott ol lltc N,tltott.tl Mttlt'ttttt ol !iwctlctt
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the gods with remembrance of their past ignoble deeds. once when
the gods held a feast to which he had not been invited, he insin-
uated himself into the hall and after accepting food and drink
proceeded to detail the unfaithfulness of each of their wives.

In the latter stages of his myth Loki became a traitor and a
figure of evil very similar to Lucifer. This may be the result of the
growth of Christianity, or may simply be his inevitable evolu-
tion. He is wickedness for its own sake and commits crimes for
the sheer pleasure of it.

Heimdall is a god of light. His name may mean ,,he who
casts,bright rays." He presides over the origin of things and
stands guard at the entrance to Asgard on Bifrost, the Rainbow
Bridge. In assemblies it is Heimdall who speaks first. He is a tall,
handsome warrior with teeth of pure gold armed with a sword
and mounted on a charger. He requires less sleep than a bird
and can see at night. He hears the grass growingbn the earth.
His trumpet is capable of sounding throughout the entire uni-
verse.Itlies hidden in the roots of Yggdrasill until the daywhen
it will announce the final conflict between gods and giants.

Heimdall is the enemy of Loki, who mocks the patient god
for his kind service. During the final conflict it will be Heimdall
who slays Loki, even though he himself will die in the battle. In
the abstract, Heimdall signifies the quiet virtues of patience,
vigilance and silence without which no kingdom, heivenly or
earthly, can long endure.

Another major god of whom little is known is Balder. Like
Heimdall he is a god of light. He is said to be the son of odin and
Frija. He is similar to the Greek god Apollo. Because he is so
beautiful, a golden radiance shines around him. No other god
equals him in wisdom. All who look at him or hear him speak
love him at once. only Loki is immune from Balder's goodness.
The trickster hates the radiant one and plots against him.

once Balder was troubled with dreams in which he received
presentiments of his doom. He told the other gods, and Frija, out
of love for him, went to all things on heaven and earth and made
them swear an oath never to harm Balder. From that instant it
seemed that Balder was invulnerable. Thc otht,r gocls made
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sport by hurling their weapons at him. No projectile or blow
caused him the least hurt.

Crafty Loki questioned Frija and discovered that of all
things in the world only one had escaped swearingher oath-a
small sprig of mistletoe that grew west of Valhalla. At once Loki
procured the sprig and tricked a blind warrior named Hod into
hurling it at Balder. The mistletoe pierced Balder's heart- The
beloved god fell dead.

Shocked but not defeate4 the gods sent the son of Odin,
Hermod, to the underworld to plead with Hel for Balder's life.
After many hardships, he passed the gates of shadow and put
his purpose before Hel. Hel was a fearsome but not a malicious
goddess. She agreed to release Balder on condition that every
living thing mourn for him.

Since all loved Balder, this seemed assured. But Loki, deter-
mined to seal his vengeance, transformed himself into a giantess
named Thokk and refused to shed tears for the shining god.
Thus Balder was condemned to remain in the land of the dead.

The other gods learned of Loki's deceit and put him in
chains. Loki broke free and joined the frost giants. Evil omens
rnultiplied. The sun was devoured by a cub of the wolf Fenrir,
and the world plunged into darkness and winter. Wars broke
out. Brother fought against brother and father against son. Loki
stole from Heimdall his sword, and through enchantment
clouded the vision of the keen-eyed watcher until the army of
giants was almostto the gates of Asgard. Fenrirbroke his dwarf-
forged chain and joined the giants.

So begins the great battle of ragna rok which has been
irrcorrectly called the Twilight of the Gods.Ragnarokislcelandic
.rncl means Fatal Destiny.In the 12th cenfury, Norse writers sub-
stittrteid the wordsragrz arokkrwhichtranslates as the more color-
f rrl 'Iwilight of the Gods. Ragna rok is a prophetic vision of the
tlt'struction of the universe similar in tone and in many details ttr
tht' Apocalypse of the New Testament.

Many old scores are st'ttlcd in the final battle. Thor slays thtl
M irlgard serpe nt, but brcathes in stl nruch poison from the mon-
stt'r t[1t hc diss. t{gintdall sftlys l,pki itntl {ies in ther battlc. "l'iw
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Thor's Fight with the Giants by Winge. Oil painting on canvas.
Note the swastika, an ancicnt Tc'utonic symbol associatt'ti witlr tlrt' flaming
meteor of Thor's hamrncr, at his bt'lt.

I{r'prrttltttt'rl lry pcrrrrissiotr ol llrr'N.rlrorr,rl Nlrr.,r.rrrrr ol lirvr.rlt,rr
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slays Gorm, the guardian hound of the underworld, but again
he dies in the fight. Odin is killed almost the moment the battle
begins, engulfed in the maw of Fenrir. His son Vidar avenges his
father by killing the giant wolf.

The battle is lost. The stars drift from their places and fall
into the waves of the sea. Sufr, the fire giant, sets the entire world
aflame. All living things are scorched and destroyed. The ocean
and rivers roil and cover the land. All things seem at an end.

But hope is not entirely extinguished. From the ashes of the
old world, a new world will arise. Other gods who have not been
involved in the strife between the Aesir and the giants will sur-
vive to rule the world. Men and women who have hidden in
cracks in the trunk of Yggdrasill, which will not be consumed by
the fire, will emerge to repopulate the land. Of the old gods,
llalder, the best beloved, will be reborn and preside over the
great hall where Odin formerly sat.

In addition to the gods and monsters of greater mythology,
tlrc Teutons believed in a variety of lesser supernatural beings.
( lhosts were supposed by sorne to linger around the places of
lrrrrial, and for this reason honored dead were buried under thc
thrcshold of their houses to act as guardian spirits. Ghosts who
Ir.rrl a guilty conscience were believed to not be able to rest until
tlrt'y redressed their offenses.

'[he souls of the living were thought to lead a semi-indc-
pcrrrlcnt existence and to leave the bodies that housed them
, I r r ri rr g sl eep. These soul-beings were called fylgjur, which mea n s

li rllowcrs. They were material and could mold themselves into
llrr'lornrs of men or animals, travel about and even speak.
t lr.,rrly they were an early expression of the concept of astral
lr,rvr'1, cliffcring from the modern notion in their independcnt
.f \v.rr('n('ss.I:ylgjur were bound to the bodies that housed thcm
lr1, 111ys['='.11 ties. If either were killed, the other also died.

'I'lrt' Norns arc thc mistrcsscs of fatt'. Originally thcrc was
,'rrly orrt'Norrt, trttt ttntler llrt't'lirssit'irl ltornirlr influr:nct'tht'y
1,,',.rnlr'lltrt'r'.'l'ht'y t'rtrrlrol lltt'1'rrosPcrily or n'rist'ry of all livt's
.rrr,l:lr'l llrt'tintt'lrrtl [rlirct'ol tlt',rllr. Wlrcrr.r t'hiltl is [r<lrn llrt'y
!r)nl('lollrr.t'ntrllt'r'illtcr'lolrlr':r:;()r{ut:i('llrcollslrrirrl',. llvt'lrtltt.
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gods are under their authority.
Valkyries are warrior goddesses who preside over the bat-

tlefield. They give victory to the side they favor, decide which
hero should be taken to Valhalla, and even participate in the battle.
Theirname means roughly"she who chooses warriors destined
to die in battle." They wear helmets, grasp spears crowned with
flame and ride flying steeds. Occasionally they become the
wives or mistresses of mortal men.

Elves are nature spirits with the shape of human beings, but
more delicately formed. They are organized into kingdoms and
enjoy nighttime frolics. The sun hurts their eyes and they
fear men.

Undines, or water spirits, dwell in springs and rivers and
are usually of human appearance. Most are female but some are
male. They love to sit in the sun by the banks of streams and
rivers. Whentheysee a man theyfancytheydrawhim underthe
water and drown him. Some who hear their haunting songs lose
their reason.

The forests are inhabited by wood spirits who are covered
with moss and have faces like gnarled tree bark. Sometimes they
help men. They know the secrets of herbs and how to cure sick-
ness, but they have been accused of changing into insects to
spread disease.

In houses live familiar spirits of the hearth called kobolds.
They look like old men in pointed hoods. Usually they live in the
cellar orbarn, and make themselves useful byperforming small
chores such as chopping wood and drawing water. A small
amount of milk is left out for them as payment to forestall their
vindictive spite.

It is through this magic world of greater and lesser super-
natural forces that the runes function. To use runes rightly, one
must appreciate the environment from which they evolved and
the needs and desires of the people who made them. The pre-
ceding mythological outline is only a brief sketch. Serious
students of rune magic will want to acquaint thcmsclvcs fully
with the Teutonic gods and their stories.

Chapter 2

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RUNES

.','..' . < .t','-fi:-.-.::-

'l'lrc poets taught that runes were discovered by Odin beneath
t ht' roots of Yggdrasill, the sacred ash that holds up the heavens.
Slrt.aking in the eddic Haaamal, Odin himself says:

I trow that I hung on the windy tree,
swing there nights all nine,
gashed with a blade,
bloodied for Odin,
myself a sacrifice to myself-
knotted to that tree,
no man knows
whither the roots of it run.

Nonc gave me bread
n()ne gave me drink,
clown to the clcpths
lprt'crccl
to snatclr up rur)('s
witlr a roaring s('r('.un
irlrd lt'll ilt a dizzictl riwootl

l7
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Well-being I won
and wisdom too,
I grew and joyed in my growth-
from a word to a word
I was led to a word,
from a deed to another deed.

These lines describe a magical ritual of initiation involving
the death of the mundane self and rebirth into the higher mys-
teries. The position of the god on the tree is that of the Hanged
Man of the Tarot-suspended head downward, he peers not
only into the depths of the earth but into the depths of his own
being. The runes are the sacred symbols of his Higher Self. To
possess them is a shattering experience akin to looking into the
face of God. But once they are his, all things become possible.
His bonds fall off and the weary god drops to the earttu the runes
seared upon his heart.

Rune r::reans secret. In German it is related to the word for
whispering. In Anglo-Saxon England, a secret gathering of chiefs
was called a rune. In modern times any obscure markings are
referred to as runes. The word connotes the mysterious, the
unknown, the supernatural. This is fitting because runes have
always been foremost a magical device, and only secondarily a
mode of writing.

The historical creation of runes is analogous to the creation
of life in Teutonic myth. Two cultural currents, one from the
north and one from the south, met and mingled. From their
meeting the runes grew as a tree grows. In time that first plant
sent out seeds and other trees-other runic alphabets-took
root in different lands.

The northern curren! father of the runes, was super-
natural. Centuries before the birth of Christ, the Germanic
tribes had used symbols as aids in working magic. Some of these
are preserved in rock carvings, which bear the technical name
hallristningar. They are simple and powerful expressions of the
fundamental forces of nature:
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The meanings of many of the symbols can be conjectured.

[]or example, the upward-pointing triangle ( A ) must have
signified some aspect of masculine potency as embodied in
nature by the phallus, the mountain, the flame. The tree with
five branches ( f ) must have been a stylized picture of the
splayed hand, which is a universal symbol for warding off evil.
Undulating lines close together ( F ) meant water, specifically
ir river or stream, with the association of the feminine power
o[ nurturing.

Other symbols in the ancient carvings are less readily given
rt [rlllfiqular meaning. However, merely because the modern
world does not understand them, it would be foolish to assume
l hir t the shaman who spent hours cutting them into the hard sur-
lil('r' of the rock did not know exactly what they signified. Similar
sipirrs such as these two forms of sun-wheel ( !fi and $ )
likr,ly had related, but very distinct, magical uses.

'l'he simplicity of the carvings suggests that they were
nrrt'it'nt long before theywere recorded. To represent the power
nI llrt, su n, for example, by a few lines nece.ssitates a whole series
ol rirtional jumps. First the primitive man lcloking at the sun
ttrrtst ge ncrarlize it as a sourcc of warmth antl life. Then he must
rel,rIt' its qualities-brightness, nhnpe, r'ol{rr, motion-to other
rralrrr,rl phcnomtna in orclcr to isolrrlt'its trrritluc characteristics,
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The stars are bright but have no disk. The moon has a disk but is
not warm. Ripe grain is yellow and alive, but is neither radiant
nor circular. Having abstractedphysical elements that represent
the inner meaning of the sun in this wap they must be reduced
to those with specific magical uses and represented graphically.
This is not a considered process but the work of generations.

Although the rock symbols probably had individual names
and functions, there is no evidence they were ever used for writ-
ing. The nomadic Germanic tribes would have had little use for
a written language.If they ever did develop their own independ-
ent form of writing, no example of it has survived.

The southern curren! mother of the runes, was the Etrus-
can-and to a lesser extent the l,atin-alphabet. The Etruscans
were a hardy, enterprising race of manufacturers and traders
who lived in northern Italy. Originally they had come over the
Alps from the north. At the time the runes came into being,
about 500 s.c., they had mingled with eastern peoples and
established a thriving civilization that rivaled Greece. The
Greeks of the period looked upon Rome as an Etruscan colony.

It can only be conjectured how elements of the Etruscan
alphabet found their way north over the mountains. The best
guess is that German mercenaries fighting in northern Italy
absorbed some of the Etruscan civilization. To the German sha-
man the Etruscan letters must have seemed like so many magi-
cal slrmbols. All magicians are eager to add to their stock of
knowledge. No doubt the strange symbols were impressive
around the home campfire.

Sometime later after the Etruscan letters had mingled with
the German rock symbols, the concept of a written language
was adopted by the German priest-magicians. They did not
want to abandon the old familiar symbols, and besides there
were sounds in the German language that were not in Etruscan.
A mingling took place in which characters of value from the old
and the new were forged into the German futhark of 24 letters.

Futhark is a word made up of the first si1 letters in the Ger-
man rune aplphabet: ( (il; \ (U); P (Th); N (A);
R (R);
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Some of the correspondences between Etruscan letters and
the runes are striking. The Etruscan \ is a reflection of the
,un" | (Sigel). Etriscan .l is an inversion of the *n" f'
(I-agu). Etruscan V ir an inverted version of the rutte fl
(Ur). Other factors suggest a link. The earliest Etruscan inscrip-
tions are written in a serpentine pattern back and forth down the
writing surface, the way a farmer ploughs a field. Rune inscrip-
tions run right to left,left to right and invert direction without
warning. The characters rnay face either right or left.

Rock Carvings Etruscan I^atin Runes
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Some time after the genesis of the early rune alphabe!
perhaps hundreds of years, the rise in the power of Rome made
the Latin alphabet more prominen! and elements of l^atin were
absorbed into the runes. Two characters especiallyhave a strong
resemblance to l,atin letters, but no strong Etruscan relation: the
*n" B (Beorc) is similar to the l^atin Blthe rune R (Rad) is
like the l^atin R.

Runes spread all over Europe, extending as far north as
Scandinavia and as far west as Britain. When the Vikings settled
Iceland they carried rune lore with them. Since the hunter
societies had little use for writing runes were mainly employed
as pictographs with powerful magical associations. Only the
most educated-priests, magicians and perhaps chiefs-can be
supposed to have known the secret of writing phonetically with
runes. This is one reason why many of the rune relics dis-
covered bear no intelligible words. Their carvers were illiterate.
However, they understood the magical meaning of each rune,
and how to combine them in certain number series for magical
effects.

Lincoln Comb Case. Wood. 11th century.
Part of the litter left in England by the Viking invasions. The runes are Danish
and record the name of the comb's maker.

Reprocltrct'd by pcrnrission of tho lirurtr,r.n ol llrr. llritirlr Mtrscum
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The form of the runeswas determinedbythe lifestyle of the
peoples who used them. The Germans had no writing instru-
ments in the early days. Since they moved constantly from one
place to another, runes would not be written on stone on a

regular basis because stones were too heavy to carry. They
could not be written on any costly material except in special cir-
cumstances since they would often have to be discarded on the
road. Consequently they were shaped to be cut with a knife, axe,

arrowhead, or any other sharp edge on the twigs of trees.
All the strokes in the original futhark are either vertical or

cliagonal. Cut across a wood stem they would show up without
bcing obscured by cracks or heavy grain. In cutting them cross-
grain, there was no danger of splitting their wooden base. Rounded
twigs could be rolled slightly under the blade of a knife to pro-
duce in a few minutes many clear, attractive runes. The contrast
bctween the dark outer bark and the lighter wood beneath
irrsured their easy visibility.

Few of these rough rune wands have survived for the simple
r('ason that they were intended to be discarded after use. Perhaps
llrt'y were even deliberately burned or destroyed as a part of a
nragical ritual. What has survived are runic inscriptions that
solcliers made on their weapons to give them power, jewelry
with inscribed charms, amulets for protective or other functions,
t'oins, and epitaphs on stone to mark graves or significant sites.

All these were made well into the Christian era when the
'li'rrtonic peoples had settled in fixedlocalities. The shape of the
rur'r('s altered to suit changed circumstances. Curved lines
irJr[rt,arcd. For example, the rune h (ur) became f). Hori-
rorrtal lines also cropped up.Ing ( O ) was sometimes written
L-l . 'l'here was no need to avoid curved and horizontal lines

rvlrt'n carving runes on stone since stone has no significant

P,ltllll.
As clifferent peoples with clifferent languages adopted runes/

llrry.rltt'rcd them to suit thcir ncccls. Thc rune alphabet was
ltlr,rrrtlt'rl ancl contractctl cltrritrg tlrt' sam€r time pcriod in dif-
lrrlrrl pirrts of Eunlpt'. lt rt'rtt'lrt'cl its nraximum increase in
Arr;',lo Saxon [lrrglanrl with 33 lt'ttcrs tlrt' original 24 of thc



Lindholm Amulet, Bone. 6th century.
On one side are the words: "I am an Herulian, I am called the Cunning One."
The Heruli were a lost tribe fabled for their skill in rune magic, and
"Herulian" was a byword for rune master. On the other side occur a series of
runes (aaaaaaaaRRRnnn?bmuttt) and the magical word (alu) meaning pro-
tection. In all there are 24 runes in the series, one being obscured by a frac-
fure. The use of the amulet is not known. It was found in a piece of peat in the
year 1840, by a farm woman just as she was about to prrt i1 inlo a stove and
burn it.
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futhark with slight modifications, plus nine new runes. It was
reduced most strikingly in Scandinavia to only 16 letters.

Through all these changes the alphabet retained its basic
structure. The Germans had divided it into three parts, called
aettir, each containing eight runes in a fixed order. The word aef-
fir is from the Old Norse and means families or generations.
hach aett was named for the rune that began it. In Old English,
the first is called Feoh ( 7 ),tt.r".ondHuegl ( H ) and thc
third Tyr ( f ). In the Norse runes, the aettirhave been reducecl
to six, five and five letters respectively but they have retained
their names and underlying form; a remarkable survival that
indicates the importance of these divisions.

It is often pointed out that on the Lindholm amulet, a small
t'urved wand of animal bone, the rune N (Os) occurs eight
tirnes in succession, and the runes { lEottr;, | (Is) ancl

f tfyr) are each repeated three times, in a line that contains a
lotal of 24 runes. Similar series elsewhere lead scholars to
spcculate on the hidden significance of numbers in Teutonic
rrragic, but as this is a very obscure subject to most archaeokrgists
.rrrtl historians, they have little to say.

As Christianity extended its sway over Europe, it carrit'cl
w it h it the latin language and the priests to teach it. Runes nevt' r
lrct'iurl€ a common medium for writing. They were usecl as
,lr't'orations and occasionally as the subject around which to
r'o r r st ru ct riddles. Only in the far north did they become cursi vc
.'r' sirnplified they could be quickly jotted down. Cursive runt.
rvr iling is like shorthand and is unintelligible to the untrainecl
,'yr'. Meaning is dependent on the relationship of the marks to
tlrr" lirrcs that border them:

I l,rlr;irrgt' cursive:

II),
Ilt'lrnxlttr'r'rl lty lrcrrrti:;r,iott r,l I rtrrrl I lrrivcr:;ily. Swt'rlcn

, ( 
-'
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Germanic equivalents:
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Derbyshire Bone Piece. Bone. 8th century.
'l'hc runes perpetuate the name of their inscriber, Hodda. This fragment is
pt'rhaps part of a comb or comb case.

-Reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the British Muscurn

('rnpowered them and made them function.
All that survive are a few pathetic folk charms. Referenccs

irr the heroic sagas of the Norsemen where occasional hints arc

liivcn as to the use and power of runes. A scattering of historical
rr'lt'rences. Monuments erected long after the magical usc of
nnr('s was forgotten. A few riddling rune poems. A small num-
I 'r.r o f artifacts discovered in burial mounds and under bodies of
w.rlt'r where they had rested the centuries undisturbed. Whcn
1'orr have studied these fragments, /ou have all that remains of
r rrrrr' l<lre.

l;ar from being a discouragement, this should provide a

, lr,rllt'nge to the modern studentwho has onhis side the magical
r r r.llrocls of the past and a knowledge of symbolism to help him
i r'( onstruct from these hints the full glory of rune magic. Runt's
()1,{'r'{rl(' according to the universal laws of magic. A skillccl
NI.r1',rrs (-an reconstruct from his own practical experiencc thc
r rtr r.rl rnt'thods the Teutonic pagans probably used. More impor-
l,rrrlly. lrt' can create a fully functional system of rune magic that
i,, r'l1r't livt' in thc prcscnt diry.

V |lIF R

The Church abhorred the magical use of runes by the
recently converted Peoples who came under its wing. Priests
sought to discourage such activity for more pragmatic reasons-
they wished to be the only dispensers of charms and incan-
tations. Sometimes the oppressionwas heavy, and sometimes it
was light. The early Church, uncertain of its power, had to tread
softly around the hereditary beliefs of recently Pagan kings.

Pope Gregory, a remarkably shrewd man, ordered his mis-
sionary priests not to suppress the elements of pagan worshiP
but to absorb them into the bodv of Christianitv. In 601 e.n.
he writes:

I have come to the conclusion that the idols among the
people should on no account be destroyed, but the
temples asperged with holy water, altars set up in
them and relics deposited there. ..In this way/ we
hope that the people, seeing their temples are not de-
stroyed, may abandon their error and flocking more
readily to their accustomed resorts may come to know
and adore the true God.

Such moderation on the part of the Christian fathers was
rare indeed. As the power of the Church increased, so did its
despotism. The last significant use of runes occurred in Iceland,
that outpost of the Viking Empire, where as late as 1.639 it was
deemed necessary to officially prohibit the use of runes. But by
this time in Europe, runes were already dead. They turned up
occasionally in old church manuscripts Penned by Gothic monks,
who had used them as a form of scholarly recreation.

It is ironic that the main source of information about the
runes are the manuscript libraries of the very institution that
insured that runes should perish as a force in human culture.
The Church had succeeded in doing to the runos what it does
best. It obliterated thcm. Gone are the technic;trt's for applying
runcs to life situations. (lont'are thc all-importittrt t'lt.trtls which



Chapter 3

ANCIENT MAGICAL USES OF RUNES

'fhe Romanhistorian Tacitus inthe year 98 A.D. makes reference
to divination by runes in his work Germania' He writes:

Auguryand divinationby lot no people practice more
diligently. The use of the lots is simple. A little bough
is lopped off a fruit-bearing tree and cut into small
pieces; these are destinguished by certain marks and
thrown carelessly and at random over a white cloth. In
public questions the priest of the particular state-in
private the father of the family-invokes the gods and
with his eyes toward heaventakesupthree pieces one
at a time and finds in them a meaning according to the
marks previously impressed on them.

It is unlikely Tacitus ever saw this form of divination firsthand.
'l'lrt.rc was much travel to the far outposts of the Roman Empire
in lr is day, and like all good historians he made a habit of collect-
ing trnvelers'tales. The Romans were obsessed with auguries of
nll kinds. Tacitus, a popular writer, is careful to mention that
a:ipt'ct of runes most likely to interest his readers.

A more highly color(ld imprt.ssittn is given by the poet of
lhr Andrms, an Old linglish P(tt'tl'l:

2e
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Casting lots they let them decree
Which should die first as food for the others.
With hellish acts and heathen rites
They cast the lots and counted them out.

The writer was a Christian whose prime concern was in
poisoning the reputation of pagans, so his statements should
not be taken too seriously.

In the Voluspa edda and in Beowulf, mention is made of
divination, probably by runes, and the venerable Bede states
that casting lots was customary among the ancient Saxons.
Unfortunately, only Tacitus has given a detailed description of
the method, and that a very brief account.

Runes also played an active role in magic. In the right
hands, they could make things happen. Bede describes how in
679 a Northumbrian captive named Imma whose fetters kept
falling off was asked by his captors: "whether he knew loosen-
ing runes and had about him the letters written down." Imma
may have used the charm spoken of by Odin through the mouth
of the composer of the Haaamal:

I know a fourth (charm),
which frees me quickly,
if foes should bind me fast,
a chant I know
that breaks fetters,
bursts bonds.

Amulet Ring. 9th century.
The use of this and similar rings in the British Museum collt'ction is un-
known, but it is most likcly avertive.

llt'prodrrct.tl by pt'rrnission of tlrt' lirrstccr ol llrc llritrglr Mrrscrrm
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The eddic Sigrdrifumal lists the classes of victory runes, pro-
tection runes, birth runes, surf runes, health runes, speech
runes and thought runes. Runes were also used for inducing
love and making the dead speak. Runic inscriptions have been
found inside barrow mounds, where presumably only the dead
could read them.

The most prominent magical use of runes seems to have
bcen connected with battle. There were spells to blunt the
swords of the enemy, to make a warrior invisible, to sap the bat-
tlc will of a foe, to insure that a man not be slain in war.

Runes were cut on the sides of weapons and inlaid in gold
wire, or colored with red pigment. A sword found on the Isle of
Wight bears the magical name Increase to Pain, or the motto:
Woe to the weapons of the foe. Names of power were not uncom-
rnon on weapons. A spearhead of the third century is called Tes
tt'r. Another bears the name Attacker. That these are magical
names cannot be doubted. Sometimes the runic inscriptions are
intcrmingled with more ancient Stone-Age signs-the pre-
nrnic rock carvings from which the magical function of runcs
t'volved.
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Runes were also inscribed on defensive war gear. A third
centuryhelmetfrom Negau bears the Germanwords in a North
Italic script: "to the god F{erigast." The intention is clear. The
soldier who wore the helmet hoped that Herigast would not
allow a thing consecrated in his name to be shattered by an axe.
Shields were painted with the Tyr ( t ) rune to infuse them
with the war spirit of Tiw, the Teutonic Mars. The rune Y
(Eolh) was also used singly as a charrn to ward off evil, as were
the magical words alu (taboo) and laukaz (leek). The houseleek
plant retained its avertive associations down into the Middle
Ages, when it was planted on cottage roofs all over Europe to
ward off lightning, fire and witches.

More interesting from a magical viewpoint are the rune
wands-short staffs of yew or bone inscribed with runes for
occult purposes. They have flattened sides and are sometimes
curved and tapered like horns. The most beautiful example is
the Lindholm amulet (page 24), a minor work of art, but often
they are fairly crude. The Britsum amulet bears the message
"always carry this yew in the host of battle." The yew tree was
sacred to the Celts and was widely believed to attract magical
influences. Yew bows were prized for their power. The choice
of material of the wands played a significant part in their
efficacy.

In addition to help in winning the battle, the Norsemen
often needed aid to reach it. More feared than the enemy were
winter storms on the North Sea. Surf runes were used to calm
the waves and still the winds. In the Haaamal Odin savs:

I know a ninth (charm)-
when need of it.
to shelter my ship from winter storm,
the wind it calms,
the waves abate,
the sea is put to sleep.

In the Volsunga the former Valkyrie Brynhild says to the
warrior Sigurd:

Sca-runes good at nee.d,
Lt'arnl for ship's saving,

lirr tht. gootl ht'alth of tht' swir.rrrnirrll lrorsr,,
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On the stern cut them,
Cut them on the rudder-blade

And set flame to shaven oar:
Howso big be the sea-hills
Howso blue beneath,

Hail from the main then comest thou home.

It is probable that the charm involved carving runes on onc
of the rudder oars after ithadbeen shaved with an axe into splin-
ters to make it kindle, then setting fire to it with a spoken invoca-
tion to the appropriate god-perhaps Thor, who fought thc
Midgard serpent. A sacrifice of blood would be made on thc
runes before they were burned.

The power of runes over the elements was not confined to
the sea. Storms could be summoned or stilled over land as we'll
by means of weather runes. The Teutons considered suspect all
sudden onslaughts of snow, hail and wind.

Another charm against the elements that would fall into thc
category of taboo runes is one against fire. Odin says:

I know a seventh charm-
if a hall blazes around
my bench mates,
though hot the flames,
they feel nought.

This wouldbe not so much apersonal charm as a protection
for members of the household. The verse implies that thc
warriors in the hall could go on eating and drinking while tht'
walls crackled around them. Protection from fire is a common
feature of magic found in diverse cultures around the world.

Encounters in the mead hall were not always friendly. 'l'ht'
Vikings were not above using poison when it suited their pur-
pose. Special runes could be cut in the rim of a drinking horn,
into the backs of thc hancls, and on the fingernails to warn ol'its
presence in thc crrp. 'I'ht. nrnt' \ (Nyd) is mentioned spccif.
ically. Also mt'ntiorrcrl is tlrt. rrr:r11it'word Inukoz.

In L.gi/is .Srrtrr, lhr. nlrrr. ln.r:;tt'r llliil Skalla-Grimss()lt sus..
pccts poison ilr lris rlrirrkirr;', lr.rn llr.st'ratchcs run(.s on llrt.
vt'sst'l anrl sl.tins llrr'rtr r,vrllr lrr:; lrloo.l, llrr'rr t'lr;utts lln t,v<lt'irtory
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verse over them. In the words of the poet: "The horn sprang
asunder, and the drink spilt down into the straw."

Egil played the lead role in another magic episode when he
came across a charm that someone unskilled in rune lore had
placed in the bed of a sick woman. Ten runes had been cut on a
piece of whalebone. According to Egil" this had actually extended
the sickness. After removing the charm Egil cut runes of his own
and put them under the mattress of the sick bed. The woman
awoke as out of a deep sleep and said that she was healed.

Egil gives this solemn warning to those who would dabble
in rune lore without understanding the craft:

Runes shall a man not score,
Save he can well to read them.
That many a man betideth,
On a mirk stave to stumble.

Not everyone willing to use magical methods understood
them. Certain tribes were renowed for rune craft more than
others. The Heruli were especially celebrated for magical learn-
ing. Driven out of Denmark by the Danes, they spread to various
parts of Europe and carried the runes with them. Long after they
had vanished as a people, the term Herulian continued to con-
note a sage skilled in runes. See the Lindholm amulet, page 24.

Women were not excluded in Teutonic cultures. They could
own property and control events. There were female warriors,
at least in myth, and female wizards in real life equivalent to the
rural wise women of recent times. One such rune-witch is de-
scribed in Eric the Red's Saga, a seeress named Thorbjorg who
was often consulted about the future:

She was wearing a blue cloak with straps which was
set with stones right down to the hem; she had glass
beads about her neck, and on her head a black lamb-
skin hood lined inside with white catskin. She had a

staff in her hand, with a knob on it; it was ornamented
with brass and set around with stones iust below the
knob. Round her middle she wore a belt made of t<tuch-
wood, and on it was a big pouch in which sht' kt'pt
thosc charms of hcrs which shc nee derd for ht'r tttirl;,ic.
()n hcr fct't sht' htrd hairy ealf-skin shot's willt long1
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thongs, and on the thong ends big knobs of lateen. She
had on her hands catskin gloves which were white
inside and hairy.

A more malevolent witch named Duridr is spoken of in
Grettis Saga.To bring disaster onto Grettir, the witch cuts runes
into the root of a tree, then reddens them with her blood while
chanting a spell of doom. The staining of runes, usually with
blood, seems an integral factor in their functioning. The Old
English root word for pigmen! specifically red ochre, is related
to the Old Norse root for sorcery.

More benevolent wise women would have been much
sought after during difficult childbirths. There is a runic charm
to ease delivery mentioned in the Volsunga Saga:

Help-runes shalt thou gather
If skill thou wouldst gain

To loosen child from low-laid mother;
Cut be they in the hands hollow,
Wrapped the joints round abouf

Call for the Good-folks'gainsome helping.

Presumably the runes were to be cut into the palms of thc
mother. Again, blood is significant in the working of the magic.
The Good-folk may have been fairies.

For wounds this advice is given:

Learn the bough-runes wisdom
If leech thou lovest;

And wilt wot about wounds'searching
On the bark be they scored;
On the buds of trees

Whose boughs look eastward ever.

All the above uses of runes are to combat natural cir-
cumstances. There is a class of rune magic designed to deal with
supernatural forces. One rune charm furns a magical attack back
crn its sender. Says Odin in the Haaamal:

if runes are cut to harm me,
the spell is turncd,
the hungt'r lritrnlctl,
not I.

Anotherbaninhcs rtlrnr'rtsitrH spiriis [ry lnaking it impossiblt'
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for the spirits to put on a form or find a resting place:
if spirits trouble,
I work, they wander afar,
unable to find form or home.

Runes could open for their master the highest, but also the
lowest, domains of magic. To the latter belong works of nec-
romancy, the art of animating the dead. This is sometimes
thought to involve calling back into the corpse the soul of the
person it once contained but such is not the case. The corpse
merely acts as a material vessel for a spirit in order that the spirit
may pass on the information the sorcerer requires:

when I see aloft a tree
a corpse swinging from a rope,
then I cut and paint runes,
so the man walks,
and speaks with me.

In most cases the necromancers did notunderstand the dis-
tinction between calling back from death the soul of a human
being and evoking a spirit in the flesh of the corpse. Since the
spirit often lied to the necromancer and claimed to be the dead
man's ghost, the necromancer had little reason to revise his
opinion.

In a deceptively lighter vein, rune magic could be used to
overcome the modesty of a maiden and cause her to submit to the
advances of a man, or could make a young man infatuated with an
older woman. Love magic is often trivialized. In fact, it is a crime
of the blackest kind to wa{p the perceptions of another human
being and cause that person to love what was formerly loathed.

Fortunately, love charms are most used where none are
needed, between lovers, and then their effects are inconsequen-
tial. The herbal portion of such charms was put in beer or mead,
a wine made of honey. In the Volsunga Saga "Brynhild filled a

beaker and bore it to Sigurd, and gave him the drink of love."
She says:

Mixed is it mightily,
Mingled with fame,
Brimming with bright lays
And pitiful runcs,
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A large class of rune magic dealt with what are called word
runes and thought runes. Word runes gave their possessor a
ready tongue at the thing-the tribal council where legal matters
were decided.If the rune master had wronged another man he
mighthope to escape justpunishment (usuallya fine of gold or
cattle) by pleading his case so eloquently that no listener would
find in his accuser's favor. A glib and clever tongue was a charac-
teristic of the god Odin. In the Volsunga Brynhild says:

Word-runes learn well
If thou wilt that no man

Pay back grief for the grief thou gavest;
Wind thou these,
Weave thou these,

Cast thou these all about thee,
At the Thing,
Where folk throng,

Unto the full doom faring.

Associatedwithword runesbut of a deeper significance are
the thought runes. These enable their bearer to hear and under-
stand the inspired wisdom of the gods. Brynhild says:

Thought-runes shalt thou deal with
If thou wilt be of all men
Fairest-souled wight, and wisest,

This is sharply different in tone from the somewhat cynical
description of word runes. Thought runes not only granted
material knowledge, but spiritual wisdom as well. They make
the soul white by washing away sin. Thought runes would bc
mainly sought after by priests and magicians of the higher
order, who were less concerned with things of the body and
more involved in matters of the spirit. They are avenues for the
communication of the Higher Self with the ego.

This refutes the assertations of some scholars that runes are
completely materialistic. The poet T. S. Eliot wrote: "Runes and
charms are very practical formulae designed to produce definitc
results, such as gettirrg il c()w out of a bog."

The statemcnt is trrrt. irs l.rr irs il gocs, but it encourages a

distorted undcrstarrd i rrp, ol ru nrH.'l'ht.'I'cut<lnic peoples facccl
cnormous harclslrips lrollt lrurrr lrrrtrrrr. and from thcir ficrct'
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human foes. Their primary concern was physical survival, and
rune lore reflects this preoccupation; but to assume from this
that no one using the runes was capable of more refined philo-
sophical and theological aspirations is unjustified. Merely
because such thoughts were never written down does not mean
they never existed.

The use of runes to achieve spiritual growth is no less a
practical matter than getting a cow out of a bog. Those who
believe what they cannot see is in some way impractical, and by
inference not worth bothering about, betray their ignorance.
Scholars often fail to perceive the higher aspects of rune magic
because they are blind to the light of Spirit. They assiduously sift
through the empty husks of rune lore but miss the kernels of
wisdom that lie scattered all around them.

A minor use of runes but one worth mentioning is the
induction of sleep. Odin, angered by Brynhild's betrayal of his
will, caused her to enter a magical sleep. According to Brynhild,
he "stuck the sleep-thorn" into her. The Thorn ( | ) is a rune,
but whether it had any part in Odin's spell is moot. The German
fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty, who was surrounded by a wall of
thorns, may relate to this legend. There are many such corres-
pondences between German folk tales and Teutonic mythol-
ogy. A charm in the Haaamal may be a riddle for this magical
sleep:

The first charm I know
is unknown to all
of any human kind,
'Help'it is named,
for help it gives,
in hours of anguish,
and in sorrow.

That there were countless other uses to which runes were
put can be inferred from the diversity of examples that have
come down through history. Rune magic was not a rigid for-
mula but a flexible tool that could be freely applied by a master
of runes to any problem in life.

Sincc runcs are'a tool without moral strieturt.s attitchcc-l to
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them, they couldbe andwere usedas readilyforevil as forgood.
lA/hen evilly employed, they exacted a payment in evil. When
used for Boo4 they conveyed an increase of good. In knowing
hands they provided the means for exhalting the human soul to
its highest level. They truly are the legacy of Odin to his
people:

Some abide with the Elves,
Some abide with the Aesir,

Or with the wise Vanir,
Some still hold the sons of mankind.

These be the book-runes
And the runes of good help,

And all the taboo-runes
And the runes of much might;

To whomso they may avail
Unbewildered, unspoil!

They are wholesome to have:
Thrive thou with these thery
When thou hast learnt their lore,
Til the Gods end thy life-days.



Frank's Casket-Fronf. Whalebone. Northumbria 8th century.
The right panel shows Weland the Smith standing over the headless body of
one of King Nithhad's sons, holding a cuP made of the slain man's skull. On
the right side Weland's brother Egil strangles birds from whose feathers he
made wings that allowed Weland to escape Nithhad's captivity.

The left panel depicts the Christian scene of the adoration of the Magi.
The runes m agiarecarved overthe figures of the wise men. The runes around
the edge tell of the beached whale from whose bones the casket was made.

Frank's Casket-Left side. Whalebone. Northumbria, 8th century.

A scene showing the suckling of Romulus and Remus, mythical founders of
Rome, by a wolf. The runes describe the scene.
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Chapter 4

MEANING OF THE RUNES

Below is the German futhark of 24 characters, the first settlccl

form of runes. Wiccan and other Pagan grouPs sometimes us('

the 28 or 33 character Anglo-Saxon rune alPhabet,calledfuthorc

because of the altered pronunciation of the first.six lettcrs.

Additions to the original funes will be dealt with later.

The primary form of each rune is followed by its secondary

forms (if any) iti name, the short meaning of the name' and its

transliteration. old English names for the runes ale used becausc

they are easier to pronounce and to remember, but it should bc

borne in mind that the runes afe Gefman. After the summary, Lr

tlctailed examination is made into the levels of meaning of each

rune and possible ways it can be used magically'

FEOH (Cattlt') - f

l;coh bcgins alrtl lr,unr':i llrc lirsl ol llrt'tltrt't' nrllir-'l'hc Lrt'ast

of brrrdt'n arrtl lry,lsr;ttr'l.tltotr lltr'(ltl'llili('r; llutt t'ltaractcrizt'caltlt'
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Cerman futhark Anglo-Saxon futhorc

1st addition 2nd addition

v
I V ruon (Cattle)-f

I h un (Aurochs)-u

I F rHoRN (Devil)

I N or't",, 
"

I R nao (Riding)-r

| ( rErV (Torch)-k

| { cvru (cift)-g

I P *N (Glory)-w

I N Harcl tuuit)
l-h
| $ Nvo (Need)-n

I I Is (Ice)-i
<) CEI (Harvest)

1
$ EoH (Yew)-e

f rrono (Appte)
-P

f Eor.H 1oe-

, fense)-z

) SIGEL (Sun)-s

4\ rYR (riw)-t

I nronc (Birch)

['l utbrHorr"t-u
Fl vrarl (Man)-m

I racu (water)
-t

O ING (Fertility
god)-ng

X penc (ouv)-a

I nrHEl (Home-
land)-o

Y ec (oak)-a

f ensc (Ash)-ae

h YR (Saddle)-y
!|v EAR (Earth)-ea

{ ron (Eel)-io _
A CALC (Cup)-k

{ can (spear)-[

{ cwEonD (r-q
fl sraru (stone)

-st
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That which is domestic and mild. Of a broken spirit. Slavish,
stupid, slow. To be used and owned by free men. Cowardly. The
shape of the rune is like the horned head of a cow.

Since cattle are movable possessions and were used in Ger-
many to pay debts, the early meaning was submerged by the con-
cept of wealth. There were no ambivalent feelings about riches
in the days prior to Christianity. Feoh was looked upon as a com-
pletely positive rune. It was associated not merely with posses-
sion but withhonor as well. Great wealth enabled a man to make
rich presents which won him much renown. For this reason the
Scylding family mentioned inBeozoolf was held in high regard.

The notion of Feoh may at one time have included human cat-

tle, or slaves, who were looked upon as beasts of burden and
units of wealth. To give slaves captured in battle, and later to give
the equivalent measure of gold, was to give some of the battle
glory to another. A man's courage and strength were measured
by his plunder.

Magically, Feoh can be used in a good or evil way. If used to
signf that someone has power over his environment or that his
wealth will increase, it is beneficial. But if applied directly with
scomful intent it increases cowardliness and dullness. It can bc
used to break the spirit of an enemy and render him incapable of
effective action. It can create fear and a fawning dependence.

2. \ Also f) ar,d ,\ uR (Aurochs) - u

tl
Aurochs is the name for a species of wild ox that lived in thc

forests of Europe. It was hunted to extinction in the L7th century.
Six feettall at the shoulderwith shaggyblackhair and large curl-
ing horns, it possessccl thc ficrceness of a wild boar and tht'
strength of a bull. lt hacl rnttch llrc samc meaning for the Teutonic
hunters as thc Atrrt'rit'.ttt lrisort for tht' plains Indians.

Julius Cat'sirr, orrt'oI tItc t',rrlit'st Iitt'rirtt' ltom:rns to pcnt'tratt'
lht' wilclcrnt'ss ol ( lcrrtt,rtry, ;',rvrr; .r 1',ortrl J('('()tlltt tlf this bcast ilr
lris (lnl/it' Wurs'.
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. .. an animal somewhat smaller than an elephant
with the appearance, color and shape of a bull. They
are very strong and agile, and attack every man and
beast they catch sight of. The natives take great pains
to trap them in pits, and then kill them. This arduous
sport toughens the young men and keeps them in
training; and those who kill the largest number exhibit
the horns in public to show what they have done, and
earn high praise. It is impossible to domesticate or
tame the aurochs, even if caught young. The horns are
much larger than those of our oxen and of quite dif-
ferent shape and appearance. The Germans prize
them greatly; they mount the rims with silver and use
them as drinking-cups at their grandest banquets.

When the qualities of the animal are abstracted it can be
perceived that Ur meant an elemental masculine potency.
Physically: strengtlL agility and endurance. Emotionally: cour-
age and boldness. Spiritually: freedom. Thus, that which can
never be domesticated or enslaved. The triumphant soul of
nature. The shape of Ur is a horn or erect phallus.

This meaning is in direct contrast to that of the Feoh rune.
Clearly the first two runes form a pair. A similar pattern runs
throughoutthe alphabetand is useful in determiningthe shades
of meaning of obscure runes. The pairs are not always opposites
but always present a sharp contrast.

The aurochs was synonymous with manhood. That it had a
magical significance is suggested by the costly decoration and
careful preservation of its homg and also by the fact that although
aurochs did not extend into Britain in historical times, the
Anglo-Saxons retained the beast as emblematic of the rune.
Perhaps killing the aurochs was a rite of passage into manhood.

Magically, the Ur rune can be used to send resolve and
courage, to restore hope, to galvanize into action. Also to increase
sexual potency in men. When applied indirectly it can be used as
a threat and a medium of destructive force.
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In the narrowest sense, Thorn is the name of an evil giant.

His figure has survived to the present in the children's fairy tale of

fack and the Beanstalk. It has been translated more generally as

Demon.
The shape of the rune is sharp and cutting-like a tooth or

claw. This probably led the Anglo-Saxons to change the meaning to
the thorn found on rose bushes. Both old and new me.rnings retain

the idea of pain and strife. The Old English Rune Poem reads:

The thorn is extremely sharp, painful
for any warrior to grasP, immeasurably fierce
to any man who rests among them.

This seems an exaggerated description to be used by a

warrior race accustomed to hardship of all sorts, but when
applied to a giant demon, it is approPriate. Although the early
meaning of the rune was forgotten, its associations lingered on.

The demon Thorn might well be called immeasurably fierce.
In general, the rune conveys a sense of evil force inimical to

human will. It is the brute destructive Power of Chaos oPPosed

to the world order. All the worst associations of the frost giants

apply here. Giants were called "torfurers of women" in Scan-

dinavian rune poems, a term summarizing their base cruelty.
Magically,this rune is evilwhen applied directlyto another

person. It can be used to call upon them confusion and destruction,
to literally visit them with the demon. Used simply to embody evil,

it can be fenced around by other protective runes and can play a

part in removing evil from an individual or a place afflicted.

4 N nrso p os (God) - a

I

A god, probably Odin. In an Icelandic Poem this rune is

glossed "prince of Asgard and lord of Valhalla." In later Anglo-
Saxon runes it comcs to mcan mouth, and in Scandinavian
runes, mouth of a rivt'r. 'l'ht'$t' lirtt'r meanings accord well with
the nature of Oclin, who wtts tlrc wisc god, lord of poetry and

cunning spccch.

3. THORN (Devil) - th
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Two stories told about Odin reveal this part of his nature. To
gain wisdom, Odin begged his uncle Mimir, a water demon whose
name meansFle who Thinks,to allowhima drinkfromhis foun-
tain where all knowledge and wisdom lay hidden. Mimir agreed
on condition that Odin tear out his eye and hand it over as a
pledge. So desirous was Odin of obtaining the wisdom of the
fountain that he acceded to this condition, and from then on he
was known as the One-Eyed.

Not content with wisdom, Odin sought skill in poetry. The
giant Suttung possessed the hydromel, a fabulous drink made
of blood and honeythat caused anyone who sipped even a drop
to become a great bard. Through craft and skill, bdin gained thL
confidence of Suttung's daughter, Gunnlod, who allowed him
to sip the hydromel on three separate nights in return for his
amorous favors.Inthree gulps Odin drankall the hydromel and
carried it off., gaining sole possession of all poetry, except for a
few drops that fell to the ground during his flight.

That which distinguishes man from the beasts is reasoned
speech. The God of the Hebrews created the entire world with a
Word. In Teutonic mythology life springs from rivers and foun-
tains, which are analogous to the speaking mouth of God as
sources of creative energy. Therefore, this rune presents the
opposite to the force of Chaos. The personification of reason
and law in nature, and the giver of human laws that are in har-
mony with the will of God. What is kind benevolent, just. The
source of true happiness.

Magically, this is a very favorable rune. It opens the way for
judgment into difficult and confusing situations. It brings calm.
It carries Light into darkness. In its secondary meaning it gives
knowledge and good speech, and acts as an avenue of divine
revelation. The biblical prophets may be said to have proph-
esied under the influence of this rune.

s. 
R 

RAD (Riding) - r
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A journey on horseback. In the Old English Rune Poem the

iourney is said to be strenuous, the horse powerful, the road
long. All three elements are laden with significance. For the
ancient Germans, travel where the roads were few and bad was
of epic proportions. Moderate joumeys required weeks-longer
journeys months or even years. Physical endurance was tested
to the limit. The journey became a metaphor for life itself.

Complete dependence was placed on the horse. Without it
the traveler would be left on foot in the wilderness at the mercy
of wolves and other things less natural. The horse became
transportation itself, equivalent to the ship at sea. It has been
suggested that Rad acted as a charm for travelers. The rune
possessed a mystical association with journeying of all kinds.
Perhaps it was given to the dead to guide and assist them on
their road to the underworld.

Inthe abstract, Radmeans aseekingandstriving. A quest. A
search for fulfillment, perhaps a search for spiritual wisdom. On
the material level: physical travel, change in address, forced
relocation.

Magically, it canbe usedto seekintotheunknown. Applied
to another persory it arouses restlessness and dissatisfaction,
and causes changes in life that may be good or bad depending
on which runes accompany it.

./l
6.

Originally referred to light, which in ancient times was pro-
vided by torches and fires. Human light as opPosed to thc
rrntural light of the sun. The physical light of flame was easily
associated with the light of the mind, just as darkness is linkcd
with ignorance. Thc picrcing kccnncss of the intellect lights thc
clark places of the soul ltrcl tlispt'ls shadows. The rune may havc
bt'come linked witlr tlrt' p.ri{s.ll')(' of t}'rc clcad. The rider on tht'
Iong rcad to tht'ttttclt'rworltl t',trricrl Kt'n, tlrc illuminating light
of his rcas()n, its it g,ttitlt' irtttl t'ottllot'l
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The highest virtues have always been associated with
radiance. There are references in the gospels to the shining light
of Christ. Revelations from Godto the prophets tookthe form of
light-as when Moses saw the burning bush. White is a sacred
color in diverse cultures. The white buffalo of the American
lndians. The white knight of European folklore. The white dove
of peace.

In the Cynewulfin signatures, passages where the Anglo-
Saxon poet placed his name in the form of rune riddles, Ken is
used as a cipher for intelligence. Speaking of the final judgment,
Cynwulf says: "Then cin will tremble, will hear the King, the
Ruler of heaven, speak, pronounce stern words to those who
obeyed him negligently before in the world." This would seem
to be light used as the gift of the personal self-the soul-
from God.

The early Germans burned their dead. Attempts have been
made to linkthe Ken rune with some rite of a sun cult. Symbols
of the sun figure prominently in the Stone Age rock carvings
and appear beside runes on some weapon relics-the spearhead
found near Brestlitovsk in the USS& for example. Such a con-
nection would not be incompatible with the interpretation of
Ken as progressively torch, light and intelligence.

The Scottish word ker which now means to know, but
which earlier meant to see, to recognize, and was also used to
indicate the range of vision or sight, may be a descendant of the
Ken rune. The shape of the rune is of something that flies
and pierces.

Magically, the rune can be used in conjunction with its
partner Rad to penetrate mysteries. Applied to another directly
it dispels ignorance and brings about sudden realizations and
insights. Perversely applied it frustrates learning. It represents
the highest of the three levels of man.

Meilrritr\r ol lht llunrs / 4!)

Gifts played an important part in German culture. A chief
would supportthe youngwarriors who followed him with gifts
of horses, weapons and lavish feasts. Relations between tribcs
were always conducted with the exchange of costly presents'

Tacitus writes in his Germania:

It is usual to grve the departing guest whatever he may
ask for, and a present in return is asked with as little
hesitation. They are greatly charmed with gifts, but
they expect no return for what they give, nor feel any
obligation for what theY receive.

The giving to, and receiving of gifts from, the gods would
have been looked upon as a natural extension of these customs.

Accordingly, Gyfu has been regarded as a magical symbol con-
nected with sacrifice. It seems probable that it refers more to sac-

rifices made to the gods than gifts of the gods to men because of
the nature of Teutonic deities-the pagan gods such as Thor and

Odin could be expected to gift a man only with strength and

cunning. Even this might be capriciously withdrawrt on a whim.
On the other hand, men were obligated to sacrifice to the gods

lest the gods become angry and visit them with misfortunes.
Even before the advent of Christianrty, it would be reason-

able to link Gyfu with charity. Generosity was the virtue of great

chiefs. The covetous were despised and believed to suffer an ill
fate. Gyfu would generally mean something of personal value,

l'reely and willingly given away. It might be a life sacrifice-
forsaking present happiness for future joy. It is good to sacrifice

the lower for the higher; evil to sacrifice the higher for the lower.
'l'he cross is an ancient symbol of suffering.

Magically, a sign of initiation. What must be given up in order t<r

gain wisdom and spiritual power. No advance is possible without
pain and loss. The rune can be applied to another person favorably

Is the bringer of gifts, or unfavorably as the causer of sacrifice.

n 
P 

wYN (cl.ry)z. X cYFU (Girt) - s
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Usually translated as ioy, a better meaning is glory because
it suggests pleasure in possession. Glory is an intangible thing,
yet it can be gained or lost. While it is possessed it is displayed as
a badge of honor. Glory encompasses joy, in that no glorying is
possible without joy.

In relation to its paired complement Gyfu, Wyn is what
results from gift giving. It is the natural reward for sacrifice. Sac-
rifice to the gods is repaid with success in battle and honor in
life. Generosity brings all manner of rewards both tangible and
spiritual. In the highest form Wyn is ecstasy, a merging with the
divine Light.

Odin is mentioned in connection with this rune in an
Anglo-Saxon poem, the Mne Herbs Charm:

For Woden took nine glory-twigs,
he smote then the adder that it flew apart into nine
parts.

The adder is the serpent in the Garden of Eden, a diminished
form of dragon. The glory twigs are magic wands with runes cut
into them representing nine natural forces. However, cutting
anything with nine objects results in ten parts. Nine was used
slrmbolically in the poem as a cycle of perfection, a trine of
trinities. The number ten begins a new cycle and is therefore
tangible. Smiting the serpent is implied as a spiritual act.

Magically, Wyn is a reward for spiritual sacrifice; the force
flickering in the name given to the neophyte when he takes on
his magical identity and is exhalted above the common man.
The rune can be used as a vessel of energy in the same way Odin
used it, to project authority. Glory in the eyes of the gods trans-
lates as strength in dealings with men.

s. N arro $ u,,a T HAEGL (Hail) - h

Haegl can be literally interpreted as hail, a miraculous and
terrifying phenomenon of nature. It must have seemed to the
Teutons that the gods were venting their wrath on tht' erarth
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when they threw down white stones to blight crops and kill
fowl. Hail was thought to be one of the weapons of the frost
giants.

In the abstract, Haegl means hardship. Involuntary suffer-
ing without reason. The afflictions of Job. Any injustice thrust
upon a manbythe fates. The loss of aloved one. An inexplicable
sickness. The sinkin g of. a ship or the laming of a horse. Disaster
of a violent nature. Haegl is an active and masculine destroyer. It
beats down a field of grain with hammer strokes. Its action is vis-
ible and physical.

This rune begins the secondaeff whichbears its name.It has
been speculated that Haegl is the name of an unknown god since
the runes that begin the other two aettir can be connected with
two gods: Feoh is a natural symbol for Frey, and Tyr is another
name for Tiw. Since no reference to a god Haegl has ever been
found, this is only speculation. If Haegl is a god he may have
filled a role similar to the Hindu goddess IGlf the Destroyer.
'tiw is a god of judicial mediation. Frey is a god of generation.
'fhe trinity would be rounded by a god of destruction.

Magically, Haegl is a rune that lends itself to evil use. To
project its quality on another is to send them suffering and
hardship, which may be more precisely defined by the runes
that accompany it. This is suffering without hope of redemption,
remorseless pain and loss of a violent kind.

ro. 
$ NYD (Need) - n

The necessity to endure. That element in the human spirit
which will not allow it to accept its fate. Stubborn will to resist
t'vcn when there is no hope. Resistance against all odds. lt
shows itself in circumstances clf extreme trial such as deathly
sickness or natural r'lisnslt'r: tht' canccr patient who refuses tu
.r cccpt death; the. acci ci t' rr l v i ct i rn who con tinues to fight through
icy waters aftcr his t'ortst'iottsnr,ss ltits dt'serted him-these peo-
plt. illustratc tht' powcr ol Nytl.
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There is no glory in Nyd. It is described in the poem
Solomon and Saturn as the worst lot that can befall a man. No
credit arises from exhibiting resistance to such supreme hardship
because it lies beyond the level of willful control. Nyd is sent by
the gods to test and to teach. It produces a tempering of the
spirit. One who experiences Nyd and lives is the stronger for it.
In historical times, the death camps of Nazi Germany generated
large amounts of Nyd.

Nyd is linked with Haegl in several ancient references. In
the AbecedariumNordmannicum the two runes occur on the same
line, which reads: "hail has need." In the Old English Rune Poem

the verses for Haegl and Nyd have parallel constructions:

Hail is the whitest of grains; it whirls down from
heaven's heighf

and gusts of wind toss it abou! then it is transformed
to water.

Hardship oppresses the hear! yet nonetheless often it
is transformed for the sons of men

to a source of help and salvation, if only they heed
it in time.

Nyd is the power in the human spirit that allows it to
endure Haegl. The two go together. Without great hardship the
necessity to endure would never be exercised. The shape of the
Nyd rune suggests a broken cross, or perhaps a man carrying an
awkward and unbalanced load.

Magically, the rune carries fortitude and defiance when all
hope has been lost. It gives fearlessness in the face of certain
death. Cast on another it can provide the inner strength to allow
them to survive extreme sufferings of a physical or psychologi-
cal kind. But cast indirectly with negative intent, it carries
hardship.

I11. I IS(Ice)-i

In the narrow sense this rune stands for ict', pirrtictrlarly the

l2 ar*,,\ (;tilt (l Inrvt'st) - i
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flat floor or bridge of ice that covers inlets of the sea,lakes and
rivers. All northern races used ice for highways in winter. Such

roads had their treacherous aspect. An unwary traveler might
fall through and be lost without a trace. lnthe Icelandic Rune Poem

is written:
Ice is bark of rivers
and roof of the wave
and destruction for doomed men.

The qualities that distinguish ice are stealth and treachery.
It forms silently, sealing up open waters in a steel-like case.It is

hard when a man might wish it to be soft, and soft when he most
wants it to be hard. Never is it to be trusted. It surrounds the hull
of a ship and crushes it in savage jaws. It waits for the unwary
step and throws down the horse or walking man.

Its deceptive qualities make it feminine' If Haegl is com-
pared to the stroke of an axe, Is is poison in the winecup. Ice has

its alluring, seductive aspects. As the Old English Rune Poem

states:

it glitters clear as glass, very like jewels;
it is a floor wrought by the frost, fair to behold.

Much of its danger lies in its inviting aPPearance. The

silence and stillness of ice putthetraveleroff hisguard. One step

leads to another, and before he knows it he is in over his head.

Another quality of ice is its changelessness. It locks life
under its surface and keeps it motionless as though under a
spell. Even the restless waves are stilled. Waterfalls and foun-
tains become rigid monuments to the power of Is.

Magically, it prevents actions through hidden and subtlc
rneans. Can be used to freezean intention or emotion before it is

l'rrlly developed. Can also cause sudden and unforeseen catas-

trophe which the victim cannot perceive developing. But its
rnarin use is to forestall cvcnts.

(;
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Harvest is the specific meaning of this rune, but for general
purposes, cycle may be more useful. It indicates the coming full
circle of the year when the labor in the fields during spring and
summer is repaid in autumn. The ancient Germans did not
recognize autumn as a season. According to Tacitus, they acknowl-
edged only spring, summer and winter. Perhaps they regarded
autumn as a summing up of the entire year, rather than as a
separate and equal quarter.

Generalized Ger is any revolution or cycle of change. A
change of luck. A cycle of life. All natural cycles such as the
phases of the moon. The change of the seasons. Ger has vari-
ously been defined by scholars as year, spring, summer and har-
vest season. Its broader meaning encompasses all these.

For the Teutons, the most obvious cycle was the change
from winter to summer, and from summer to winter. The joys
and plenties of the harvest are opposed to the silent hardship
signaled by the freezing over of the lakes, rivers and ocean. The
stillness of Is is in sharp contrast to the cyclic motion of Ger. In
winter everything stops; with the return of the sun, things begin
to move once again. Ger is change, and change is always
cyclical.

Even the shape of Ger suggests this whirling energy. It is a
tourbillion, a vortex of active forces. The alternate form of Ger
shows an axis through the center of a circle. This is a Hindu sym-
bol for generation.

Magically, Ger is used to bring about an inversion of cir-
cumstance. It revolves the wheel of fortune and makes the high
to be low and the low to be high. It causes events to come full cir-
cle. More esoterically, it is used to actualize desire by making
inner vision into physical reality. The fruition of designs.

N13. 
{ 

' EOH (Yew) - e (a sound between e and i)

The yew is an evergreen tree with bright red berries and a

very durable, elastic wood. It was used to makt' bows, and one of
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the translation of Eoh is bow made of yew. Yew bows were
greatly prized for their strength.

It also seems to have been related to burning. The Nor-
wegian Rune Poem reads:

Yew is the greenest of trees in winter;
when it burns, it sputters.

In the Old English Rune Poem, Eoh is called a keeper of flame.
Fire was sacred to the Teutons. The evergreen color of the yew
may have endowed its wood with revitalizingpowers. In early
times it was customary to burn the bodies of the dead before
interring them. Yew rune wands may have been burned on
funeral pyres to help the dead attain eternal life.

Yew trees were also planted in cemeteries where they can
still be seen today; or perhaps the dead were buried in groves of
yew. The yew is thought to draw in supernatural influences.
Ancient yews are looked upon with dread. They are thought to
absorb and trap the spirits of the dead and keep them from
wandering.

A wood that sputters when it burns is not the most desir-
able for utilitarian use, but in magic the sputter may have been
looked upon as a favorable omen. There is a classical form of
clivination wherein the crackle of laurel boughs cast on a fire is
rcgarded as a good sign.

The wand-shaped amulets found by archaeologists are made
of yew wood, attesting that the yew was considered to have
nragical power of a vitalizing and protective nature. The Eoh
rune may be said to signify dependability, strength and vitality.
'l'he term yeoman/ which originally meant the follower of a

chief-a bowman-carries connotations of all these virtues in
the phrase "yeoman service."

Magiqally, this rune is used to lend strength and provide a

firm foundation. It is to be rclied on in time of need. It can protect
.r person from himself by rcnrlcring him sensible and thought-
ftr l. I t guards agai nst st'l f-rk'gt rtt cti vr. bt'havior. More mystically
it prrovides a staff of t'ornlorl rurtl ht,lp in the darkness of the
sorrl.
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1.4. X PEoRD (Apple) - p

The original meaning of this rune was probably apple tree.
However Peord is one of the more obscure runes and no inter-
pretation is certain. Various definitions have been proposed
including pawn, chessman, dice box, table-game, and even
penis. These speculations arise from the context of Peord in the
Old English Rune Poem:

A table-game (?) is always a source of recreation
and amusement

to proud princes, where warriors sit
happily together in the mead-hall.

The definition of Peord as some form of game or gaming
implement, even if generally correct in the context of the poem,
is far removed from its first meaning. All runes once stood for
natural objects or elemental forces. It was only when the runes
were interpreted by settled societies that they became trivialized.
For example, yew became yew-bow; cattle became wealth; the
necessity to endure became feudal obligation.

However, if table-game is the degenerate meanin& a link
may be formed with the first meaning of the rune-apple tree.
Tacitus in his Germania mentions that the Germans divined by
cutting twigs from a fruit-bearing tree and carving runes on
them. The most obvious fruit tree of the northern forests is the
apple. History teaches that traditional forms of divination fre-
quently degenerate into games of gambling. The Tarot devolved
into common playing cards. Geomancy became dice. It is not
unlikely that Germanic divination was reduced over time to a
form of table sport-probably some form of draughts. If so, the
runic name for the wood used in divination mav have carried
down to the game.

All this is highly speculative. It is worth noting, however,
that a scholar named Marstrander arrived at the same meaning
for Peord through a separate philological routt'. F{t' rt'lated the
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rune name Peord to the Irish name for apple tree, ceirt, and con-
nected the two with reference to the evolution of words.

A separate rune for the apple tree makes good sense. There
are many tree runes. The apple has powerful magical and mytho-
logical associations: the apples of the Tree of Knowledge; the
golden apple given to Venus by Paris; the apples of Idun by
which the gods preserved their youth; the apples of Sodam,
lovely to look upon, but ashes inside; the apples of Istkahor,
sweet on one side and bitter on the other.

In Teutonic mythology, the apple seems to have been a
beneficent symbol. The phrase "an apple a day keeps the doctor
away" is still popular. However, apples are not without their
ambivalent aspect. A fruit so luscious and seductive easily
becomes a tool for evil. In the fairy tale Snow White, the wicked
queen uses an apple to disguise her poison.

For the early Germans, Peord probably signified a Cor-
nucopia of life and health. The shape is enclosing, like a cup
tipped on its side. The apple was a pleasurable source of sus-
tenance and therefore to be celebrated in Bacchanalian feasts.
The negative connotations derive from the positive-too much
celebration brings sickness the morning after. In this sense
Peord is opposed to its paired complement Eoh, which is staid
and frugal by nature. Both are tree runes, but of markedly dif-
ferent associations. In the fable of the Ant and the Grasshopper,
Eoh might stand for the sign of the ant, and Peord for the sign of
the grasshopper. Those who exude large amounts of Peord are
fun to be around but undependable.

Magically, the rune seves to bring abundance and pleasure
even to the point of excess, and is not to be overused. The gayest
and brightest of the runes. Cast with evil intent it can seduce
others to excesses in gluttony, lust and drunkenness. It can
make them spendthrift. Like wine it is delightful in moderation,
but deadlv in excess.

15. EOLH(Dofcnsc) 7,
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Another rune that aPPears to be connected with an older
symbol-the splayed human hand which it resembles, an in-
siinctive sign for warding off harm. Outlines of the human hand

have been discovered in caves where prehistoric men once

lived. The American Indians used this sign for peace. Similar
symbols, but with five branches, are used in North Africa to turn
aside the evil eye.

A reasonable objection can be made that if Eolh is meant to
represent the human hand, it should have five branches. In fact,

it is one of the less understood runes. In later rune poems it
seernsto have stood for elk-sedge,which maybe atoughkind of
marsh grass that elk fed upon. But it has also been interpreted as

willow, sea-holly, swalL and even as the sign of an obscure god

named Alcis mentioned by Tacitus.
One thing at least is known: the rune was carried by warriors

to protect them in battle. In the Old English Rune Poem the con-

notation of warding off survives:

Elk-sedge usually dwells in a marsh,
growing in the water; it gives grievous wounds
staining with blood every man
who lays a hand on it.

Anyone who as a child has tried to tear up a handful of
marsh ferns will understand all too well what is meant here. The

fibers in the stems of the ferns part and cut like razots through
the skin. This verse is very similar to the one rePresenting
Thorn.

In the Norzp egian Rune Po em,Eolh is linked with the claw of a

hawk. Pictorially, this is the best correspondence.In the burial
mound of a shaman discovered near Copenhagen the claw of a

falcon was found along with other magical articles. The talons of
a hawk are the focus of its power; with them it catches and kills
its prey. The Teutonic peoples would have a knowledge of their
great strength. Very likely the mummified claws of hawks were

used magically to embody the speed, nobility and power of
these great birds. Among the American Indians the eagle occu-

pied a prominent place in the magical hierarchy.
Whatever the rune may have originally stood for, its ab-
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stracted meaning is generally agreed upon-stay away or suffer
unpleasant consequences. It is a kind of shield which the person
who presents it erects before him.

Magically, it is used for defense on all levels: physical,
emotional and intellectual. It protects against the attacks of men,
beasts or spirits. It can be sent to another to keep him safe from
harm. Eolh figures prominently in the protective charm worn
during dangerous rune rituals which will be described in a

later chapter.

1,6. 
5 

o*' h srcEr- (sun) - s

Sigel stands for the rays that emanate from the sun and
strike the earth-its active power. The shape suggests a bolt of
lightning, andin the Tarot card of The Tower,lightning is shown
lashing from the solar orb to destroy a stone tower, which is
usually associated with the Tower of Babel.

The Nazis recognized the destructive potential of this rune
when they chose it as the insignia of the SS. Indeed, the Swastika
is no more than two Sigel runes laid over each other to suggest
the whirling, flaming ball of a falling meteor. In pagan times,
meteors were looked upon as weapons of the gods, particularly
Thor whose hammer was earlier thought to be a meteorite.

The Germans worshipped the sun. Caesar mentions sun wor-
ship, and the numerous sun wheels found in the rock carvings
attest to it, as do certain relics such as the bronze altar found near
Ystad in Sweden. This last is a remarkable object shaped roughly
like a drum. It stands on ten bronze wheels arrayed around its
perimeter, and its top is inscribed with concentric circles and
rings of fire that form a solar image of impressive proportions.

The offensive power suggested by the shape of the Sigel rune.
is well represented by this vcrs(! fnrrn the lcelandic Rune Poem:

Sun is shir'kl ol lltr' ',Lv
anrl shirrin;', rrry
and tlt'strovcr rtl lt'r..
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Magically, Sigel is a sword of justice, the retribution of the
gods.It is used to destroy enemies and to strike through confu-
sion to the heart of problems. Sigel is an offensive weapon just
as Eolh is a defensive weapon. It is used to punish; its effects are

similar to the sword of ritual magic. Since it is an instrument of
Light it cannot be used to commit evil with impunity. Attempts
to pervert it to the uses of darkness end tragically.

17. 4\ rYR (riw) - t

I

Tyr begins and names the third aett of.the Germanfuthark.
One of the major Teutonic gods of prehistoric times, by the
period when Roman historians began to record German customq
he had degenerated into a minor war deity and was ignobly
compared to Mars. However, from what can be gathered of his
nature, he deserved better. His great courage was restrained by
his intelligence and sense of honor. The blind killing rage char-

acteristic of Mars was not part of Tiw's original makeup. He was
the god of legal and moral judgment, the upholder of oaths. He
could be more closely compared to Mercury than Mars, since
both Tiw and Mercury were instruments of a higher law.

Leaving his early nature aside, the latter day Tiw was a war
god. The ruie ( t i is similar to the symbol for Mars t oZ l. It
was cut into weapons and carried into battle to give courage and
war skill. It occurs on many rune charms. The similarity in shape
of Tyr to all piercing weapons, particularly the sPear, is signifi-
cant. The favorite weapon of the Germans was a short light
spear called a framea, which they had the option of casting at a
foe or retaining for close combat.

Irr the Old En glish Rune Po em, the meaning of Tyr has develope d
into a constellation or star or planet in the night sky. Even then it
retains its connotations of faithfulness and dependability:

Tyr is one of the guiding signs, it keeps faith well
with princes; always it holds its course
abovt' thc night ckruds; it ncvcr fails.
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This late definition may refer to the planet Mars or to a con-
stellation of stars. Perhaps it is the North Star, which is sym-
bolized on maps and charts with the sign: $ . The North Star
is certainly a guide, always holds its course, and never fails.

Magically, Tyr is similar to Sigel in that both are offensive
weapons, but Tyr refrs more specifically to human qualities of
courage and determination. It lends its strength in battles of all
kinds, supports failing limbs and guides weapons to their mark.
When carved on a weapon, it helps it to strike true and keeps it
from shattering. Cast on another person with evil intent, it car-
ries strife on all levels. Can cause fist fights or wrestlings with
conscience depending on how it is modified by circumstance
and the runes that accompany it.

N
18. 

6 
BEoRC (Birch) - b

The birch figures prominently in Teutonic customs as thc
symbol of spring awakening. It is the first tree in the northcrrr
forests to turn green after the long winter. In the Golden Bouclr
Frazer describes how the Russian villagers would cut down a
young birch tree in the spring, dress it in a woman's clothes ancl
honor it with feasts and celebrations, then throw it into a stream.
l:razer believed this last act to be a rain charm, but it was mor('
likely a fertility charm. A variation of this custom was to drt'ss
the prettiest girl in the village completely in birch boughs.

The slender trunk of the birch, its delicate leaves and silvt'r
bark which has the appearance of adornment, all contributc to
;rscribing feminine qualities to it. Likely it was related to Frcyja,
lhe goddess noted forherlove of ornamentandthe most bcerrrti-
Itrl female in Asgard.

Birch twigs werc plact'd in houses and stables to r-i'rrrsc
w()men and marcs to colrt't.ivc. lloth men and worncn wcr('
l.rshed with birch twil',s lor',r sirrril,rr l)rlrP()s('. In modt'rn S('iln-
tlinavia, thc cttstonl t.lrtlrrrr.:; irr r'orrnt'r-lion witlr tht: satrnrr. Until
rt't'cnt timcs sclrorll r'ltilrlrr,rr ,rll nvr.l lrrn'r)frr, g,,1r11r lrr'rttt'rr witlr
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birch to make their minds fertile. In Cheshire it used to be the

practice to fix a sprig of birch over the door of a lover. Birch bark
prevents scurvy and has other healing virtues. The smoke of the

burning wood is aromatic and pleasant.
Generally, the rune signifies health, beauty and love' It

encourages fertility and growth and renews the life force. It
causes women to bear children. The effect of Beorc is opposite

that of its pair rune, Tyr, which brings destruction.
Magiially, Beorc can be used to heal and comfort in times of

hardship. It may be cast as a love charm, or used maliciously to
arouse uncontrolled passions. However, it can only be perverted
with difficulty since its nature encourages a healthful balance.

Esoterically it serves as a doorway to the understanding of the

life-giving powers of the earth.

Ls. f EH (Horse) - e

The horse was more than just a means of transportation to
the early Germans.It was a sacred animal related to the cult of
the sun. The sun was envisioned as riding across the heavens in
his chariot drawn by shining steeds. Tacitus writes in his
Germania;

Kept at public exPense in these same (consecrated)

wobds and groves are white horses, pure from the
taint of earthly labor; these are yoked to a sacred car,

and accompanied by the priest and the king, or chief
of the tribe, who note their neighings and snortings'

At Trundholm, Denmark was discovered a bronze chariot

which represents the solar disk being drawn by a horse' The

disk was originally covered in gold leaf, most of which has fallen

off. Both horse and chariot are mounted on wheels, perhaps to
be pulled along in a procession. The wheels are of four spokes

u.rd ,r".y similar to the ten wheels that support the solar altar de-

scribed under the Sigel rune. This model of thc chariot of the

sun has bcen datt:d by some authoritit's as t'ilrly irs 1000 llC.

..:1

i 
":

Chariot of the Sun. Bronze and gold leaf. 1000 s.c.

Itt'licved to have been used for rifual purposes. It suggest the imptlrtanct' ol
lroth the Sun and the horse in early Teutonic worship.

-Reproduced by permission of the Danish National Mttst'ttttt
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The snortings of the sacred white horses were used as

auguries by the priests, who looked upon the horses as mes-
sengers of the gods. It is worth mentioning in passing the beauti{ul
White Horse of Berkshire, England-a gigantic stylized horse
carved in the crest of a hill which can only be properly seen from
the air. The horse was probably a sacred animal for all Europe as

far back as the Stone Age.
On the material plane the horse symbolized grace, speed

and strength-the physical virtues. Beauty of form and function. It
was not an end in itself but the means to an end. A medium
through which the desires of men might be accomplished.

Magically, this rune canbe usedasthe meansto solve aprob-
lem. Cast, it can render a person a beast of burden to be used for
a given end. It generates the method for accomplishing the will'
Mundanely, it provides transportation. Esoterically, it carries
the spirit forward over obstacles.

zo. n MAN (Man) - m

Paired with Eh is the Man rune, which can be translated as

human being, or perhaps as Mannus, the Germanic Adam and
the archetypical pattern of the race.In the rune Poems it is used
simply as everyman, the consensus of opinion being: "man is
the augmentation of the dust." This rather depressing note is
maintained through all the major rune Poems. The notion of man
is linked with the inevitability of death. Man equals mortal.

Certainly the Teutons saw enough of their kin slaughtered
to have no illusions about human grandeur. One of the rune
stones reads: "Vidken the priest wrote me, and here I shall stand
for a while"-showing that not even the stones were looked
upon as permanent. The pessimistic tone of the rune Poems
may be due to the influence of Christianity and should not be
projected back onto the pagan roots of the runes.

Qualities that distinguish humanity from thc bcasts are
intelligence, spccch and frce will. The rttnc Matt stittttls for the
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mental virtues. Other facets of Man are the power of imagina-
tion, the urge to worship and the manipulation of the environ-
ment. It is the human soul that energizes these abilities.

Magically, Man is used to evoke the powers of the intellect.
Ulysses escaping the Cyclops radiated Man.It calls forth the cun-
ning and daring of the Trickster. This rune is the sign of the cunning
man and the wise woman. It provides the method to an end.

zt. 
I 

LA,GU (water) - I

The form of Lagu suggests a broken reed. It means water,
particularly the sea but also rivers, fountains and falls. Water is a
complex symbol with both positive and negative connotations.
It stands for fertility in the form of rain and streams, but also for
the underworld of nightmarish monsters when presented as a
dark still lake, or for the capricious destroyer of ships as the ro i l-
ing ocean. As a general rule standing pools and brackish watcr is
harmful, while clear, moving water is beneficial.

Travel by ship was easier in ancient times than land travel.
Most people who had not spent their entire lives in one plact'
were familiar with the power of the waves, the initial terror of
going out of sight of land, and the sense of utter dependencc
upon the caprice of fate.

Water was the black realm of the unknown that men crosscc'l
lcarfully, having no idea what lay below the surface. lt was
t'cluivalent to the deptn-s of the unconscious which the awarr'-
ncss cannot plumb. It represented the obsessive and pervcrst'
sicle of sexuality when unalloyed with the solar light. [n Teutonic
rnythology, the undines (water spirits) are beautiful maic'lcrrs
who pull men under the strrface to their deaths. Their s()ngs
irrduce madness. Yct wirtt'r cirnnot bc shunned, not cvt'rr ils
lrightful aspects, sirrt-t' it is l nct't'ssity of daily life.

Magically, l,a1;rr is .r runr. ol rrryslt,ry tlrat can bc connt,ctctl
with thc p()wcrs of tlrc ntoon ( ',rrrst's tlrcirrns anr{ visions. Matl-
nt'ss. Firlst'prt'gttitttt'ir':r. !ittir'trk.r; lrr.rliorr,rl ,rrrrl rrnlraltrral t'rirnt's.
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It can be used to look into the future but is not to be trusted.
Changeable. However, when all dreams and hopes have dried
up, a small measure of Lagu can be an initiator of change and
growth. The symbol of the Cup as it is understood in modern
magic represents the more wholesome qualities of L,agu.

,, O Abo E u.a { ING (Fertility god) - ns

Ing was a god of the Danes. The Old English word lngwine

means friends of Ing, and is applied to the Danes in Beowolf -

Tacitus mentions a tribe living near the Baltic sea called the
lngaeaanes. The Old English Rune Poem reads:

Ing among the East-Danes was first
beheld by men, until that later time when to the east

he made his departure over the waves, followed by
his chariof

that was the name those stem warriors gave the hero.

The god Frey, who was the Teutonic male fertility deity, is

said to have had another name, Yngai. His descendants were

called Ynglingar. Since Frey was the son of Nerthus, the earth
mother, and traveled in a chariot,Ing is supposed to have been a

fertility god but this is only supposition. The old English Rune

Poem describes him as a hero.
It is interesting that his departure across the seas to the east

is saidtobe infrontof his chariot. onewouldassume thathe would
ride inside it. Perhaps he was the invisible traveler in a physical
model of the sacred car, like Nerthus. Something may have caused

him to remove himself across the sea-the coming of Christian-
ity?-and his sacred chariot may have been shipped after him.

When Ing is viewed paired with [^agu, it should be noted
that the god crosses the water. The crossing of water was a com-
mon euphemism for the passage into the underworld. Ing is a

god who has gone away,like the great heroes whose bodies
were pushed into the sea after their departed souls on burning
warships. The chariot of lng which follows aftcr lrirn is the life-
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less, hollow vessel of the god.
Ing may have been a god of the hearttu a protector of the

family and house, an insurer of good catches of fish and good
crops. He would represent the healthy and productive side of
sexuality. l,agu is the power and influence of waters-Ing the
power and influence of the earth.

Magically, the rune can be used to overcome illusions and
mental illness. It serves as a help in practical day-to-day prob-
lems but should not be underrated on that account. Ing is a
powerful force for good. It protects the home and those within
it. Calms domestic strife. Unites families with bonds of affection.
A down-to-earth deity embodying the simple but precious
human virtues that lie close to the land.

zs. X ar,o f{ DAEG (Day) - d

Usually Daeg is interpreted as the light of day and linked
with the sun cult. The Old English Rune Poem calls Daeg the
"glorious light of the Creator, a source of joy and hope." In thc
tight of day, the horrors of darkness are impotent. The light of
day is an earthly manifestation of the more ethereal Light of the
divine Spirit.If Ken is the artificial light of the torch in the halls of
men, Daeg is the natural light of the sky. Ken is the Spirit acting
through man in the form of the human virfues; Daeg is the Spirit
acting through Nature to create the beauties of the greater
world.

Daeg may also be interpreted as a period of time in which
the light strengthens, reaches its maximum powet and then de-
clines. For the Germans the day began in darkness. Tacitus, the
Roman historian who recorded the fact found it very strange:

Instead of rerc'koning thc cltrys as we do, they reckon by
nights, anci in this nrannt.r fix both thcir ordinary and
their lcgal nppoinlrnt.nts. Night tlrcy rcgard as bring-
ing on tlrc dny.

The passagt of the Hun d('r(fHH lhr. sky rrrny br' likene.d to thc
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passage of a human soul through its earthly life. It begins in the
darkness of the womb; birth is like the dawn; the fullness of man-

hood comes at noon; old age brings a dimness to the sight, a kind of
twilight; and death seals the eyelids on darkness once again.

In the abstract, Daeg can signify completeness or totality.
The span of a process or thing. A circle that defines limits. A
name-in the sense that the sum of a life is its name before God.
The period of existence. It should be distinguished from Ger
which stands for a revolution or inversion.

Magically,the rune canbe usedto complete anythingthatis
ongoing or unfinished. Used maliciously it can cause death. It
concludes battles and love affairs. It encourages comPletion
according to the natural laws of the gods' Can also be used to
define limits and set amounts.In its other sense, as the light of
Nature, Daeg can be used to banish the oppressing influence of
a hostile environment.

24n ETHEL (Homeland) - 0

In early usage, this rune indicated the land of birth in the
narrow sense of the immediate locality where the tribe or clan
dwelt. Land was important to the Germans. Families preferred
to live some distance from one another rather than clustered
together in villages and towns. They cleared a wide swarth
around the house, probably as a defense against surprise attacks.

The origin of Ethel may have been this circular clearing.
As Teutonic societies evolved, the sense of the rune was

modified first to mean inherited land, and then inherited prop-
erty. Used in this broad way, Ethel stood for the sum of earthly
possessions accumulated by a man in his lifetime-what came

hown to him from his forefathers, the gifts of chiefs, the spoils of
war and the craft of his own hands.

Landed property is the generally accepted meaning of the
Ethel rune, which stands last in the traditional futhark. It com-
plements Feoh, the first rune of the alphabct, onc ttf whose
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meanings is moveable possessions. The two types of possessions
were inter-dependent in that cattle, the most important move-
able possession of the early Germans, needed land to graze on,
and land without cattle was of little value.

Enlarging the meaning of the rune yields native country or
nation of birth. This is a natural evolution of the rune, just as any
nation grows up from the amalgamated holdings of family clans.
The use of Ethel to stand for the soul of a nation would not be
unreasonable in modern magical practice.

If Daeg represents the span of a human life, Ethel may be
said to stand for the accomplishments of that life on earth. Every
man's native land is that which he carves out and holds on to;
morally as well as materially. Good and evil actions are passed
down to the next generation as its inescapable inheritance. The
human laws of legal inheritance are only imitations of this
natural law.

Magically, Ethel can be made to embody property or posses-
sions. Cast with fuvor it brings increase; cast with malice it carries
loss. Care must be taken in sending it so that the inheritance, what-
evertype itis, does notcome as the resultof the death of a loved one.
The runes are pitiless and interpret instructions literally.

These are the 24 characters of the German/zthark. There is
some argument over the order of the final pair of runes. In the O/d
English Rune Poem, Ethel comes before Daeg. However, the way the
runes are ordered above is generally accepted as the earliest sc-
quence, and the later inversion of Ethel and Daeg as an aberration.

When the runes traveled to England withthe Anglo-Saxons,
they were increased to 28 characters. The four new runes are
listed below:

tv2s. 
I 

AC (oak) - a

A common tru.t irr tht. linglish forcst. Important for its
ircorns which prttvidt'd lood lor livt.stock, erncl its wood which
wirs usc.d to btrild slripr nrrtl ollrt.r slrrrcttrrcs whcrc mass irnd
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strength were required. Frazer calls the oak "pre-eminently the
sacred tree of the Aryans" and links it to the fire festivals. The
sacred fire, he says, was kindled by friction of oak wood" and the
original Yule logs were of oak. Oak fed the fires of Vesta and the
perpetual flame of Romove, a Lithuanian sanctuary.

Frazer also links the oak to the myth of Balder and the mis-
tletoe. Mistletoe is a parasitic plant that grows on oaks. Since it is

evergreery it would aPPear as the constant renewal of life when
seen in the dead of winter against the leafless boughs of its host.

From the oak, the body of Balder slain and burned, springs the
mistletoe, the renewed spirit of the god.

N26. N AESC (Ash) - ae

I

Not to be confused with the Os rune, which in the Anglo-
Saxon futhorc takes the form p . The similarity may have

arisen from the fact that Os stands for Odin, and the ash tree is
sacred to Odin.

The most famous ash is Yggdrasill, the world tree. Ash was

used for making weapons, particularly the shafts of spears. The
spear was the primary weaPon of the Germanic tribes and may
have had magical associations for the Anglo-Saxons.

The Otd English Rune Poem gives the character of ash wood:

The ash is extremely talf precious to mankind,
strong on its base; it holds the ground as it should,
although many men attack it.

The verse may refer to the resistance of the tree to felling or
to its military function. It may even be a reference to Yggdrasill,
which holds the fabric of the world together though foolish and
base seek to overthrow the natural order.

arso I YR (saddle) - y

men

h27.
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Usually translated as bow, but this is unsatisfactory. A better
meaning seems to be saddle in the context of the Old English
Rune Poem:

A saddle (?) is a pleasure and brings honor
to all princes and nobles; it looks fine on a steed,
is reliable on a journey, a kind of army-gear.

Saddle is a contraction for yew-wood-saddle-bow. Elab-
orate saddles probably were not common when this poem was
written, perhaps as early as the eighth century. B ow can be mad e
to fit the verse, as can horn-a conjectured alternative. Other
less likely speculations are adornment, axe-iron and gold-
buckle.

vA/
28. I Een (Earth) - ea

I

The general meaning of.Ear,the final rune in the first exten-
sion of the Anglo-Saxonfuthorc,is earth, but it is used in such a
narrow sense in the Old English Rune Poem that it has also been
translated as grave and house of the dead, and even as the
end:

Earth is loathsome to every man,
when irresistibly the flesh,
the dead body begins to grow cold
the livid one to choose earth as its bedfellow;
fruits fail, joys vanislr, man-made covenants are broken.

The type of earth intended is not only the earth of the gravc
but the moldering flesh of the corpse. It is in this sense that man
is described as the "augmentation of the dust."

In its second extension, five new runes were added to thc
Anglo-Saxonfuthorc,bringing the total numberto 33. This was a
late local addition that probably took place in the ninth century
and was confined to Northurntrria.'l'hcrc is little that can be saicl

about this last sct of rrul(,H, 'l'lrt.y lrrrvc rro long tradition of Lrse ()r

pr<lfound magicul rn('rlrtinp,, 'l'ltr,v wt,rt, inellrdee1 in thc runt
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alphabet to serve the technical requirements of language and in
this sense are artificial.

2sT IOR (Amphibian) - io

This rune has been translated variously as eel, newt, snake

and even sea. None of these meanings are entirely satisfactory.

This is the only rune of the five later additions to occur in the old
EnglishRune Poem, but its context is so ambiSuous that a certain

meaning cannot be derived:

The amphibian (?) belongs to the river fish;
yet it alwaYs takes
its food on land; it has a beautiful dwelling place,

surrounded by water, where it lives in delight'

Perhaps a water plant or tree of some kind, or a type of frog,
or even a water fowl.

30. A cALC (cup) - k

May mean chalice, or beaker. other less useful translations

are sandal, shoe, and chalk. There is almost nothing to go on

in trying to derive a meaning for this rune. However, for
magical pn.por"s, cup is the most powerful and evocative of

the options.

,t X cAR (spear) - g

Here the sense is more definite. The spear has already
been discussed as a German arm. The great spear of Teutonic

legend was Gungnir, the spear of odin which nothing could
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turn from its mark. It had been fashioned by dwarfs and was
emblematic of the keen perception and unrelenting will of its
owTler.

v32. I CWEORD (Unknown) - q
A

Because the meaning of this rune is unknown, some schol-
ars have suggested that it is meaningless; merely a sound,like
the letters of modern English. This seems unlikely since all other
mnes have intelligible names. However, no meaning for Cweord
has been put forward.

NZ
33. I J STAN(Stone)-st

Stone was regarded in prehistoric times as a living sub-
stance, the dwelling place of spirits. There are mountains in
Silesia once thought to be petrified bodies of giants. Dwarfs
dwelt in stone caverns and were jealous of the treasures of the
earth. Thor's hammer, Mjolnir, was in early times thought to be
made of stone.

When altars were raised, a natural stone was use4 unhewn
by chisel and hammer. The monuments of the early peoples of
liurope are also of unhewn stone. In historic times, stones
became important as monuments on which runes were inscribed
with a recording function.



Chapter 5

RITUAL METHOD

Magic rituals have certain basic elements in common. For the
rake of mnemonics, these may be called the six "p'sr"

L. Purpose
2. Preparation
3. Purification
4. Protection
5. Performance
6. Peroration

Purpose
No ritual is possible without a purpose since all stages in a

ritual tend toward a definite goal. Without a pu{pose, a ritual
would be meaningless play acting. This is precisely what many
modern rituals have become: the ritual of marriage, for exam-
ple, where two people pledge themselves to each other for the
rcst of their lives. For many couples this is an act of premeditated
hypocrisy.

In primitive cultures, unconscioue deeire in the members
75
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of the group gives rise to physical actions which overthe course
of time become formalized, and still later receive simplistic
rationalizations. The rites of primitive man are never deliber-
ately invented. Although they have their individual pro-
ponents, they grow from deeply rooted social needs. It is also

desire that shapes the rituals of modern magic. However, mod-
ern rituals spring from individual needs, and are at least in part
consciously formed.

The advantage the modern Magus has over the primitive
shaman is that the former knows the process that occurs be-
tween desire and ritual, and seeks to facilitate the discovery of
the perfect ritual form to suit his specific need. He is aware of the
vast spectrum of ritual patterns that have been used in the past
and can extract from them certain general elements upon which
to build his personal rite.

When something is gained, something else is lost. The
Magus tends to be out of touch with his instincts. He is less able
to judge which ritual will be effective and which will be mere
empty words and gestures. He relies too much on authority, not
enough on his inner guiding sense of rightness. The grimoires
of magic, originally the subjective experiments of individuals,
become for the Magus inflexible molds into which he vainly
tries to force his unique requirements.

This is the value of a clearly expressed PurPose.Itprovides
a guide for the selection of the appropriate ritual pattern. The
primitive shaman has no need to express his desire-it forms
the ritual directly in the forge of his subconscious. In intellec-
tualizing magic and bringing it into the conscious realm, the
Magus must reason and express his desire if it is to act as the
ritual pattern-maker; otherwise the ritual will be purposeless
and impotent.

When the Magus holds his purpose clearly in mind, a reac-
tion will occur deep in his subconscious and ritual forms will
arise for his consideration. He then must comPare the purpose
to the form and determine with the aid of reason if the two are

compatible. Reason alone can never create a ritual, but it can

scrutinize it to determine its viability.
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Nothing clarifies an idea better than an attempt to com-
municate it. For this reason it is customary to write out at length
all rituals before attempting to conduct them. This precept
should also be applied to the ritual purPose. Oftentimes the
Magus will not fully comprehend what he wants until he sees it
before him on the page. Writing out the PurPose clarifies it not
only consciously, but on the deeper levels of his mind.

Allpurposes in ritual magic mustbe lawful. Theymusthar-
monize withthe positive evolutionaryprogress of the universe.
These evolutionary laws have been given to men in human
terms through the revelations of the prophets. The Ten Com-
mandments revealed to Moses on Mount Sinai are an example.
The truth of a revealed law can be determined by comparing it
with other precepts granted by God to humanity through the
ages. True laws are life affirming. They support love, hope, faith,
happiness and all the human virtues.

If a ritual purpose is in discordance with divine law, the
ritual based on it will bring only disaster upon the head of the
person who attempts to work it. The angels will turn their faces

away and leave the Magus to the malicious manipulations of
demons. These may give the ritual the appearance of success to
tempt the Magus into a deeper involvement with them, but
ultimately, all magic in opposition to the laws of heaven is
destructive.

Preparation
Preparations for ritual stem naturallyfrom a clearly under-

stood purpose and are impossible without it. They include such
things as: L) the management of time so that the Magus will be
available when the ritual may best be conducted; 2) the securing
and making ready of the ritual place, which will be private and
free from intrusion; 3) the manu{acture of instruments and prep-
aration of materials; 4) any physical or mental groundwork that
must be laid such as particular study and memorization, rehear-
sal of difficult movcmcnts, onrl strt'ngthening exercises; 5) the
actual formulatiun ttf tht' ritttnl nnel its writing down and rehear-
sal until it bccomt'n Ht'r'tttlrl tl.rltlrt'.
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1. Major rituals require a great deal of time; indeed, an
astonishing length of time to the uninitiated. Rituals covering
months are not unknown. The serious Magus must realize the
span of his ritual and make a commitmentto provide the neces-
sary time for its conscientious fulfillment or the ritual cannot
succeed. Perfunctory rituals are a mockery of the higher powers
they seek to evoke. They will result in frustration and perhaps
have destructive consequences.

Not all rituals are lengthy. Some can be done in a matter of
hours or even minutes by an accomplished adept who has a

space set aside and instruments and materials ready, who fully
understands his Art, is in a state of purity, and is accustomed to
composing ritual forms. However, any ritual by its nature sets its
own timetable. It cannot be rushed. A close attention to his inner
sense of propriety will tell the Magus when to act and when
to wait.

2. Rune Magic is closely bound to Nature. If possible it
should be done out of doors in early morning or evening when
the air is still, unless the ritual dictates a particular time and
place. Outdoor rituals will only be possible for those who live
deep in the country or have access to a private walled garden,
since magical workings must never be observed by outsiders.

A room can be used, but it should have symbolic associa-
tions of Nature in it and should be exposed to fresh air and sun-
light. An airless, windowless basement is about the worstpossible
setting for rune magic. Ritual chambers can often be adapted to
suit rune magic by hanging in fresh boughs, strewing the floor
with pine or spruce needles, placing aflat,unhewn stone on top
of the altar, lighting the chamber in green and gold" or playing
one of the readily available tapes or records of Nature sounds.

3. The general instruments of ceremonial magic can often
be used in rune magic, although they are not strictly necessary.
Also, the common materials of ceremonial magic can at times be
employed. Essential are instruments for making thc rtrnes: knife,
pen, scribe, stains and pigments; and ntirtorirrls to nrakc the
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runes upon: paper, wood, wax and metal disks. The ritual pur-
pose will dictate any special needs. Only those instruments and
materials directly involved in the ritual should be present dur-
ing its enactment.

4. Physical and mental preparations of a purely utilitarian
kind may be required. For example, a ritual in which the Magus
must hold a difficult sitting position for a long time may neecl

practicing before it can be endured. It may be necessary to mas-
ter a particular rhythm of breathing, or an intricate gesture. A
ritual may demand some symbolic or mythological association
of which the Magus has less than perfect knowledge.

5. Above all the ritual must be understood and thoroughly
memorized before it is attempted. It is not enough to write it
down and keep the paper in hand while stumbling through thc
steps. It must be known in the heart as well as the head. It has
been said that actors make the best ritualists. This is true only
when they practice the Stanislavski method and identify them-
selves wholly with their roles. A ritual is a type of dramatic Prcs-
cntation with the gods for an audience. Its message can only bt'
cffectively conveyed if the actor has utter faith and belief in it.
He must understand that it is true. He must feel the power of it.

Purification
Genuine magic is impossible without purity. It is purity of

purpose, of will, of desire that gives a magical Process its powcr.
l'urity taps the life force of the human center, which is thc
I ligher Self and the doorway to the Unmanifest. Only the Onc
has the strength to create the many.

Man cannot command the gods of pagan mythology unlcss
lrc gains authority from the transcendent All-Father. Otherwist'
thc lesser gods will bccomt'dermons who will make the Magtrs
their dupe. Whilc lrt' lrt'lit'vt's hirnsclf to be commanding tht't't't

thcy will bc mitttiPtrl.rtirrl', ltittl, tlrrrwirrg him ever farthelr frollr
thc l,ight, his solt'soul'r'r'ol strlrrl',llt,ttttl prott'ctittn, ancl biclirrg
tlrt'ir tirnc trrrtil lrc is wr'.r1. ,lrlrl t orrllt:ictlcrrottglt trt bt'r'olnc tlrcir
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unquestioning tool.
The ways-of purity are many, since every religion and sect

acknowledges its prime importance and has developed methods

for its attainment. All formi of asceticism are exercises in purify-

ing the will. Purity is misunderstood in the west. It is thought to

ue"a nna of weakness. In fact, it is a type of strength. whenever

the will overrules the wish, purity is increased. True will is
always in harmony with the will of God'

Adepts who practice degraded sex magic, sacrifice of ani-

mals, toriure, self-mutilation and so on to increase their will are

deluding themselves in a pitiful manner' They embrace the

u.g.r-"it, of the lower demons who only desire to tlseand de-

str"oy them, because they instinctively recognize that, although

it selms hard, the path of darkness is the easy way' while the

path of Light which seems easy is the hard way'

A.y J-rild.ur,pretendto itself that itis a greatandpowerful
being *t"ritu it is leading a bear on a leash, until the bear chooses

to go"in a different direition. The exponents of blackmagic are in

thJ position of the child. They trade immediate self-aggran-

dizehent for true and lasting power. The dark forces are happy

to pay what to them is a trifling cost for the permanent enslave-

-".,iof -isguided adepts. This is the drama of Faust enacted on

the stage of life.
Ttre elements of purity are self-denial and hardship which

strengthens the will, Jtiilness and peace which allows the inner

voicelo speak, and prayer which shapes the soul to the laws of

God. Outlr purity-wishing, anointing with oil, careful regard

to dress ut a upplurance-ii only useful when it is a symbolic

reflection of an inner evolution. Thus a bath may be used to rep-

resent the cleansing of the soul.
For the untrain-ed person to purify himself for a major ritual

requires at least u -onth. He should eat lightly and only when

,r""urrury, but not starve himself' Dress in plain clothing kept

scrupulously clean. Sleep as little as he requires and always rise

-ith the sun. Bathe and wash often with a clear awareness of the

significance of the act. Avoid frivolous talk and c()mPany/ enter-

tainmernts, ancl alt exc('sscs and habits sttch irs clrirtkirrg, smoking,
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hard exercise, and all sexual associations. Contcr.'1plaltc lr is ritrtill

desire and praY for worthiness.
This is a harsh road; impossibly harsh for those not suitctl

to it. Many are attracted by the gleam and ornament of magic'

Few are willing to end.ure, or even undertake, the tempering ol

their beings required to make the grand illusion.a reality'
perhaps tt 

"y 
t""ognize that the process of purification is ttnc

that will change them and they fear that change. Yet no normal,

average man orwomanis capable of amagicalact' To be a Magus

is to be apart-not necessarily better, certainly not happier' but

different from common humanitY.

Protection
There are forces in heaven and earth undreamed of in most

philosophies. whatis more, manyof them delight inthe Pel vcr-

,iorrurrd destruction of the humansoul. No ritual shouldbe con-

sidered without also planning in advance the steps necessary

for protection.
The dangers of magic are psychical' Only by reaction do tht'y

become phyJical. Entities attack through th9 mgd' The mind is

the access ipirits have into the human world' They play uport

the emotions by manipulating desires and fears. They test tht'

intellect by challenging accepted moral foundations. They distract

tlre senses and cau-se illusions both attractive and horrifying for

thesamePurPoseofluringtheMagusoffhisspiritualpath.
The danfer becomes physical when such entities succct'tl

irr unbalancing the mind of their victim, and self-destructive or

rnurderous impulses arise that his weakened will can no longcr

t'.pe with. Accidents, suicides, inexplicable aggressions' etc' ca rr

,rfien be attributed to the manipulations of evil spirits. Many

scnseless crimes have possession as a root cause'

There is another lesscr-known danger' When evil spirits

tliscover they cannot cOlttntancl the mind of their intendccl vit'-

tirn directly, thcy st't.k t() lrilrtrt hirn indirectly by entcring tht'

lr0rlies of othcr nl(,ll ( )r' .rr rirrr,rls t'lost' to lrirn. Th<lsc with psychic

vision can S(,(. srrt'lr tlr.ttt,rtls Pct'l'itl1',0trt thrtltrgh thc cycs ol

nl('lt, W()tlterr itlttl cvr'tl r ltll,ltr'tt wlto.rrt'ltttirlly ttnitwtrre thtlt
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they are the host of a supernatural intelligence. Friends will sud-
denly become foes. Arguments and fights will erupt for no
reason. The victim will feel the social atmosphere around him
pervaded with hostility.

Magical protections are of three kinds: L) Barriers; 2)
Counter-forces; 3) Appeals to divine mercy.

1. The best known barrier is the magic circle. It is often
physicallyinscribed onthe ground orfloor of the ritual place, butis
invariably formed in the astral world of the imagination. Drawn
aroundthe Magus atthebeginningof a ritual fromthe inside ina
sunwise direction, to the degree that it is accepted as real by its
maker it will have power. Trained adepts have the ability to
visualize the circle so intensely that it becomes tangible.

An analogous barrier is the aura, an imaginary egg-shaped
envelope said to surround the human body. The aura is not
material but purely mental, and for this reason cannot be
measured by machines. The weak electromagnetic charge that
emanates from the surface of the skin is often mistaken for the
aura by materialists, but the two have little in common. Many
adepts strengthen or harden the edges of their auras to prevent
the ingress of malevolent forces. This is done by compressing
the aura in the imagination until it glows more intensely and
forms a kind of loose second skin.

A third useful barrier is the cross. Even without the rnany
Christian overtones it now carries, the cross is a symbol of con-
siderable power. It has the effect of stilling change and balancing
opposing forces, and acts as a symbolic preservative. Drawn
over the body it is a magical shield against attack. The cross
mainly used in magic is the Celtic, with equal arms and a circle
surrounding the point of intersection: I . Uo*ever the Chris-
tian cross is also effective.

At the root of all three protective devices is the general
notion that the Magus can divide himself off from the rest of the
world. All people at the time of their birth erect their own per-
sonal magical barrieratthe limit of theirbody. Thc body, and the
mind which they perceive as inside the botly, tlrt'y rt'gard as
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wholly their domain. Whatever the human mind believes be-
comes real. It is this rock solid conviction in the mind of modern
man that his body is inviolable which keeps hostile psychic
entities from manipulating him.

Once a person begins to doubt that inviolability, as must
happen during the study of magrc the barrier begins to crumble,
and other beings gain access to the human awareness. In their
milder forms they reveal themselves as audible and visible
hallucinations, obsessing thoughts, tactile sensations, and occur
most frequently on the border of sleep and wakefulness when
the guards of the mind are lowered.

To remain sane and strong, the Magus must devise methods
of protection that support his weakened sense of the limits of his
own house of flesh, which to magical eyes has walls of glass.
These are especially needed during actual rituals when psychic
cntities are invited to approach. The circle, the hardened aura,
the cross-all act as passive barriers that strengthen the blurred
margin between inside and outside.

2. A more direct form of magical protection is the countering
of force with force. This defense relies on the principle that
opposing energies will neutralize each other. If attacked by pty-
chic Fire, for example, one recourse is to evoke elemental Water.
'[he two touching become Air. If afflicted by a darkness of the
soul, spiritual Light can be used to dispel it. Since Light is a posi-
tive force, one spark is sufficient to banish negative darkness.

These and other potencies are projected through the medium
of symbols. The pentagram controls elemental forces and can be
trsed to call them forth or send them away depending on how it
is drawn. The powers of the elements are the most useful magi-
cal potencies for an active defense.

To invoke or call up an elemental force, draw the pen-
tagram of that elcment clockwise in the air with a continuous
line starting and t'nt'lirrg nt tht' point of the pentagram assigncd
Io the element.'l'o banislr or st'ntl away irn elemental f<lrce draw
thc figurc in rt.vr.rst., lrr,piirrrrinli .urtl t.ncling at the point of thc
pcntagrarn of tht' t,lr,nrcrrl yotr wislt lo Ir.rrrish irlrd procct'cling in
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a counterclockwise direction. If the attacker can be perceived,
draw the pentagram between yourself and the threat. If the
attackhas no perceptible direction, drawthe pentagram toward
the direction of the element, given below:

LIGHT-Up
FIRE-South
AIR-North
WATER-West
EARTH-East

WATER

EARTH FIRE

Sometimes it will be best to simply disperse the oppressing
force with the appropriate banishing pentagram. At other times
it may be better to counter one element by invoking its opposite.
This is a matter of individual discretion and the circumstances of
the moment.

It should be pointed out that other magical texts give a dif-
ferent procedure for drawing the pentagram, and different
assignments of the elements to the points of the compass' The
method presented here is simpler and more rational than that
used in most magical practice, but both are equally effective for
those who understand and believe in them.*

@ermeticorderoftheGoldenDaminthelastcenturyisvirtuallyuniversaL
In it elements are irwoked by drawing the fimt line segment of the pentagram toward the element, and
banished by drawing the firet'line segment away, except in the case of Light where f.ro penta8rams of a dif-
ferent construction are drawn to invoke, and faoo to banish.

For the traditional way of drawing the pentagram, and assigning thc t'lcnrotrts trr tltt' rlttartt'ro, see The

Golden Dawn,Llewellyn Publications, Book IV, "Thi Ritual of tht, Pt'rrtrrgrtttr." litr r e otttlrlt'tt' e xaminalion of
the new system prt,sented here vcrsrrs thc traditional systt'rn, set''l7l'M'u Mugttt,l,lcwlllyrr I'rrbliclti(,ns, Part

I, "['cntirgrarr."

UGHT
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3. When all defense fails, a last resort is to call upon the
mercy and protection of God. This guard is all powerful when
spoken with a sincere and contrite hear! worthless if used
hypocritically. As it is all too often a last desperate resort, even
the most cynical, in the extremity of their terror, can often
manage a sincere moment. For this reason a prayer for divine
mercy may save those who are considered beyond redemption.

Performance
The body of a ritual is always unique because it is formed

directly on the object of desire. It is a dramatic presentation of
the wish fulfilled using symbols as actors and the magic circle as
a stage. The Magus is the writer-producer-director. The audience
consists of the gods or spirits at whom the ritual is aimed. They
are invited to participate actively in the drama.

Good rituals exercise all the senses. The senses of the
Magus are the windows through which spirits observe the
ritual. This is true whether they are invoked or evoked; that is,
whether they appear inside the self or outside the circle. Through
the eyes of the Magus, spirits see their symbolic colors and
designs. Through his nose they smell the scents most pleasing
to them. Through his ears they hear the sounds that invite them
to attend the drama. To better actualize the ritual the Magus dances
or gestures in pre-set patterns, speaks his desires in a sonorous
voice, and tries to experience to the utmost all the elements he
lras gathered together.

One symbol or set of symbols represents the object of
rlcsire, which may be a person, place, or thing that he wants to
t'hange in a specific way. Other symbols represent the forces hc
wishes to act on that object. The way these symbols are brought
Iogether is the desire finding fulfillment.

To take abrief example, considerthe so-calledvoodoo dolls
rrsed in primitive and not so primitive societies to inflict pain or
rlcath on other hunurr [rr.ings. 'l'hc c'loll is the focus of thc magi-
t'al will. The pirrs rt'1'rrt'scrrl tlrt' kirrtl of suffcring it is desirecl to
irrflict. The pit'rt'irrg ol llrc lrotly ol tlrr. rioll with thc pins is a

t I t'it Ini.rtic cttitt:tlttt.tt I oI I I tr. r lr.:it l'r. r=r..t I izr,tl.
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During a ritual the Magus experiences an inner state of
intense concentration. This is never strained. On the contrary, it
must be effortless. He becomes the drama he is enacting to such
an extent that he forgets the self-consciousness that divides him
from the center of all being. At the same time he retains some
awareness of self in order to hold his purpose, which is ego
motivated. A duality of mind is necessary in which the con-
scious identity of the Magus is pushed to the background, but
still remains in control.

At the climax of a ritual the Magus will feel a moment of
release in which his pent-up desire suddenly escapes into the
depths of his subconscious. This sensation is difficultto describe
to those who have never experienced it, but it is equivalent to
the popping open of a steam valve that allows excess internal
pressure to vent out. It is not sexual and should not be confused
with sexual release. This is a common error.

Peroration
After the conclusion of the drama, a final prayer is made

which recapitulates the purpose of the ritual and invites the
favor of the gods. This serves to clarify and emphasize the mean-
ing of what has just taken place. The final prayer must be com-
posed to suit the ritual and is therefore always unique.

The ritual is concluded by reversing the steps that opened
it. Psychic forces are banished from the region of the circle with
signs and names of power. The circle is drawn back into the
point of the Higher Self by retracing it widdershins. The Magus
then recrosses his body to preserve himself from unforeseen
harm and carefully puts away the ritual instruments and
materials in the reverse order to which they were taken out. All
magical objects are treated with utmost reverence.

When the ritual has been concluded, concern about realiz-
ing the magical desire must be submerged into the subcon-
scious, and outwardlythe Magus mustbecome tranquil. Calm is
necessary because what is present at that critical time in the
awareness may cause ripples in the subconscious. The con-
scious willing of an event actually prcvt'nts its rcalization.
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Athletes know this phenomenon all too well. A goal intensely
hoped for is never realized, but once hope is relaxed it is
attained with ease.

The magical desire will be realized seemingly by natural
means but through fortuitous circumstances. The Magus him-
self may become the instrument for the fulfillment of his desire.
Magic in action looks like luck. Magic shouldbe used onlywhen
normal means of achieving desire are impossible, otherwise
nothing will happen since the Magus will already possess the
opportunity of accomplishing his intention.



Chapter 6

RUNE MAGIC

Rune magic has five distinct steps which are mentioned in
lhe Haaamal:

Cutting
Reading
Staining
Evoking
Sending

Cutting
In earliest times the runes, or symbols very much like the

tunes, were cut on wood with stone knives. For nomadic hunt-
ers of the forest, no material was more readily available than
twigs of wood. They could be taken up or discarded at will. The
knife was necessary for survival and would always be near at
hand. Runes could be cut when the evening camp fire was made,
then burned before the group moved on in the morning.

All magical materials are prepared with solemn ceremony
In the sight of the gods and under their good auspices. Similar

89
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care mustbe takenwiththe runes. No doubttheywere often care-

lessly cut in ignorance or haste, but that a proper and accepted way
of cutting them existed is probable. It may have varied in its
details from tribe to tribe, but its Pu{Pose would remain the
same-to set the runes apart from the mundane world and link
them to a particular aspect of the spiritual world.

The wood upon which the runes are cut should be taken
from a fruit-bearing tree. Nuts are considered fruits of the tree,

so this includes such trees as the oak and chestnut. The branch is

to be cut at a magically favorable time. The first light of dawn is
suitable for honest works, symbolizing as it does the triumph of
light over darkness. The vernal equinox, the moment the sun
emerges from an eclipse, even the beaming of the sun's rays

from behind a curtain of cloud have a similar significance. On
the other hand, for works of evil the branch should be cut from a

barren or dead tree in the darkness or shadow.
The knife used to lop off the bough, and later to cut the

runes upon it, must be consecrated through a ceremony in
which it is offered in service to the god or gods who will oversee

the rune magic. If the knife is intended for general use it should
be consecrated to all the gods who will act through it, or to the
One who is over all. Odin in his guise as All-Father is an agent of
the Nameless One, therefore the knife can be consecrated to the
All-Father. Consecration usually takes the form of a prayer and a

symbolic action such as the anointing with oil.
During the consecration of the knife, will the Powers of the

gods in whose names the knife will be used to flow into the
blade. If you are able to clearly visualize the knife as gleaming
and scintillating with radiance, its Power will be greater.

The knife should be spotlessly clean and at least partially
manufactured by the Magus-usually the hilt is made. It must
be undamaged and unbrokery and preferably never employed
for other than rnagical purposes. The blade must be tazor sharp.

An old knife in perfect condition can be used if it is thoroughly
purified before consecration.

Purification is done by exposing the obiect tct be cleansed to
fire and water while speaking a clcansing Priry('r. Draw the
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blade through an open flame three times, moving it in a clock-
wise circle, so that it is warmed. Then sprinkle consecrated
water over both its sides three times. An alternative is to dip the
blade three times in a chalice filled with consecrated water.

The Magus seeks to glorifythe gods, not insult them. He must
never offer them anything he himself considers second rate.
Since the gods look upon the instruments of the Art through his
eyes, and his perception is modified by his prejudices, he must
truly believe that his instruments are as perfect as he can
reasonably make them.

Take a nine-inch long section of the branch and cut into its
bark the runes to be used in the ritual. Allow the shavings to fall
on the open ground, or if this is impossible gather them up and
scatter them over tranquil earth. Cut each line of the runes with
two sure and forceful strokes-the first to incise, the second to
clear away the wood from the grooves. On a rounded wand this
is best done with a slight rolling action.

The motions of the cuts should be from top to bottom and
from left to right. Top to bottom is the line followed by the de-
scending rays of the sun. Left to right is the path traced by the
solar orb across the sky. Needless to say, in works of evil thesc
directions are reversed.

Before beginning to cut the runes, speak an invocation to
the god or gods who will oversee the ritual. It should be short
and original, an invitation for the gods to take notice of your pur-
pose and lend their authority to its fulfillment. Since the runes
act independently, the gods invoked may be from any pan-
theon. For the unity of the ritual it is best to call upon thc
'feutonic gods when possible.

Runes canbe formedwithpenandpaper. Apen nib is of stcel
and is used for marking a line in a way analogous to the cutting
stroke of a knife. Modern paper is made entirely of new wood ex-

cept at the extremes of quality-very cheap paper has recyclccl
fiber; very expensivt' papcr has a rag content. However when using
pen and papcr tht' titr'tik'st'ttsitlitttts ttf ctrtting the runes in woocl,
which are cluitt. 1'rrttcnl rrr;r;',ir'.rlly, itrt' lost. 'l'ht: prtrcess clf forming
thc'runcs bccornr.s lrr.rlrrrrr'lo!'f iurtl is liirblt. to be ttnclc'rvalttcd.
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Reading
At first consideration reading the runes might be inter-

preted simply as knowing what they mean. A.y Person using
ihe runes for magic would know their names and associations.

Why then list reading as a second step after cutting? Surely the

two go together. And if they are considered apart, reading-or
knowing what the runes signify-would naturally precede writ-
ing the runes down.

The explanation is that when a mne is read aloud it becomes

actual in the mind and spirit. Speaking the rune carves it on the

beating heart. Before it is spoken it exists potentially. Vibrated in
the airbythe lips andtongue, warmedbythe breath of the lungs,

it is born just as the universe was born at the Word of God.

Breath, air, words-all have powerful magical associations

that transcend the boundaries of culture and time. Breath is the

life force. Air is the medium of thought. words are not mere

symbols but living beings. By articulating the runes, the Magus

lends each its unique identity that separates it from the undif-
ferentiated mass of oblivion. He names them, and they awake

with an awareness of their own being.
After the carving of the runes has been completed, they

should be spoken aloud one after the other in order. The names

need not be shouted. They maybe barely audible to a nearbylis-
tener, but they must resonate inwardly. The Magus should
receive the impression that they are spoken in peals of thunder.
As he names each rune he forms an intellectual and emotional
picture of it similar to the impression one gets on hearing the

name of a familiar person.
There is a specific method for vibrating names in modern

magic. Open your throat and allow the column of air in it to
resonate against your diaphragm. This will produce abuzzing
in the bones of the ears and a tickling in the nose. Your chest

should vibrate like the skin of a drum. Each rune name is
stretched out and fully articulated so that it seems to be spoken
in slow motion.

The physical vibrations produced by this cxcrcise must be

transmitted into psychic channels so that they rt'ilch thc higher
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spheres. The mechanics of vibration are only the means of
effecting changes on the level of spirit. Of themselves they are
powerless. Properlyvibrating a rune name on all levels oPens a
communication with its secret essence and makes it available for
use.

Staining
Originally runes were stained with blood; either the blood

of the person using them, or the blood of a sacrificed human
being or animal.

Berserkers (a name meaning bear coats) were a fanatical
cult of Norsemen devoted to warfare who carved runes on their
weapons and before a battle gashed themselves so that their
blood flowed over the runes. They believed that the runes, Par-
ticularly the Tyr rune, rendered them invulnerable. Their rage
was similar to that of fanatical Moslems. They rushed into thc
thick of the fraywithoutthe least regard fortheir safety,and con-
sidered death by the sword a glorious honor as it assured them a

place in Valhalla.
Grettis Saga in which the witch Duridr carves runes in tht'

root of a tree and stains them with her own blood to bring ruin
on Grettir, confirms that runes were bloodstained for reasons
other than warfare. No doubt it was the common practice in all
works of magic where much energy was required, but it is
unlikely the blood always flowed from the veins of the sorcerer.
It would be too great a temptation to take the easy way out ancl

use the blood of a beast, fowl, or even another man.
The Romans mention human sacrifice among the northc'rn

t ribes and there are echoes of it in the early writings of the Ch ris-
tian Church. For many years this was regarded as propagancla
lry Norse scholars who could not believe the hardy Vikings
would descend to such acts, but not long ago physical evidencc
was uncovered, and thcrc is now general agreementthat htlmirn
sacrifice was an occasionll lrflrt of Tctttonic worship. Very likcly
,rnimal sacrificc was sttbslittttt'tl t'irrly on as in other primitivt'
r'ultures. A peoplt'tlr,tl t'oltlittttcs lo sitcrificc its mcmbcrs ()tt il
lirrge scale cannttt lottp', t'tttlrtt'r'.
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Blood played the same role in rune magic as it plays today
in Voodoo worship, where it acts as a source of supernatural
nourishment and nitutity, and is daubed upon an idol or spilled
at its foot to feed the god. The most ignorant worshippers
believe the idols to physically drink the bloo{ as they believe
them to consume offerings of food and drink. More cultured
worshippers look upon the physical blood as the outward
manifestation of an invisible psychic blood which feeds the
unseen and intangible spirits who dwell in the carven idols.

The truth is more subtle. Blood takes its vitality from the
emotional and symbolic associations it has in the human mind.
The gods or spirits feed on human feelings. This is why only
blood spilled from the body of a worshipper will have full
potency. A man may be indifferent to the spilling of animal
blood. He may even be so depraved as not to react at the sight of
a bleeding human being. In any case, his emotions will be more
debased than those he experiences when his own lifeblood is
shed.

To gain the maximum effect from the runes, the Magus
must stain them with his own blood. As he cuts his skin and
spreads his blood across the runes so that it settles into the
grooves, he must not feel fear or regret. The self-shedding of
blood is a voluntary sacrifice of the most intimate kind. It is at
one moment a gift and a contract delivered to the rune powers.
The Magus should fill his heartwith quiet joy.Itmayhelp himto
imagine the emotions of Odin hanging from Yggdrasill, or
indeed of Christ on the cross.

Baser feelings such as lust, cruelty, fear, anger and hatred
will evoke powers that are not only unproductive but dangerous.
Sacrifice of another's blood can never produce the desired ges-
talt of psychic events, called a mind-state, dominated by a feel-
ing of selfless surrender that is necessary for working constructive
rune magic. No lasting pleasure can come from works of evil.
What is first perceived as personal advantage swiftly turns to
delusion and despair.

An ancient alternative to blood used to stain thc runes was
red ochre, an earth pigment. The Old English wortl /r'rt/irr (pigmcnt)
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is related to the Old No rse taufr (sorcery) . Red ochre was rubbed
along a rune staff in a powdered form to etch the lines of the
runes against the background of the wood. Symbolically, it
served as the blood of the earth.

The use of pigment is part of a process of degeneration in
which the red blood of the magician became the blood of a human
sacrifice, which became the blood of an animal, which became
dried and powdered animal blood that need not be shed afresh
eachtime magic was worked, whichbecame redpigmentlinked
to blood by color alone. The modern Magus should either go
back to the source, his own fresh blood, or should follow the
process to its logical conclusion and link in his mind red paint or
ink to the emotions of sacrifice that alone feed the runes.

Blood will not necessarily work better than pigment. It
depends on the mind-state the Magus is able to create and main-
tain. Blood is usually more effective only because it carries
powerful natural associations. It is a psychological aid that the
experienced Magus may not need to rely on.

However, do not fall into the modern error of thinking that
since you recognize blood is a symbol, any other similar symbol
will do as well. Symbols are alive. They each have a unique iden-
tity. They cannot be casually interchanged. An adept may be
able to get the same results from red paint as he gets from blood,
but it will require a highly developed mental control.

Blood is only one of the bodily fluids that may be used to
stain the runes for different purposes. The others are saliva,
turine, sweat, tears and semen (in women, menstrual blood).
Each fluid carries unique associations and creates a different
rnind-state. For works of art or science, saliva is most effectivc.
For works of destruction and storm, urine. For works of growth,
sweat. For works of piety and love, tears. For sex magic, semen
or menstrual blood.

Ivoking
Evoking r('f(.rs to llrt' t'h.ttrls th;tt itrt'sptlken over the runcs

ttl realize tht'ir powt.r. ljirrr'r'llrr'( lt'rrrrirrrs lrircl no Iitt'raturt', all
incantatitlns hitvt' lrlctt lorl t'rr'r'Fl lor .l lt'w clt'[-ratitlrle scrirps
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that may have survived in folk charms. By their nature the Norse

chants were secret and never written down. Perhaps special

gestures of the hands or body were used in conjunction with the

chants, but these are a matter of speculation.
The chants must have been a summoning of the powers of

spirits of the runes into manifest being; a calling of them from

the potential to the actual. They were probably directed into the

obiect upon which the runes were carved, or into the runes

themselves. The rune objectbecamethe temporaryhome of the

powers until they were sent to accomplish the desire of the

shaman.
All magical chants are short, metrical, usuallyrhyming, and

go straight to the point. They may be composedi" tl: form of a

iiaat" so that anyone overhearing them will not be able to guess

their significance. Often they are repeated many times in a sing-

,orrg \roi." to induce a trance state so that their message will
r"u.h the subconscious. Rune chants will use the names of the

Teutonic gods as words of Power.
The chant should be accompanied by appropriate gestures

designed to draw down the power of the runes, the most effec-

tive of which is the vortex. Revolve the knife over the runes in a

sunwise circle while visualizing a psychic whirlwind whose

center opens over them. Alternately, walk or dance around the

runes sut i.r the center of the magic circle sunwise. Nine revolu-

tions should be made. Nine is a powerful number in rune magic

and signifies realization.
Evocation has the effect of priming the runes. At this point

the ritual may become dangerous. Previously the runes were

empty markings on wood-now they are charged with occult

potbncy. In addition to his other protective devices, the Magus

should wear about his neck an amulet with the Eoh ( { ; t.ttt"
prorninently carved upon it. Before the runes are stained, the

imulet should be stained. Before the forces of the runes are

evoked, the protective power of the Eoh rune should be sum-

moned into the charm. In this way if anything goes wrong with
the ritual, the amulet will protect the Magu5 by th(r vcry powers

that the rune spirits nlay try to use to lrartrt lrilrr. l)irt'ctions ftlr
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making the amulet are found in the chapter on amulets ancl

talismans.

Sending
Evoking and sending are closely related. In practice thcy

may form two stages of a single action. However, they can bc
discussed separately. Evocation draws down the powers of thc
runes. Sending releases those powers toward the target. lf
evocation is thought of as loading and cocking a gun/ sending is
akin to aiming and firing.

Sending can be accomplished manually by passing tht'
runes to another person or secreting them in a specific placc.
'Ihis method is imaginatively described in a story by M. R. Jamcs
called Casting the Runes, in which the nigromancer takes a disli kc
to a critic and puts into his possession runes of destruction. Tht'
runes are timed to take effect at a certain hour. Throwing thcnr
erway is no help-the only way the critic can save himself is by
returning the runes personally to their maker, which he docs

iust before the fatal hour by means of a trick.
When the runes cannot be delivered to the obiect of desirc

hand to hand or through the mail, they may be sent through thc
clements. All elements can be used with the exception of Light,
which is too subtle, but one will be more appropriate in any
given circumstance.

For example, if you wish the runes to act on a person who is

irboard ship or to raise a tempest, the runes can be cast into tlrt'
sea. If you wish to affect crops or property, the runes shoulcl l'rt'

buried. If you desire to summon winds or otherwise changc tht'
weather, write the runes on a piece of paper and tear it into tiny
pieces, then scatter them in the air. If you want to crcatt'
t'motional or physical heat, the runes are best burned.

Any method will work morc or less well with any st't ttl
runes provided tht' propt'r t'ottct'ntration and visualizati()lt ilr('
linked with spccilir' worrls ol' tlircction. Some elemcnts irrt'
rrrcrely moro appropt'i,rlt' lot t't'l't.titr purp()q('|s. lt citn gcne rally
ht'statcc-l that I;irt'is,t r-ttil;tlrll tnrrlittttt l'or works tlf wirr, lttsl,
,ulgcrirncl violt'ttt'r'; Air tri ltllrtllo tvot'kr; ol st'it'trct', pl'rilosophy,
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judgment and justice; Water is for works of love, art, kindness
and illusion; and Earth is for works of construction, toil, strength
and endurance.

Chapter 7

A COMPLETE RUNE RITUAL

It may be difficult for someone not used to magical practice to
translate the general instructions given in the preceding chap-
ters into specific techniques. Here is a complete ritual of rune
magic as a guide, not to be followed rigidly, but to be used as a
starting point for more personal rituals.

Before beginning, undergo a period of purification and
focusing. Memorize the ritual and prepare all the necessary
materials. Make ready the ritual place. This ritual is designed to
open a communication between the Higher Self and the ego.
For maximum benefit it should be worked regularly, perhaps
once a week for several months.

An hour or so before the ritual, bathe, drain the water from
the tub and refill it with fresh water. Kneel before the tub and
speak a prayer of cleansing over the water. As you pray, drop
several grains of salt that have be.en previously consecrated into
the water and bathc agnin. Dry yourself and don the ritual
robe-a plain whitt, g,nrntt'nt that all<lws comfort and ease- of
movement. Go to tlrt, rllrrrrl Plrrcr,.

In the ct nt('r ol llre Plar'e la llrr,nltur, which is about two feict
rr(,
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square and waist high, its top covered with a white linen cloth.
Place upon the altar the materials and instruments that have
previously been prepared and consecrated. A candle in a short
holder is set directly in the center of the altar top. Around it are
arrayed a square of thin paper, a dip pen with a medium width
nib, a bottle of red ink, a small chalice, a pitcher of clean water, an
earthenware plate, and a sharp knife.

The rune amulet of protection is not needed in this ritual
but may be worn about the neck if desired. Because the ritual
invokes only the higher forces and is conducted within a magic
circle, its dangers are minimal.

Gl a s t o nb ur y To r, England.
One of the most famous pagan high places, where the sun was worshipped
before the coming of Christianity. At one time an island that rose abruptly
from the waters of the surrounding marsh, it was callcd by tht' Brit<tnsYnys yr
Afalon, and by the Romans Avalkrnia. King Arthur is rt'prttcd to bc buried
thcre.
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Enterthe place from the North, orif this is impossible, enter
and proceed around the outer edge sunwise until you reach the
North, then approach the altar and kneel. Light the candle.
Close your eyes and try to empty your mind of thoughts and
your heart of emotions. Strive for tranquility. Passively contem-
plate the task you are about to perform.

Clap your hands sharply together three times and lift them
heavenward. Look past the flame into infinity. Speak the declara-
tion of intent, which should go something like:

This ritual for the opening of the path of
Light

is well and truly commenced.

Stand up and cross your body, touching with your right
index finger your forehead, your groin, your left shoulder and
your right shoulder. Touch your heart, then point directly at thc
flame on the altar. As you perform these gestures speak this
prayer:

Thine is the Croutn (forehead)
And the Kingilom, (groin)
The Power (left shoulder)
And the Glory, (right shoulder)
The Law eaerlasting; (heart)
Amen. (flame)

Pivot sunwise to face North. As you walk once sunwisc
around the altar, draw a circle with your extended index fingcr
in the air at the lcve I of you r hcart. The circle should be nine fce t

in diameter. Visrralizt' it st rongly as a blazing ring of whitc. firt'. lt
may previotrsly [rt' tlr;rwrr olr lht' lloor with chalk or charcoal to
aid in visualizatiort.'l',rLl r';u'r'lo ioirr tlrr'lrcgirrning with thc t'rrd
itr vottr nrirrd wltctt yorl t.'lttt tt lo llrr North.
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Inscribe in the air to the North with large gestures the
Invoking Pentagram of Air. This is drawn from the point of Air
clockwise with a continuous line. Visualize the pentagram in
yellow flame. Point to its center and draw the Ger rune, which
stands for Air, with downward strokes:

North
4

Invoking Pentagram of Air

Again pointing at the center of the pentagram, speak an
invocation to the spirits of Air:

Spirits anil powers of the utind,
Attenil anil witness this ritual,
Bear my usishes to the Nameless One,
Open to me the path ol Light.
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Go in a sunwise arc to the south and stand with your back to

the altar.Inthe airto the Southinscribe alarge InvokingPentagram

of Fire. visualize it in red flame. Point to its center and draw the

Sigel rune, which stands for Fire, with downward strokes:

South

J

Invoking Pentagram of Fire

Pointing to the center of the Pentagram, speak an invoca-

to the Spirits of Fire:

Spirits and Pttruers of thc flame,
Attend snd u,itntqs lhis ritual,
Bear nv rt,isfrr. to tht Nttnclass Ofle,

Open Io Me lhe Ynlh ol'I'i11hl'

tion
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Go sunwise around the altar to the East and draw in the air a

large Invoking Pentagram of Earth. Visualize the pentagram in
dark green flame. Point to its center and draw the Ethel rune/
which is a symbol of Earth, with downward strokes:

Invoking Pentagram of Earth

Pointing to the center of the Pentagram, speak an invoca-
to the spirits of Earth:

Spirits and pozoers of the funow,
Attend and zaitness this ritual,
Bear my raishes to the Nameless One,

Open to me the path of Light.

East
2

tion tion
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Go in a sunwise arc to the West and draw outwardly in the
air the Invoking Pentagram of Water. Visualize it of blue flame.
Point to its center and draw the Lagu rune, symbol of Water,
with downward strokes:

Invoking Pentagram of Water

Pointing to the center of the pentagram, speak an invoca-
to the spirits of Watcr:

Spirits and poutcrs of the u)aT)e,

Attend snd u,ilnt';s lhis rilual,
Bear mV u,ishclt lp tlrc Numcless One,
Open lo mt thr yttlt tl I'ithl.
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Go sunwise inanarctothe Northandface the altar. Drawin
the air over the altar the Invoking Pentagram of Light, and
within it the Ken rune, symbol of Light. The pentagram should
be visualized as standing upright over the altar top and blazing
with white flame:

Upward

I

Invoking Pentagram of Light

Pointing to the center of the pentagram, speak an invoca-
to the spirits of Light:

Spirits and pouters of the light,
Attenil and utitness this ritual,
Bear my wishes to the Nameless One,
Open to me thc path of Light.
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If these invocations to the elements are ProPerly per-

formed, the air around the circle will seem to pulsate and flicker,

not so much visually as inwardly. You will feel a sense of watch-

fulness and waiting.
Still facing the altar, bring your legs together and spread

wide your arms so that your body forms a great cross. Speak a

prayer for centering yourself in the universe:

The Four surround rne,

The flames aboae, the waaes below;
I am the heart of the Four,
I am the center of the uniaerse.

Bring your hands together in a prayer gesture over your

heart. Visualize three beams of colored light intersecting your

body. A red ray passes vertically through you from the crown

of your head to ihe soles of your feet. A blue ray Passes hori-
zontally through your sides under your shoulders. A yellow
ray passes horizontally through the center of your chest ancl

out your back. Where the three rays intersect in your heart cen-

ter, a white star blazes with dazzling brightness. Your praying

hands clasp the beam of yellow light entering through your

chest.
Begin to dance lightly around the altar in a sunwise direc-

tion. For every revolution you make about the altar, rotate on

your own axis sunwise three times. circle the altar three times,

which will result in nine rotations. The spiral dance must bc

light and graceful-a gentle spinnning with your arms spread

from youi body. Take care not to lose your balance or bump
the altar.

For each large circle speak a line of this verse:

Weaae a circle round me thrice,
Lift me t'rom this earthlY Place,
Shout ttt trrr"l.hv holv face.

The dizzint'ss t't't'.tlt'11 lry tlrt' spiral dancc must penetratt'

the clepthsofyorrrlrr'rrr;', Vir;tt,tliztyttttrst'lfup()nahighplaccirr
tlrt,wiltlt,ntess, rl iilonr, ;tll.rt ri:;trrg lt'otlt lht'cr()wn ttf tht'lrill,
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Odin by Fogelberg, Sculpture in marble.
on the helmet of the god are the crows Hagin (Thou gh t) ir rr tl lv{ r r n i rr (Mcmory),
and on his ankles wolfskins symbolizing his wolf fa rrr ilirr ls ( ,r,ri ,r rrrl llrt'ki. Ht'
holds thc dwarf-forgcd spt'ar (irrngrrir irr his ri1',lrl lr.rntl

I(t'1rtoqlq111'11 Ity lt.'r'rrrir+rr,,rr ol llrr'J\l.rlr,,rr.rl Nlr,,, rrru ol liwcrlr.n
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trees stretching all around in a dark, unbroken carpetbelow, the
stars of the night sky sparkling above.

Pivot and face the North with the altar behind you. Open
your arms in a gesture of invitation. Visualize the god Tiw
approaching the circle through the night air, his armor of
silver and gold glinting with starlight, his blond hair streaming
behind him, a sword in his single left hand. Speak his in-
vocation:

Great and noble Tiw, the One-Handed,
Lord of fustice,Inril of Oaths,
God of airy reason and true speech;
By thy szpord I summon thee,
By Fenrir's steel jaut I summon thee,
By the Nameless One I sutnmon thee,
Descend into this circle flnd seft)e me.

Go in a sunwise arc to the South and stand with the altar at
your back. Open your arms in a gesture of invitation. Visualize
the god Thor approaching through the night sky, his eyes
showering sparks and his black hair writhing about his bluff,
bearded face. He wears a bearskin, his magic girdle and magic
gloves, and carries his great stone hammer in his right hand.
Speak his invocation:

Strong and fierce Thor, the Thunilerer,
Lord of Battle, Loril of Works,
God of mighty oaths and aaliant deeds;
By fhy hammer I summon thee,
By Skrymir's gloae I summon thee,
By the Nameless One I summon thee,
Descend into this circle and serae me,

Go sunwise to tht' Ilast and face outward, the altar at your
back. Make thc gcsltrrt' of invitertion. Visualize the god Frcy
,rpproaching thnrrrl',lr llrc rtil',lrl sky, his body strong and wt'll-
proportiont'ri, ltis lotrl', .rrrl'ru rr h.rir tit'tl in back of his hcacl, his
('y('s a dt't'1-r rrrrrlrt'l ll,' I'r'.rr'..r w{)'rlcrr shit'ld on his lt'ft arrn.
Spcak his ittvot .rliorr

J

{o
'r'i:"'t':,1
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Thor by Fogelberg. Sculpture in marble.
About the waist of the thunder god is his magic girdle, which doubles his

strength. Onhishands he wears the iron gloves nccdt'd to wield Miolnir (the

Destroyer), his great hammer, originally saitl to bt' trt.ltlr' of a nrctcoritt',
perhaps because s()m('ln('tc()ritt's art'('()nrP():i('(l ol 'ltl t'rlt t'lttt'ly lrartl arrd

tarnish-proof rrit'kt'! stt't'l lrlloy ittlPossilrlt'lo tlttl'ltt'tl'' ttt 'tttt icttl lttttt's'
li,1'rorlrr,,",l l'1'1"'rrrrr"'r"rr "l llr' fJ'rlr"rr'rl Nlrr"' ttttt t)1 

"\v((l( 
rl
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Virile and potent Frey, the Renewer'

Lord of CroPs, Lord of Cattle,
God of the green earth flnd the golilen Srnin;
By thy golden boar I sutn'tnon thee'

By Surt's stolen blaile I summon thee,

By the natneless One I suffitnon thee,

Descend into this circle and serae tne'

Go to the west in a sunwise arc and face outward. Make tht'

gesture of invitation. visualize the approach of Balder through

t"he night sky, his light brown hair flowing in the breeze, his

gru"r,"uy", gentle and mild, his features delicate and his bocly

ilender. He wears embroidered robes and carries a golderr

horn. Speak his invocation:

Fair and beautiful Balder, the Beloaed,

Lord of Laughter, Lord of Cheer,

God of clear light and loaing heart,
By tkY Prancing steed I summon thee,

By Hod's cruel ilart I summon thee,

. By the Nameless One I summon thee,

Descend into this circle and serve tne'

Return to the North sunwise and face the altar. Make tht'

gesture of invitation inthe air overit.LookuPward andvisualizt'

6ain descending from the sky, his great travel cloak billowing,

his grey beard uttd to.,g grey hair flying wildly behind hinr' lris

sing-le greyeye glitteringlike ice.Inhishandhe carries his spt'ar

Speak his invocation:

Wise and knowing Odin, the One-Eyeil,

Loril of VictorY, Lord of Rule,
God of magic and sectet signs;
By thq sf,(nr I summon thee,

Br1 Mimir', ,111'lul plulga I summon thee,

Rt1 tht Nrtrrtr'/r";s ()nt I suttttnon thee,

l)cst t'ni ttt!tt llri:' r'rrt'lr trnrl strut mt"

Krrr,t,l lr|l()rr.tli,..rli.rr I lrr,l,'r llrr.rv,rlr'lllrtl (tyr's ol tlrt'liv(l

1,,r-t,,tl lt0t.l ltr.rrr1,,,,l., rr'rrlt ril,rrtrlltIl),rlr('l rvillrlllr'1rt'tt,ttttlt'r'tl

#
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Frey with the Boar by Fogelberg' Sculpture in marble' 
l

Beside the Vanir god stands tnu gotaett boar foiged by dwarfs to draw his

chariot. Onhishead h" *uut' u *'"ath of ripe grain' and.carries what appears

tobeabundle<rfgraininhisrighthand.Inhis|cfthirnt-|ht'br';rrsa|t'afyscep-
trc, symbol of ft'rtilitY.

I{r'lrrrrtlttr'r'tl lry lrct tttttititott rrl lltr' N'ltrrrrt'rl Mttr'r'ttttt ol liwt'tlt'tr
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ink these runes:

In briel they signify: man, horse, hardship, sacrifice, change,

realization, sun, day, sun, glory, glory, glory.
Man andhorse are the motive and the medium of seeking.

Needisthe suffering encountered on the quest. Gift is the volun-
tary letting go of care and the surrender to the higher will.Cyclc
is the change of fortune that then occurs. Torch is the light of
awareness that dispels shadows. Sun is the light swollen to a

powerful active energy for transformation. Day indicates the
steadiness and completeness of the light-the two Sigel runes

on either side of Daog show that the illumination can be used to

bless or chastise. Glory is the blessing that follows the attainment
of Light. It is threefold and thus perfectly balanced, divine,
incorruptible.

After you have written the runes, vibrate them on your
breath and cause the altar flame to flutter. You must hold thc
awareness of the total meaning of the combined runes clearly in
your mind or the ritual will lack potency.

Take the knife in your left hand and pass its blade through
the flame, then prick yourself on the ball of your right index
finger until a drop of blood wells forth. Your feelings must bc

calm and joyful. You must welcome the twinge of pain ancl

transmit it psychically to the gathered gods. Draw your finger
across the runes from left to right. Allow a second drop of bloocl

to fall into the chalice. If necessary, bandage the finger, but thc
cut should be so small it will soon stop of its own accord.

Liftthe paper high over the altar and speak an invocation ttr

the rune powers sotrtt'lhirrg likc this:

Darkncss inlo Ligltl,
Vicr inlo Virlur,
Lics irtlo 'l t ttlh,
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Balder by Fogelberg, Sculpture in marble.
He stands as a target forthe weapons of the gods, which will not harm him, an
arrow broken in his parted robe. An asp crawls milclly lry his fool. In his hair
are flowers, and pe rhaps lcavcs of mistle tot', forr'sh,r,lowirr1', lris tloorn.

I{t.lrrrrtlrtrtrl lry lrt.rrnissiorr ol llrr N,rlrorr.rl Nlrr,,r'rrrrr ol liwr.rlt.rr
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Pain into foy,
Weakness into Strength;
By these runes transform me,
Open fiy eyes and let fire see.

Lower the paper to the candle flame and light it on the cor-
ner, then place it on the earthenware Plate. As the paPer burns,
put your hands close to itandlean over the altar so thatits smoke

rises to your face. Your hands should feel the heat of the flames.

Inhale the rising smoke deeply without coughing.
After the paper has burnt to a fine ash, use the knife to

reduce it to powder. Scrape the flakes of ash into the chalice,

being careful not to miss any. Pour water from the pitcher
over the ashes and the drop of your blood and stir all three

together with the blade of the knife. Drink the mixture in the

chalice to the last drop and turn the cup downward over the

piate.
As you drink you should be able to feel the power of the

runes coursing through your veins and causing your muscles to
tremble. You may feel dizzy or liShtheaded, and hear a loud
rushing sound. Do notbe fearful. Maintain an inner calm. This is

the climax of the ritual to which all previous steps tended-

Do not exPect to be immediately illuminated by this Elixir
of Light. Its effect will be gradual and subtle, and may not begin

to show itself for days or even weeks. Its action varies from per-
son to person. Magic, like water, seeks the easiest route to the

sea. Be assured, change will come. It is not always an easy

transformation; you cannot realize how tightly you cling to you r

conceits until you feel yourself in danger of losing them.
The ritual is closed by reversing the order of the steps that

opened it. Stand and make a warding off gesture with tht'
splayed hands toward the air over the altar, as though pushing
something away.Vistralizc thc god Odin receding upward int<r

the starry sky. Spt'irk tlrt' bittrislrmcnt:

Wist ()ilin, irlttrl in ltrrrrr;
Ily lhr Nrrtrtrlr'. (tnt I licrnsr und compel

I hrr.

,,,

fu"
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The banishment mustbe spoken in a firm and unequivocal
voice with no trace of doubt in the mind or fear in the heart.
Follow the departing god until he has completely vanished from
your inner eye.

Go widdershins (against the course of the sun) to the West
and banish Balder in a similar manner, using the appellation
"lovirtg" to describe him: "Loving Balder, depart in peace," etc.
Go widdershins to the East and banish "Virile Frey." Go to the
South and banish "Fiery Thor." Go to the North and banish
"Noble Tiw."

Dance in a circle three times around the altar widdershins
to seal the doorway open in your psyche, rotating widdershins
on your body axis three times for each revolution of the altar.
Speak one line of this verse for each great circle:

Weaae a circle round me thrice,
Turn from me Thy fearful face,
Return me to my earthly place.

You have nowerased the vortex thatallowed you to invoke
the powers of the five gods. The next step is to neutralize the
elemental powers you used in the ritual as conveyors of the
virtues of the runes. Draw over the altar the Banishing Pen-
tagram of Light, which is identical with the Invoking Pentagram
but made in a counterclockwise direction. (See diagram next

PaSe)
Note that even the Ken rune in the center of the pentagram

is drawn in reverse order with upward strokes. Since the rune
was made last, it should be retraced first. As you trace each line,
visualize it fading and vanishing from the air. Speak a simple
banishment such as:

Spirits and pouters of Light, depart in peace;
By the Nameless One I license and compel

thee.
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Upward

1

Banishing Pentagram of Light

Do the same for the other pentagrams of the elements,
moving always in a widdershins direction. Go to the West,
.rnd facing outward, banish the spirits of Water; then go East

and banish the spirits of Earth; then South to banish thc
spirits of Fire; and finally return North and banish the spirits
of Air.

Facing the altar from the North, raise your hands antl
spread your fingt'rs irtto two pt'trtirgrams. Extend your arms ttr
tht'sides East atttl We;l .rl lyl lcvt'1. Spt'ak:r gencral banishirrg
lormulatoirllspiril:;llt.tl rtt.tyl'r'lirr1',r'r'ilrg, otrtsitle thcprtttt'ctivt'
t irclt':l

t

d
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AII spirits or entities attracteil by this ifiral,
Depart! for you have no lautful business here.

By the Light of the Nameless One, go!
Yet go in peace and fare thee utell.

You must be certain that the space around the circle is
empty of psychic influences before dissolving the barrier. If
necessary, repeat the banishment more strongly using the gods
as names of power.

The circle is erased by reabsorbing it into the center of your
being. Walk once widdershins around the altar with your left
index finger extended to touch the flaming circle. Visualize the
white fire flowing into your left hand and vanishing from
your perception.

Stand in the North facing the altar. Raise your arms to
heaven. Speak this short prayer:

Holy art Thou, Eather of All,
Holy art Thou, by Nature not formed,
Holy art Thou, Vast and Mighty One,
Lord of the Light and of the Darkness.

Cross your body as in the beginning of the ritual without
reversing the direction of the gestures:

Who art the Crown (touch your brow)
And the Kingilom, (groin)
The Power (left shoulder)
Anil the Glory, (right shoulder)
The Law eoerlasting; (heart)
Amen. (point to the flame)

Speak the words of closing:

This ritual for opening the path of Light
is hereby utell anil truly ended.

Clap your hands sharply together four times. Blow out the
candle and carefully clean and put away the instruments. Any
residues of materials should be treated rc'vcrently and sealed
withthe sign of the circle-crosr (+ ) beforc tht'y arc discarded.
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Put away the instruments in a reverse order to that in which they
were taken out.

Do not sleep directly after a ritual. Occupy the mind with
some unrelated amusement. Avoid fretting or analyzing the
effects of the ritual. If your mind is troubled, the ripples on its
surface may prevent the ritual from taking ProPer effect. Very
likely there will be aftershocks-troubling dreams, hypnagogic
images, auditory and tactile hallucinations-but these should
not persist longer than the first night after the ritual. If they
linger, a simple banishing ritual will disperse them.



Chapter 8

AMULETS, TALISMANS AND SIGILS

The word amulet descends from the Old latin amuletum,"means
of defense." In ancient times it was used to describe any object,
material or practice that had an avertive, protective or curative
function. In modern use the word has come to mean a small
object carried on the person, usually about the neck, that averts
harm by magical means.

Talisman is from the Arabic roottalisan, "to make marks like
a magician." They are of many diverse sizes and shapes, not
necessarily carried on the person. Talismans are created for
aggressive as well as defensive purposes. Examples of talismans
in Teutonic mythology abound. The falcon-feathered robe of
Freyja that caused its wearer to fly through the air was a talis-
man, as was the dwarf-made ring Draupnir that constantly
enriched its possessor.

Sigil is from the latin signum, "sign." It is an emblem or
signet expressing a magical intention, usually derived from a
name or phrase either rigidly according to fixed methods or
intuitively. Sigils emboely occult power in their pattern and may
be marked on any mnlt,rinl. Itrrnt.s art sigils, since each rune

t2l
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represents a name and an idea, and manifests its potency
through its form, not by virtue of the object uPon which it is
carved.

In modern usage, the word talisman is a broad term de-
scribing an instrument for working magic, and contains within it
the notion of amulets. Sigils may be marked on both talismans
and amulets to increase their efficacy, but are not strictly
necessary to either. For example, certain natural stones without
markings of any kind have been used as amulets by many
cultures.

Runes can be placed on significant objects to make both
amulets and talismans. In these cases, part of the working
force is from the runes, part from the shape of the object, and
part from the material of which the object is formed. Also, magi-
cal energy can be infused into otherwise nonmagical substances
through a ritual act of will.

Consider the magic wands unearthed by researchers.
These are short staffs of yew or bone, straight or curved in the
shape of a horn or tusk, with runes carved on their sides- Some

of their magical effectiveness would stem from the runes, some
fromthe material, some fromthe horn shape, andperhaPs some
from the infused purpose of their creators' No one is certain
how these wands were used. If they were carried on the person
for protection they would be called amulets. However, if they
were used for active magic, they would better be termed
talismans.

Rune sigils can be formed quite easily by treating the runes
as letters and combining them in magically appropriate geo-
metric patterns. The exact final pattern selected is a matter of
intuition, which insures that the sigils are actively linked to
the subconscious. A spirit name or indeed any word that
signifies a desired magical action is converted into rune letters,
which are then compressed and doubled up into an emblem
of the name.

This system of sigil making has a long history. Below is the
sigil of the angel Raphael taken from a mctlit'valgrimoire called

the Enchiridion:
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Raphael

The number of possible combinations that can be formed is

infinite, but reflection and intuition will select one pattern from
the rest that seems more appropriate than the others. Several
sigils of each name should be made, and the most pleasing
chosen from among them. The Magus should receive an inncr
sense of its rightness when looking upon the final selection. If it
is not completely satisfying, discard it and continue trying dif-
ferent patterns until the right one represents itself.

Sigils can be made from the names of the Teutonic gods. For
example, Thor when converted into runes becomes f NiR
This can be patterned into the sigil shown below:

I
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Any magical desire that can be exPress.ed trr i lhi",t-" 
can be

reducedtoawordbycombiningthesignificantfirstlettersof
each word in the phiase. The w&d thus created is the magical

name of the desire expressed through the phrase" When con-

verted to runes, u r.r.," ,igil can be rnud" from it' For example the

phrase "Odinbringthe r"ai1" canbe reducedto O + B * R' Con-

verted into runes, ?his yields the magical word iBR which

can be transformed into the following sigil:

Compression of two or more runes into a single character is

an ancient practice. Runes that shared elements in common

were called bind ,urres. H F was sometimes written t-tr
;- f1R 

-- 
t".u*" ft . Sometimes variants developed to

distinguish these j"t"t"gt'- f n ;"t written F ' Runes

*"ru iroUably bound tofether to increase the ease with which

they could bL carved irito stone' Each line of stone carving

,"qrrir"t considerable efforU where the carver could make a

sinlte stroke serve two letters it was to his advantage'

A great virtue of runes is that they canbe carried in the head

and made without special tools or materials anywhere'.Scratch-

ing o, staining the E^olh rune uPon a shield converted it into an

ariulet of proiection. Tyr incised on the blades of swords made

them into talismurs of Power, unbrcakable and invincible' A

NydruneCutuPOnthenailtlftht'harrtlwitrrlr'tlirwitrritlrinthc
mea.l hall that his ctrp wlrs poisoltcrl'
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Permanent rune amulets can be made in the skin itself by

tattooing various parts of the body. Historicallt runes wer('

scarred or tattooed on the chest and hands. simply by cutting

the skin under the runes and muttering an invocation, their

power could be released. Less Permanent body amulets wert'

iormed of pigment. When Caesar landed in Britain, he reportccl

that the r,iti.r"s painted their bodies blue with a dye callccl

woad-aword perhaps connected with Wodery an earlier variant

of Odin.
In an emergency, runes can be scratched into the breasl

with the fingerniil. A red welt will rise up in the shape of tht'

runes and aimall amount of bleeding will occur that will feccl

the runes. At the same time the runes should be read antl

evoked. when the mind has been previously conditioned ttr

accept the influence of rune forces, this method is quite effectivt'.

Talismans can be made by painting the runes with food clyc

on bread, cake or biscuit and consuming them to realize tht'ir

power. Breadisthe bestmedium. Paintthe runes onwhite brcittl

iitn red food coloring using a medium-fine brush. Lightly toast

the bread.It can then be cut into a significant number of piect's

and ritually eaten before the altar.
The ritionale for eating the runes is the same one behintl

the christian practice of eating wafers said to be the body ol

Jesus: a desired power or virtue is transferred to the ediblt'

substance, then taken in by the mouth. The mouth is the syrtr

bolic gateway to the true Self. Through it the secrets of th c nt i n t I

u." ,fok".t. Through it the foods that sustain life are ingt'stt'tl.

Passing the runes between the lips represents_breaking tlrt'

barriei everyone erects around their innermost being'

An amulet for general personal protection should bt' rrlatlt'

by anyone who proposes to practice rune magic' The gotls arttl

rpirlti of the runcs art' ttnprcdictable and often violent in tlrt'ir'

actions. They art' rrol lorllivirrl', of stupidity' They always t'x;tt'l

payment for tlrt.ir s(, Ivi|r':; l ltt'otrrrs is rln thc Magus ttt st't'lltitl
thel paymt'nt lrt'1',ivr':' l:; .l ltt:; orvtt t'ltoosing'

An e xplit il w.rr nrrr1,,,,l llrr',1.rrr1,,,'r':; irtlrcrt'trt itr rrtltt' t r.rll is

13ivt'tt ilr llrc Ilrtt'rttrr'tl
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Better not to ask than to overpledge,
as a gift demands a gift,
better not to slay than to slay too many.

This means better not to ask anything of the runes than to
ask what will require you to pledge in payment more than you
are freely prepared to lose. Any service from the runes to man
must always be balanced by a service of equal value from man to
the runes. When you work runes to bring disaster on your foes,

take care you do not inadvertently harm your friends, because

once awakened the powers of the runes are hard to control.
The amulet of protection is made from a chip of oak about

three inches square and one-quarter-inch thick. It is hung about
the neckwiththe grain of the wood runningtransversely. Wool,
linen, cotton, silk or any synthetic can be used for the cord, but
only use leather that has been ritually purified.

On the front, mark the Eolh rune largely so that it fills the
face of the amulet. On the back write in runes the word alu-
protection. Carve above it the symbol of Thor's hammer, the
swastika, rotating in a clockwise direction with its arms trailing.
The clockwise swastika is a symbol of positive solar action.
Beside the swastika, carve the rune sigil of your magic name. In
the example given below the name Sunchild has been used to
form the sigil pictured on the amulet:

u---l
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The magic name markes the death of the earthly life and the
resurrection on the path of t,ight. It is given after a ceremony of
initiation by the leaders of the occult group into which the
initiate gains admittance. If a self-initiation is conducted, thc
initiate rnust seek his or her own name through inspiration, by
meditating and invoking the Light. Once received, the namc
must never be divulged to another as it embodies the magical
power of the Magus at that particular stage in his or he'r
evolution.

The amulet will possess no protective power until it is con-
secrated and energized through a ritual in which the Eolh rune
is traced over in the blood of the person whose name appears on
the back, and the powers of the gods-particularly Balder-art:
invoked. Then if the amulet falls into the hands of another per-
son, it will not protect them since it is inextricably linked t<r

its maker.
Wear the amulet at all times during serious or difficult rtrnc

magic, and stain it afresh whenever particularly great magical
forces are called forth.It is a good idea to get into the custom ol
putting it on before every ritual-its presence cannot hurt antl
mayhelp in the event of unforeseen difficulties. When not in ust'
it must be kept in a safe place, never seen except by othcr
initiates; never touched by anyone. The Magus should arrang('
for it to be destroyed in the event of his or her death.

Runes can be combined in talismans with other magical
symbols. Especially useful are the signs of the elements, plant'ts,
Zodiacand Geomancy. I Ching hexagrams can be used by thost'
who well understand thern. The power of the runes can bc
lurther defined and directed through the use of approprrialt'
colors, shapes, materials, and by rnaking the talisman ()n .r

specific day antl hotrr that is astrologically auspicious.
There is a poirrl oI rlirrrinishing rt'tttrns in making talistn.ttts

whcn the difl it'rrlly ol lorrrrinl', ittr't't'itsingly strbtlt' c()rr('s[)()n.
tlt'nccs is grt'.rlr'r'llr,rrr .rnv po;.,tl'1,'l',,t.rtl tlrt'y act'<ltrrplislr. All
l:tlistnittrsiu-('lr('((",',.rtrl1'uttf i'tlr'rl llrryr'lrotrltl llt't-ttttsl rttr'lt'tl
sirrrply, rrsinl',.r lcrr',,l llr, rrr..l 1,ir!r'ir! ,!lr,l,r1r1rtr)l)l'i,tlt'sytttltol:;.

@
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Loading them with every imaginable magical symbol will de-

crease, not increase, their efficacy.
In ancient times the entire rune alphabet was thought to

possess its own talismatic Power. Several examples of complete
or almost complete alphabets have been unearthed, the most
famous of which is the Thames scramsax-a sword found in the
river Thames near London in 1857. On the sword is inlaid with
brass and silver wire the full 28 characters of the Old English
rune alphabet and the name of the sword, or its maker.

Thames Scramasax.Iron with brass and silver inlay. 9th century.

Dredged up from the bottom of the River Thames in 1 852 this is one of the most

significant rune arti{acts. It bears the entire early 28 character Anglo-Saxon

futhorc, along with the name Beagnoth-probably the name of the sword.

-Reproduced 
by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum
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It may be that this was only a mnemonic device, but more
probably the alphabet symbolized the powers of the runes
united in potential and waiting to be called forth. A similar talis-
man can be made more easily and compactly by combining all
the strokes of the rune letters one over the other. Each rune is
made of only two simple components, a vertical and a diagonal
line. When the alphabet is overlaid this symbol results:

The combined symbol can fulfill the talismatic function of
the collective rune alphabet. Those familiar with the Kabbalah
will notice that the points on the glyph are ten, and that they fall
upon the Sephiroth in the so-called restored Tree of Life, whero
Malkuth has been elevated to the position of Daath. Runic ancl

Kabbalistic magic are compatible.
When making amulets and talismans, or using the runes fo r

sigils, care must be taken that the magic meaning of the run('s
does not conflict with the letter meaning. Runes can be usctl
merely for a decorative script but it should not be expected that
theywill convey any potency in this role. Straightforward trtrns-
literation will bring thcm together arbitrarily, causing them to
neutralize each otht'r.'l'ht'y willof course still conveythe p()wcr
of the words lht'y rt'1rrt'scrtl, irs woultl any script.

On thc artt'it'rrl rtntr' .ttnttlr'ls, lt t'orttprtlmistl was rt'at'lrt'cl
bctwet n tht' st'riPlrrr,rl ,rrr,l rrr,r1',ir',rl rrtcitninlls <tf tht' rttnt's. 'l'lrt'

amttlt.ts oflclr t'orrl.rirr I'ullr rrrlrlli;",iltll worrls ittttl a slrirrl', ol

I
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Hammer of Thor- Silver Pendant'
In addition to its function as a weapon, thc hamrnt'r of 'l'hor was used to con-

SeCrate treaties ancl marriage cqntracts. A nragir':rl rtrttttlt't with avcrtivt'

power.
l,lr'lrrrtrltrtt'rl lry 1r,'ttttir,',t,rrr r'l tlr'' | )'rrrr"lr N'rttort'll Mllli('lllll
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gibberish that philologists have been unable to decipher. The

words are the scriPtual content of the amulet-they convey Per-
tinent information such as the name of the maker, the name of a

god, words of power and the Purpose for which the amulet is

intended. The gibberish, which is really not gibberish at all, is
the magical content. These runes are used as symbols rather
than letters. They are the magical heart of the amulet. The script
runes define and direct the magical power; the symbol runes
embody it.

The secret language of magic is numerical, as the Greek
philosopher and mystic Pythagoras observed thousands of years

ago. It is based on the meaning created when elements are

brought together in patterns. The patterns, or magical words,
are more than the sum of their parts. Their meanings may be

simple or very complex-a human being is a word spokcn
by God.

In writing magically the Magus imitates, crudely and inac-

curately, the speech of God. He or she takes numbers and their
aggregates and forms words with the conviction that if he or sht'

can only attain a sufficient accuracy the words will spring to life .

The literature of magic is written on the world. It is in the pattern
of the stars and the shape of a tree. It is in the way a drop of dew
slips from a leaf and falls into a pond, and the shining framework
of a spiderweb.

No one canteachmagicalwriting.Itmustbe intuited- But it
is everywhere, even in the simplest thing. It can only be rcacl

with the eye of the Spirit. To the outer sight it aPPears a m('r('
chance arrangement of elements. Advice given by mystic Mas-
ters to their students is that they take themselves apart and con-

template some simple obiect-a stone, a stick, a flower- Sincc all

magic in the world is written in the smallest grain of santl,

silence and a passivt'opt'ning of thc mind can sometimt:s let irt
the Light.

Herc art' tlrt' 1',r't tr't',rl rrr.t1',ir'.t l trtt'irtt itrgs tlf tht' first twt'lvc
numbcrs. lt rnrrsl lrr':ilrr':;';r'rlllr,rl llrr'y t'irtr only bc ftrlly.lPPrt'-
lrcntlctl wht'tr tltc Irr'.ri Lt!r{l llrr' ltr',t.1 ,rt't trl;',t'tlrtr:
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One rune signifies creation and beginning; the all enclosed
in the One; birth.

Tzao runes indicates a balance of forces; the male and female;
all dualities. The balance can be harmonious or conflicting.

Three runes signifies completeness and perfectiory the runes
functioning on the level of the ideal.

Four runes indicates that their power is expressing itself
materially. This number is linked with the four lower elements.

Fiae runes indicates the presence of human will which may
be either productive or destructive. This number is linked to
man.

Six runes come under the sway of the Nameless One, who is
the One in All and the All in One. Blending of opposites.

Seoen runes suggests a supernatural function and matters
concerning spirits and miracles. This number is linked to the
planets.

Eight runes signifies frustration and suspension of action. It
is a compound magically, as are all the numbers that follow.
Four opposed to four; one material result confronts another.

Nine runes are under heavenly order and the rule of law,
where effects follow causes. Nine is a compound of three times
three and is considered the most perfect number.

Tenrunes indicate the beginning of a new cycle, and therefore
the material realization of the old cycle. Ten is a comPound of
nine plus one. However, it can also be read as five plus five, and
in this guise it suggests man opposing man.

Eleaen runes occur in works of evil. Eleven is a compound of
nine plus two; that is, perfection reflected or inverted. Viewed as

five plus six it is man con{ronting God. Always an evil number.
Twelae runes signifies the marriage of heaven and earth.

Twelve is a compound of three times four, and also four times
three; that is, matter made perfect and spirit made concrete. A
favorable number for all good works. This number is linked to
the Zodiac.

Chapter 9

SKRYING AND ASTRAL TRAVEL

Each rune symbolically represents a force in nature and a quality
of the human soul. When used rightly, runes can affect the sub-
jective inner world of thoughts and feelings, and the outer
objective environment. Both are one from the magical view-
point. The barrierbetween inside and outside is an artificial wall
erected at the time of humanity's fall. By liberating the Highcr
Self from its bondage to the flesh, the Magus can transcend thc
bar across the gate of Eden and perceive the underlying unity of
things. This perception is the key to Power.

The potency inhering in each rune is given a concrete fornr
by the workings of the mind. The mind will give the rune a forrn
whether the ego wills it or not, but the form of the rune can irr
some measure be modified by deliberate intervention. 'l'his

actualization of the runc identity is twofold and reflects tlrt'
duality of micror-osrn ittttl tn.lcr()c()sm.

The microt'osrrtir' lortn is.r spirit which exhibits by its gt's-
tures, m()v('l-tr('lrl:;, .t1r1tr',rl,ttt, r' .tltrl vrlict' tht' qtlalitit's of tht'
rgnc it rt'prt'st'tri:; ll r'. rr';rr.rlly irttttt.tttoiri, lrrrt nrlty tltkt'lltt'
slrapt' <tf alt ttltitrr.tl. ,t tttott';1.t,. { r! .'vr'll ,ttt r'lt'trlt'ttlitl Prt'scltt'r'.
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The rune spirit will not be perceptible to the outer eyes excePt

under extraordinary conditions such as mental illness, ritual

exhaltation or extreme stress.It will relate to the Magus on a Per-

sonal level, as one self-aware being to another, and may try

through persuasion or intimidation to exert an authority over

the Magus.
The macrocosmic form is a landscape, house, cave or other

environment perceived by the Magus to be larger than his ego-

envelope. He may look upon the rune world from a distance as

througir a window or the lins of a telescope; or he may find him-

self piirnged into its setting. The rune world reflects the nature

of the ruire through its climate, geography, flora and fauna' It

may be inviting or distressing.
Rune spirits and rune worlds can occur together' Walking

in a rune world, it is not uncommon to encounter the ruling

spirit, who is a petty lord over the forms that subsist there. It

sirould be understood that the inhabitants of a rune world are

not real in the material sense; neither are they unreal. Rather

they are devices of the mind to communicate more effectively

with the underlying potency of the rune'
Created Uyine mind, the mind has sovereignty over them'

but not the ego. The conscious mind may hold the desire to for-

mulate a rune spirit or rune world' It does not do the actual

forming. Although the conscious mind may seek to command

the spiiit, or chaige the world, it cannot do so without the con-

"rrr.Jrr." 
of the iubconscious, which is brought into play

through the use of sYmbols.
The rune symbol, when properly understood' invokes the

potential of the ,rrrru. It gives ih" High"t Self acting through the

iubconscious a pattern upon which to mold a portion of the

limitless, u-orpho,rs vitality of the Unmanifest into something

that can be reiognized and experienced. The intuited signifi-

cance of the rune symbol guides the inner mind in casting a Par-

ticular shadow orrih" infinite Light. This created form can only

be commanded by the higher consciousnt'ss tlrat t'rcatcd it' The

ego of the Magus can at most tlirt't-t tlrt' I lilllrcr St'll'with sym-

bols, actirrg throtrg,lr tlrt' sttllt-oltst'itttts'
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This explainsthe importance of purity. Purityis aheighten-
ing of a*at"t"ts of the Higher Self. The Magus cleanses him-
r"if thut he may gain power. It happens that this power is only
obtainable by approaching the will of God. Building on a base of
physical cleanliness, he seeks to purify his thoughts and emo-

tions by focusing the Will on his highest destiny.
Ritual opens the psychic doors thatpurityunlocks. In skry-

ing, these doorways are merelylooked through. In astral travel,

the ego passes into the secret chambers of the psyche, each of
which contains its own world. Astral travel is the more seduc-

tive and dangerous of the two activities. In skrying, the inner
world is held at arm's length and remains merely a picture: very

lifelike, entrancing, perhaps frightening, but still only an imagc'

In astral travel, the illusion envelops the ego and floods in
through all the senses. It is difficult to cling to the comforting
belief that it is an inner, not an outer, reality when it exists vi-
brant and alive on all sides.

Both skrying and astral travel are conducted in a silcnt

dimly-lit environment of neutral temperature, safe from tht'

po$ibility of interruption. Ritual robes should be worn, or i[
tro.t" are available, simple loose clothing. Before beginning, sur-

round yourself with a circle of protection. Sit in the circle on a

cushion or mat with your back straight and your shoulders

relaxed. It is important that your lungs and internal organs n()t

be compressed by slouching. You should practice sitting until
you can sit effortlessly for at least half an hour. Any tendency t<r

fidget will destroy the necessary concentration-
skrying and astral travel are the same Process at root. ln

skrying, the formal fiction of separateness from the vision is

maintained. This is mechanically reinforced by using an instrtr-

ment in which vision inhcrc-s. Popular media for skrying incltrclt'

mirrors, water, ink, crystirl balls, polished metal surfaccs, smokt',

embers, hangilg lirhrit's, itrrtl silttilitr fcatureless matcriills. 'l'lrt'

impOrtant firt'lor is llr.rt llrry plovitlc tt<t 1-roint <tf clistractittn for

thei c-yC.SrrC[ 1r.rlr.r i,rl.t 1ro+i('...:. 1o l)()w('r ilr tlrt'nrSt'lvt's bttt itt'l

its hacktlrt)l)s lot llt. ttrtr''t "r1',lrl
t

,I
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Undirected skrying yields random visions. Whatever is
uppermost in the psyche comes to the surface. When a symbol
with a specific meaning is used as a focus, a vision directly linked
to it arises in a trained mind that refuses to allow itself to be dis-
tracted. Just as some adepts can cause particular dreams, so can
they cause particular visions.

A small mirror about a foot square is a good instrument
with which to begin. Set it on a low table, or upon the altar if a
magic temple is being used, and draw a circle around yourself.
You can safely include the mirror since the circle takes in only
the mirror itself, not the visions that appear in its depths. The
mirror acts as a window in the wall of the magic circle.

Stand the mirror vertically so it will be at eye level when
you are seated and about four feet away from your face. The
room should be in almost total darkness with only the fuzzy
outlines of larger objects discernible. It is important that no
reflections are visible in the mirror. Sit comfortably. Strike a

match or lighter, and with the flame draw the shape of the rune
you wish to skry in the air before the mirror. Close your eyes
while moving the flame from the end of one stroke to the begin-
ning of another.

The afterimage of the flame will linger for several minutes on
your retinas and you will see the shape of the rune, which you
must concentrate on with all your Will. At the same time your
mind must be empty of thoughts. Simply regard the rune with
acute attention. As the image fades, look through and beyond it.

A greyish shimmering area will form in the depths of the
mirror. It may be quite small at first, sometimes no larger than
the central part of the palm of your hand, but it will grow until it
covers most of the mirror surface. It will begin to churn and
sparkle. Brief flecks of intense light may appear. As the grey
zone clears, an image will form that seems very far off, as though
you were looking at it through the wrong end of a telescope. If
you do nothing to disturb it, the image will strengthen and
draw nearer.

You must not study the image cons<-iorrsly or it will disap-
pear. lt t'manatt's fnrnr a rcflt'ctivt'st:rtt'ol lrrirrtl. ( )lrt't'tlrt'mind
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becomes active, the image will retreat back into the depths of the
subconscious. Contemplate the image passively and allow it to
involve your attention. Anyone who has tried to look at a faint
star in the night sky will understand. If you look directly at the
star it vanishes; if you look slightly to one side you can see it, but
only so long as you do not focus your eyes upon it. The same is
true of skrying; only instead of averting the eyes you must avert
the mind.

Sometimes you will see in the mirror the rune world from
high in the air as though you were flying over it. The image will
focus on a particular scene and you will seem to descend. A face
may appear that fills the mirror. This is the rune spirit, who will
answer your questions if you prove that you carry the authority
of the Light. Youshouldaskthe magicalname of the spiritso that
on future occasions you can summon it at will.

It is a good idea to compose two incant ations, one for opening
the mirror and another for sealing it shut. That way you can better
control the process of skrying. It would be inconvenient if you
began seeing visions every time you looked at some shiny
object with a contemplative gaze. This is the fate of the uncon-
trolled trance medium. A Magus will not permit the intrusion of
astral images when he or she does not seek them.

For astral travel, a related but somewhat different tech-
nique is used. The mirror should be full length and the light in
the ritual chamber slightly brighter. Paint the rune you intend to
travel into on a small card and wear it about your neck. Draw a

circle of protection around yourself and the mirror. Again, the
mirror is the aperture through the wall of the circle, but this time
it functions as a doorway rather than a window.

Sit facing the mirror about six feet away. Fix your attention
on the reflected imagc of the rune about your neck. Therc
should be iust e'norrglr light to sce it. At the same time imaginc
that you arc y()rrr irrral5t', .rrtl yorrr inragc is you; that you havt'
traded places wit lr I lrr' lor'111 i1 I I lrc lookirrg glass. Thc runc about
your ncck willst't.rn lo w,rvcr .rrr,l;',low..rrrrl rniry becomc lirrgcr.
llvt'rything t'lst' wlll I',1( lrv lrr{ llr;l nl( t

J
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When you have convinced yourself that you are looking
out from the inside of the mirror at your physical body, close
your eyes but keep the image of the rune distinct in your mind.
In your imagination stand up and draw with your right index
finger the rune sigil of your magic name on the inner surface of
the glass. It will act as a barrier to any extraneous forces that
might try to gain access to the circle and your body while you are

absent. Turn and walk into the world of the rune.
The scenery around you will echo your conception of the

nafure of the rune about your neck.It may differ from your con-
scious expectatiory for the subconscious and conscious do not
always agree. Everything will be colored by the character of the
rune. To test the validity of the landscape, draw the rune largely
in the air before you. The scene should brighten but otherwise
be unchanged. If it is false and not related to the rune it will
waver and darken, and be replaced by another more aPPro-
priate vision.

The land of the rune is not empty but filled with an infinite
variety of beings. As you meet them, salute them with the rune
sign, which will let them know that you are there lawfully.
Before long you will encounter the ruling entity of the rune
world, called the rune spirit. Salute it with the rune sign with a
courtesy that befits its position, however do not humble your-
self before it since you are a son or daughter of the Nameless
One anditslawfulmaster. Askthe spiritits magicname if you do
not already know it.

You can converse with these beings on matters that come
under the province of the rune and they will give you answers
according to their power. Their desire to please and seem impor-
tant in your eyes will sometimes outweigh their ability to give
you accurate information. Examine their comments critically
and disregard any assertions that conflict with reason. Occasion-
ally the rune spirit may seek to deliberately mislead you. If you
suspect deception you can test its veracity with the names and
sigils of the High Gods and Goddesses.

As you walk through the runc worltl witlr yottr questions
unspoken in your mind, thcrc will arisc l.rlrlr'.ttts and dumb
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shows designed to give you insights into your problems. These
are much the same as dreams in that they seem arbitrary yet can
be related to internal conflicts. The benefit derived from astral
pantomimes will depend on your powers of analysis and intro-
spection when you come to reflect on them after the astral jour-
ney is completed. Remember, everything you see is intended
for your consideration. Disregard nothing.

When you wish to return to the mirror doorway you can

retrace your steps, or simplywill yourself to be backwhere your
journey began. There is never a danger of becoming lost in thc
world of the rune. Its inhabitants may attempt to intimidate and
confuse you, but ultimately your Will is law. The rune world has
been formed by your desire acting through your Higher Self-it
can just as easily be dissolved into nothingness.

The only danger that can arise during astral travel is when
you forget your identity and begin to merge with the rune world.
As long as you perceive yourself as standing in your normal
human body, experiencing the scene through your human senses,

you are safe. It is often a temptation to take on other forms, or
simply let your awareness fly like an eagle over the land of thc
rune. This should be avoided. Whenever you feel yourself drift-
ing into the vision or being overwhelmed by the astral environ-
ment, focus your will powerfully on being once more in your
physical body, and no astral barrier can obstruct your return.

In the normal course of astral travel, you will return to your
flesh more gently. Reach out your left hand and touch the runt'
sigil of your magic name that still glows on the inner surfacc of
the mirror. Imagine it flowing back into your body. It will fadc
and disappear from the glass. Then sit down facing outwarcl in
the same position as your physical body. Will yourself to bt'
Iooking into the mirror from the outside at your reflected imagt'.
Open your physical oycs. You will be once more sitting in yottr
lrody facing, tht' Irtirror'.

This is orrly orrc ol rrr,rrr y rrrcl lrotls ol astral travcl. lt retltr irt's
.r fairly high tlt'1',r'r'r'ol t't',tt.rlrz.rlion.urrl ilrtrt'r ctlntrol. S<ltrtt'

aclcpts lrrt'lt'r lo lt,tt,r'l tvlrtl,'tlr,'n Itrtrllr'r;.tt't' itt ir rt't'lilrilrg posi
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tionsothattheycanallowtheastralvisiontopassgentlyinto
natural sleep. The disadvantage of this method is the tendency

to lose awareness and with ii tne Power to control the astral

world. while it is true no physical harm can result from astral

travel, mental difficulties may arise if the rune world is permifted to

escape from conscious conlrol' You may find yourself entering

astril landscapes against your wishes'

At first, sltyitt[ and astral travel will be largely a matter of

wishful thinking ut you try to force yourself to perceive your

preconcePtion of the rune world' Then when you learn not to

Ly ro strenuously, but rather to let yourself receive impressions

u, tn"y arise, the wish will become the inner reality'

Below is an example of the type of world and spirit you may

encounterwhenyoutravelintoeachofthe24Germanicrunes.
As has been pointed out, rune visions are subi ective- and will dif-

feraccordingtotheindividualunderstandingoftherunes.

1. FEOH is a medieval agrarian community with a- squalid

village of about two doien huts outside the walls of a castle'

Eveiything has a dismal, soiled look' The people walk with

their heads bowed.
The spirit of Feoh is the overseer, a great bulk-of a man

with a bellowing voice and a whip' He is filthy' his black

hair matted his eyes blinking with stupidity'

2'uRisaprimalforestfilledwithwildbeaststhatconstantly
battle. its people are stealthy, silent hunters with sly eyes.

They paint tlieir naked bodies to blend into the under-

growth.
The spirit of Ur is a hunter who carries a spear and

wears u 
^urk 

*ude of the head of a bear' He seldom speaks'

but gestures.

3.THORNisagreatcavernwithasulphur<ltrslakefromwhich
firebelche,.tti,inhabitedbysca|t'y,r.rawlirrgthingsthat
Iurk in thc clarkncss-

'l'lrt, spirit 9l 'l'lr<lnr is ir rlr;rg,orr likc rrroltrrlcr. lls lrrirssivt'
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head is serpentJike, black and wreathed in smoke and

shadow.

4. OSis a landscape of rolling wooded hills with white-capped

mountains rising in the distance. In its midst is a hall formed

from the bodies of living trees with many fantastic carvings

on its sides.
ThespiritofOsisanoldchiefwithgreyhairdressedin

armor who sits at the head of the table in the hall and rules

the land wiselY.

5.RADisalongroadthatwindsbetweenbarrencliffsand
impenetrable forests. Along it move silent' weary riders

ani people with bundles on their backs'

rn"'pi'itofRadisastrollingminstrelandstorytellerwh<l
dresses ilbright colors and entertains his fellow travelers-

5.KENisalandofcrystalandglass.Theglasstreesbearjewcls
asfruitandtheskyislitwithrainbowcolorsthatpulsatc
and make the landscaPe dance'

The spirit of Ken ii a woman surrounded by light whrr

floats like i flame over the mirror surface of the earth. Hcr

voice makes the crystal trees ring with mellow tones'

7.GyFt']isalandofbloodanddestructioninhabitedbyptltl-
ple who have committed various acts of self-mutilatiorr

ii^ilu. to those practiced by Indian fakirs'

The spirit of Cyfo is a blind man bound to the trunk ol

a great tree.

8. WYN is a shining mountain that rises into a golden t:lotttl'

Near the top is ri city of white stone' Its people arc gt'rrtlt'

and ctlnlt'ttt Pl'rl ivr'
Tht,sPir.it ol wyrr i:;,r w()rllriln <lf slt'ndt'rbuild ancl hkrrrtl

hair. slrc w('.il.:i wlrrlr' .ilrrl .;Pr',1[s witlr a mttsit'al v()it-t'.

9, IIAL(ll, is,t I'l,,tvIrt1",lnt!!r {'l lr'rrl 'ttttl stlow in:r tlirrk
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evergfeen forest.
ihe spirit of Haegl is not seen, but can be heard moan-

ing and roaring on the wind'

10. NYD is a narrow wooden bridge across a chasm of foaming

rapids. The center of the bridge is burning'
The spirit of Nyd is a horrifying but uncertain shape

that threatens from behind'

11. IS is a frozen lake in winter. From the lake rises a small island

overgrown with naked willows'
ihe spirit of Is lives on the island' Her appearance

changesurrdull.rr"s.Sometimessheisbeautiful;other
times her face twists with hatred' She keeps a white owl'
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people wait on the outside to gain admittance'
ThespiritofEolhistheunseengatekeeperwholives

over the gut". Hit voice is deep and threatening' He rains

down fire and sword blades on those who try to approach'

slGELis a land so blazing with light that no details of it can

be distinguished. The air roars with the sound of flames.

Thelpirit of Sigel is never met directly' He com-

municates through proud emissaries who speak and re-

ceive replies.

TYR is the midst of a battle on a misty field' Usually only the

clash of swords and the cries of the dying can be heard'

Sometimes a pair of combatants come into view for a bricf

moment through the mist.
The spirit of fyt is a silent figure with a drawn sworcl

who stalks the field ghostlike and chooses those who are ttr

die. He communicates with gestures' His face is veiled'

16.

t7.

L2. GER is a flour mill beside a stream. It is dominated by a giant

water wheel that turns and groans continuously'
The spirit of Ger is a robust man with a red face and a

balding head. He wears a flour-covered leather apron and

carries a cup of water and a wooden mallet'

EoHisafieldofbattleontheeveofconflict.Bannersfly.
Campfires burn- Men and horses wait for dawn and look

siterrity across the darkened field at the fires of the foe.

fire spirit of Eoh is a stocky foot soldier with a bow

slung on his back, unkempt hair and dark eyes' His speech

is crude but honest.

|4.PEoRDisagladeofappletreeswhereanabundanceoffruit
and other harvest gooat have been gathered' Long tables

set with plenty entertain the harvesters'

Theipiriiof Peord is a noble woman who oversees the

feast and goes from table to table pouring wine from a

pitcher she carries on her shoulder'

1,5. EOLH is a grt'at gatc sct acr()ss it ro'ttl lrclwt't'lr two rock

c!iffs' No Passitlit: is 1''ossil'tlt' r'xr-t'Pl llr r 't r1"lr llrr'1"'rtt'' Mirrry

13.

18. BEORC is a glade of birch trees seen in the slanting sunlight

of early morning. Birds sing. A clear spring bubbles'

The spirit of Beorc is a girl who plays among the trecs'

She keeps a full grown stag as a Pet'

Ig. EH isa grassyplain stretching endlesslyto the horizon. on it

move herd animals, particularly wild horses'

The spirit of Eh ir u yo.tng boy dressed in rabbit ski.s

with wild eyes and long blond hair who rides a wlritt'

stallion by clinging to its neck and lacing his fingcrs irr

its mane.

20. MAN is thc insiclt, 0f a house- with uncounted corriclors atrtl

rooms. Ilat'h roorrr Prcsr'tlls a c'liffcrent dramatic tablt'arr-
'l'ht'spiril ol M.ttt i:; lltc l-roltlt'r <lf thc kt'ys Ilt'is

unsct'11 l-rttl lt'.rvr':, .ilt I)( ( 'r:'iorl'tl tltlor tlpt'tt'

')l LA(lll is llrr'.1,'1'llt" r'l lltr"'r"t l'r('('tr ()('("lll lls ilth'llril;rrtl:;
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dwell in the rocks and strange growths on the ocean floor.
They are of monstrous appearance.

The spirit of l^agu is a mermaid with bluish skin. She
sings songs that evoke illusions.

22. ING is a small but prosperous farm with a stone and thatch
house and a wattle barn. Its inhabitants are the members of
a family-grandfather, father, mother, a son who is nearly
grown, a younger daughter, and an infant. They extend
hospitable welcome to strangers.

23. DAEG is a stone pillar that marks the passage of the sun.
From it extend twelve spokes made of ridges of earth to the
horizon. The sun never sets, but rides in an unending circle
around the sky.

The spirit of Daeg is a bird with shining multicolored
wings who perches atop the pillar of the sun wheel.

ETHEL is a geometric land where separate farms are ar-
ranged in a checkerboard pattern. Each small holding has a
high fence around it.

The spirit of Ethel is the surveyor who determines the
lay of the boundary lines. He walks the land continuously
measuring the ground with a long rod as he goes.

24.

Chapter L0

ABOUT DIVINATION

Runes can be used to peer into the future and to search out hid-
den things, but in order to divine rightly it is necessary to under-
stand the forces that are at work.

All divination depends on a cardinalprinciple of magicthat
is stated most cogently in the Smaragdine, or Emerald Tablet, of
Hermes Trismegistus:

What is below is like that which is above; and
what is above is like that which is below.

This is perhaps the single most potent statement ever made,
rivaling even the "Know Thyself" of the Greeks. Unfortunately,
it is not understood.

A more concrete exposition of the same idea is the macro-
cosm-microcosm duality that was so popular in the art and
philosophy of the Middle Ages. It maybe useful to consider it as
a way of getting at the Hermetic maxim.

The macrocosm was undcrstood to be the universe that lay
beyond the bountlnry of tlrt' hunran body and mind, all that was
outside. The micrrx'(txnl wrls lht, borly itself and the mind and
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soul, all that lay encased in the enveloPe of flesh. The theory said
in part that the body of man was a faithful replica in miniature of
the greater body of the world. By studying the universe/ many
secrets could be learned about human nature; conversely by
studying man, principles could be derived that would apply to
the greater world. The magical side of it was the notion that
actions committed in one "cosm" would affect the other. For
example, that the position of the planets and stars influenced the
qualities of men at their birth.

But the average thinker of the Middle Ages had a skewed
perception when he considered the reasons underlying the cor-
respondence of macrocosm and microcosm. In his view a third
party, God, had created the world, and afterwards fashioned
man to fit into the world, making him conformable with nature.
This presupposition made true understanding impossible, be-
cause it diverted attention away from the underlying mech-
anism involved.

To grasp the Hermetic maxim, it is necessary to alter per-
ception. There is no inside and outside. Inside and outside are

oneside. The microcosm and macrocosm are not separate
creations of God, but one seamless whole.

The mind creates all forms and qualities using the input of the
senses. What the mind cannot contemplate, or the senses convey,
can never be lcrown i., a.y way at all. Effectively, it does not exist

It is of course possible to postulate a God view, where there
exist forms and qualities not perceivable by the mind of man,
but such things would be utterly beyond human reach, and so

would have no being for man.
Once this truth is accepted, the Hermetic maxim becomes

not only comprehensible but inevitable. What is above mustbe
like what is below, because both are formed, and limited, by
their passage through the lens of the human rnind. There can

never be anything outside that does not correspond to some-
thing inside. Above and below are one pattern. The human
mind provides the connecting medium of all things- Nothing is

really separate from anything elsc.
A sccttnd change in pe rccptiotl is ttt't'r':;:r.tl'y itt ortlt'r ttt gt't
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insight into the way divination works. This involves fine. Time is
thought of as being composed of three distinct parts: pas! pres-
ent and future. According to prevalent assumption, we occupy
the present. We can look back into the past by means of memory
and records, both historical and natural, but we can never know
anything about the future.

In one popular metaphora man is seated on a furiously rac-
ing train with his back to the engine. He cannot get off, nor can
he turn around. He can only sit and watch the landscape recede
behind him.

The trouble with this model is that it is absurd. Past, pres-
ent and future do not exist. The past is gone, the future has yet to
be, and the present is an infinitely thin line between these
two fictions.

Einstein said that time is what keeps everything from hap-
pening at once. He was not being facetious. Time is a device of
the mind to control and regulate reality. It is a way of ordering
the diversity of things so they can be separately considered.
Adepts who have reached a transcendental awareness can in
some measure abolish the fiction of time, suggesting its truc
nature.

.-,,N,

N r\! i$,,i ffi
'\it\. ,.,

t* :,,

t rtskct. Wtltttl,2l.li r'rrr irr l.rr1;llr A rrrrrc r,rlcrrtl;rr is clrvt'tl irrto thc sitlt'
lr.rrrt'1.'l'lrt' ol ltcl l;yrrrl'ol'; lnr llr,rl r'';; rcr r,i l, l.r y:,
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i.li-,"1i
t:n,

i iis

Rune Calendar. wood. It is designed to fold together like a book to protect

the runes.

-Reproduced 
by permission of Nordiska Museum, Sweden

Time is commonly thought of as analogous to a stream of

spoken words. The words already perceived have ceased to be.

The words to come are unknown to the listener. Only the actual

fragment of the word vibrating on the lips exists, and how

infinitely thin is that fragment!
Better to look upon time as a series of woods printed in a

book. The entire text of the book exists and is accessible to the

reader, but cannotbe apprehended all at oncc bccause the mint'l

requires that the words be setparat('d irrrrl tlilft'rt'rrtiatcd. They

losc thcir mt'aning wht'n jrrrnblt'tl lo1',t'tlrt'r. Ytt tlrc rt'irtlt'r wh<r
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speaks them aloud has access to any set of words, both before
and after the point he or she is considering- Only the ignorant
listener, who cannot see the book, is bound to the sPoken

words alone.
Time and space are both continuous, both conditional

creations of the mind. Everything everywhere touches and
mutually influences. It has truly been stated that there is no such

thing as chance, only causes as yet unknown.
A life forms azig-zagging diagonal track on the doughnut-

shaped interlocking spiral skin of the universe; a line in time and
space. At each point in that lifeline where a decision occurs/ a

node exists with two or more branching rays. Only one ray is the
actual path traced by that life-the others are theoretical ghosts

of tracks that would have been traced had other decisions
been made.

Not for nothing did the ancient Teutons look upon the
universe as a great ash. A tree begins from a single seed,

branches into two, then four, then eight, soon becoming ex-
tremely intricate. The difference between a tree and a man is
that all the branches on a tree are realized, whereas in human
life only one continuous line exists; at least, in our dimension
of consciousness.

The process of divination seeks to extend awareness into
the future and trace that single line by relying on a corresPon-
dence between the greater world of man and the smaller world
of the runes. Cut from the world tree, the runes accurately
reflect its pattern; that is to say, because they germinated in the
dark, rich soil of the unconscious, they can embody and convey
its meanings.

Although divination is usually employed to look into the
future, the runes can just as readily oPen a view on the past, or
the present. This is useful if it becomes necessary to search into
conditions that currently exist, but are hidden, in order to un-
derstand an ongoinli t'ircttmstancc. The past events in thc life of
irn individual lnlry Provitlc ltct'tlt'tl inftlrmation conc--erning, his

lrrc'sent natttrt'.'l'irrrt' i:, r'ortlittttotts, .rll ol'otrt'pit'ct'- Any irrt';t
r',rn bt' isolatcrl ittttl .'t,rtttttt,',1 tl lltc rttrtr':; irrt' rilihtly tlirt't'tt'tl.
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All the effort in divination is to present to the conscious

mind what the unconscious mind already knows. The abun-

dance of techniques is an effort extending over centuries to find

the best instrument for bridging this self-created gulf. The runes

are effective because they themselves were created, not by any

one person, but by a race out of the primal stuff-of the uncon-

scious. Perhaps the only other instrument equally effective is

the Tarot, which had an analogous birth'
In the unconscious, all the possible branches of a life exist in

potential. The unconscious has direct access to the prirnal ma-

irix from which emerges time and space. But for any separate

moment considered, only one branch will extend aS a necessary

line of cause and effect. The unconscious can trace this line

because it knows all causes and all effects. Chance is a meaning-

less word to omniscience.

There are two phases to divination: an inbreathing and

an outbreathing.
The first is active. It is necessary to particularize from the

infinite information in the unconscious mind the details desired-
to locate the tiny twig that is of interest on the great tree of life'

This is done by-forming the question asked of the runes in the

conscious mind and transferring it with desire by an act of will
into the runes, whichever rune instrument may be used"

The question must be very clearly conceived, and then

made to pass out of the awareness and into the runes. This

transference should be imagined physically, as a flow of essence/

or force. only if the question leaves the conscious mind can it

enter the unconscious.
This is the cause of mostfailures in divination. The question

is never asked rightly, and so no true answer can emerge' It is

not possible to c-ompletely forget the question, since-then thtr

urrr*", would have no meaning, but it is possible to release any

desire or urgency about the question, to make it merely a neutral

pattern of *ords and images, so that its t'sst'ntial vitality is

iransferred to the inner, hiclclcn mintl'
It rcrltrirt's ir splittirrg <lf lllt'|lrirrrl w,'ll Llr()wrl lo;rll whtr
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work in magic ritual. One part of the awareness is made detached

and indifferent. The other part remains alert and watchful.
The second phase of divination is passive. The awareness

rnust rnake itself receptive to impressions from the runes. Any
attempt to force the runes into a preconceived pattern will end
in failure. Moreover, the runes will react with hostility and begin
to present mocking and malicious meanings, until they are com-
pletely useless for divination work.

Anyone who doubts this has only to make the experiment-
Treat the counsel of the runes with contempt and you will
receive contempt in return. The desire to read a favorable out-
come must always be resisted. Diaination requires utter impar-
tiality. The proper attitude is one of reverence, which will yield
the best results.

It is much easier to read the future of another Person,
because detachment is easier. But it is possible to achieve a state

of detachment and tranquility regarding one's own future, if
diligent efforts are made. This may sound like a contradiction in
terms, but you must try not to try, and then success will come.

If the divination is viable, the runes will feel alive. They will
seem to speak mutely to the understanding. Their shapes will
embody specific meanings related directly to the question. In
ancient times it was thought that the gods and goddesses spoke
through them. There is a definite sense that they are being
positioned and energized by an awareness other than that of thc
cliviner.

It is necessary to actively follow the impressions that arist'
irom the runes with the reason, weaving them together into it

single whole. Meaning is built up from separate elements or-
ganically. One insight will lead to another:

From a word to a wttrd
I was led to a wortl,
frttm a tlt'r'tl lo.tttollrt'r tlt't'd.

At all tilncs rt'si:;l llrt'lcrttltl.tliolt lo Put mcanings into tht'
llrnos. l'his will t'rltttl',ur:;lr !lrcil lilr',rrttl kill tlrc rt'aclitrg.

Mt'altirtli is r'ottt,t'\',', 1 ltttttt llrt' ttttt ott:;t'i<ltls trl tht' c<lltst iotts

rrritrcl, ltlrysit.rlly .rtttl 1' '1, lrr, .rll1
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Rune Staoes. A: Calendar staff, wood. B: Rune staff in a shape symbolic of the

open womb. This same figure is often found in Christian art surrounding
christ. C and D: Rune staves in the shape of swords. A carryover from the

days when runes were inscribed on military w('irl)()ns lirr rnagical power.
Ilt'prodtt<r'tl by lrct lrttlntott ol N,rt,ltrL,r Mttst'ttttl, Swcdclt
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Rune staues. A: Wo.d. APPrrxirrrak'ty 60 t-rrr. in length. B: Wood. Appr.x-
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Physically, the fall of the runes depends on the muscular
movements of the person who casts them. It would be impos-
sible to influence theirfall consciouslywithout ernploying some
material agency-in the same way that dice are influenced by
weighting them with lead" Without such interventiory the vast
number of contributing forces makes their fall random, as science
understands the term. The conscious mind could never begin to
coordinate even a tiny fraction of the force vectors involved.

It is another story with the unconscious, which has an
infinite capacity. It can and does direct the fall of the runes via
involuntary actions of the muscles. Although their fall aPPears

uninfluenced, it is actually shaped to reveal the desired answer
to the question asked.

Psychically, the pattern of the runes must be interpreted.
Each rune is rich with associations. Only a fraction have been
presented in this book. For every conceived meaning there are
innumerable other associations that can only be intuited" or felt;
never articulated.

From this limitless store of meaning, the awareness, directed
by the unconscious, selects those elements that have bearing on
the question. All other associations of the runes are temporarily
veiled, so as not to distract the attention. This is why the story
revealed by the runes can be so incredibly detailed and clear.
There is an unperceived selection of specific meanings goingon
below the surface of the mind.

It would not be simplistic to regard that agency in the
unconscious that responds through the runes as the rune gods.
There is much practical value in such a convention" It provides
names and forms, which can be manipulate4 in place of amor-
phous forces, which cannot. Rune gods and goddesses can be
appealed to, and if believed in, they will respond. A prayer to
Odin, for example, before any rune divination, can increase the
active energy of the runes. The efficacy of such a prayer will
grow with repetition. The proof of this is left to experiment.
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Chapter LL

DIVINATION BY RUNES

First Method: Rune Wands
Divination by rune wands is the traditional method. It is the

most difficult and time consuming if done with the necessary
care, but yields the best results. As nearly as possible, this first
technique is a reconstruction of the ancient way of casting the
runes, with its magical significance restored

The period of preparation is nine days and nights' Render
yourself ritually pure through moderate fasting meditation and
cleansing. Invoke the names of the greater Teutonic gods each

morning and evening and pray that the coming divination will
be successful. Contemplate the question each day passively
without analyzing it in your mind. Avoid all excesses of drink,
sleep, exercise, study, sex and other activities.

Onthe morning of thetenth daybefore the sun is above the
horizon, go to the nearest wood and select a mature deciduous
tree-one that bears fruit or nuts such as the apple, cherry,
chestnut or oak. The oak qualifies because its acorns were used
as mast for pige. At the lnatant of eunrise, strike off a good sized
branch with a prevlourly purlfted and consecrated knife. The
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knife is purified by sprinkling it with water and exPosing it to an
open flame. It is consecrated by offering it in Prayer to the ser-
vice of the rune gods, particularly Odin. Try to sever the stem of
the branch with a single blow. Using the same knife make a small
cut in the palm of your right hand and apply a drop of blood to
the stump of the limb on the tree.

The act of cutting the bough is done with sorrow in the
heart at the injury committed against the tree. Your regret must
be genuine; if you shed tears they may take the place of your
blood on the stump. It is fitting to express your grief verbally in a
prayer for the health and growth of the tree.

Carry the branch to the place of divination. An oPen sPace

is best, but if inside it should be beneath a window where the
light of the sky enters. Open the window if weather conditions
permit. The ritual place should previously have been purified
and consecrated. Sprinkle water in a circle and expose the area

to the smoke and light of an open flame. With prayer and ges-

tures, pledge the place to the glory of Odin.
Using the knife, cut the branch into 24 wands, each approx-

imately nine inches in length. The wands must be thick enough
to carve runes upon. Each wand receives one rune. Allow the
shavings to fall on the open ground. If this is not possible, care-

fully gather them up and cast them over tranquil earth.
As you carve each rune, speak its name aloud and vibrate it

inwardly. In effect this baptizes the runes and gives them their
individual identity. When finished carving, recite a prayer that
the wands may prove auspicious in their use. Stain the runes
red. If the divination is of only moderate importance paint or
powdered pigment may be used, but if the question has vital
significance it is best to use your blood.

Blood feeds the runes.It is the most personal sacrifice that
can be made. F{owever, only the blood of the diviner is any
good. The blood of another person or an animal is worse than
useless because it costs you no pain or loss. Indeed, by using the
blood of another being as a substitute for your own you merely
emphasize your baseness before thc gocls, whtt valuc courage
above all virtucs.
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The blood of the querent-a person who has come to you
with a question-will not serye. Although the divination is per-
formed for his or her benefit, it is the diviner who consultJthe
runes, and the diviner who must pay the price.

When the stain is dry, spread a white cloth over the ground.
It is best made of linen and should be at least four feet square. It
may be ornamented at the edge or left a modest white. A6ove all
it must be spotlessly clean, as it acts the part of a magic altar.
Consecrate the cloth before the divination and never use it for a
non-magical purpose. Purification should be unnecessary if the
cloth is new.

Sit before the cloth on the ground or floor, and holding the
rune wands over your heart next to your skin, speak the pur-
pose of the divination. Ask that its auspices be true and that you
be protected from all harm during the ritual on the authority of
Odin, the All-Father. Closing your eyes, extend your hand over
the cloth and drawaninward clockwise spiralwiththree revolu-
tions in the air with the wands. Mentally draw energy down
along the spiral. Open your hand forcefully so that the runes fly
out and scatter over the cloth. With eyes shut pick up three
runes at random.

The runes are read in order. The first refers to the past or
the circumstances that gave rise to the question. The second
rune gives the present on-going sifuation of the querent. The
third indicates the course of future events and provides a com-
ment on the outcome.

If two or more of the runes are favorable, the situation is not
serious. If two or more runes are unfavorable, the potential for
an outcome of harmful consequences exists. A hopeful rune at
the end may indicate that conditions will improve.

Each rune belongs to one of the three aettir. Those under
Feoh relate to material matters. Theyaffectthe stomactr, bowels
and lower body. Runes under the domain of Haegl relate to the
emotional levcl- 'l'ht'y affcct the heart and lungs, and the arms.
Runes under'l'yr rt'lirt. l. lht'intellt'ctual and spiritual part of
the quercnt. 'l'hty .rllr.t.l tlrr. lrt'irtl ;utrl <lrgans of sense.

of courst'.rll .rrr,':, (rl)('r'.rl(',rrr.rll lt'vr'ls irntl t.arr bt'citht'r
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good or bad depending on their circumstances' The division of

ihe aettiris only a way 6f so*ing out the various influences that

must be considered. the conteit in which a rune is read always

takes precedence over lts aett'

The three runes Feoh, Haegl andTyr are pivotal' When one

occurs in a reading it indicatesln abrupt change of attitude or

situation. Haegl is i change for the worse, Feoh a change for the

better, and Tyi a change-of environment or personal elements

that does noi decide the matter under question'

Whenthedivinationiscomplete,destroytherunesbyfire
so they will not be profaned' You should have a small fire or

charcoal brazier burning in the center of the ritual place. Never

use runes that have been cut for a single specific PurPose more

than once. watchthe fire untilthe wands have beenreducedto a

fine ash, allow the ash to cool and then scatter it on the wind. Be

careful that no glowing cinders remain in the ash that might set

the woods on fire! It isiest to cast the ash over a stream or pond

where this is Possible.
This form of rune wand divination will only be practiced on

rare and great occasions due to its difficulty.Its physicalelements

alone "oir,r*" 
the better part of a full day, to say nothing of the

nine days of complex and iedious preparation' Many will not be

*itir,g to dru* th"i. o*r, blood oienet to venture out of doors

in the"pre-dawn chillness. To them it can only be said that magic

isnotu.'"u,ydiscipline.Itisafieldthatyieldsw|atissowninto
it. Where there is no sacrifice there is no growth'

On more casual occasions, a set of rune wands that have

been fashioned and retained maybe used. Because these are not

burned, they can be made more finely'
Select a board of new wood for its freedom from knots and

straightgrain.oakorfruitwoodshouldbechosen.Cuttheboard
into"24rtriptnineincheslong,oneinchwide'andaboutone-
eighthinchthick.Tapertheends.Sandthewandstouniform
siie and thickness. Cut one rune into each wand across the grain,

leavingthebackofthewandblank.Fi||thertrncswithscarlet
paint ririr,g a fine artist's brush. p.lislr llrr'trr willr 5.rcl wax-

I
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Once the wands are made they must be consecrated. Indi-
cate in your ritual that the wands will be used repeatedly. Fre-
quent proper use will increase their power. It is not necessary to
shed blood in the making of these wands, although it often hap-
pens that a tool will slip, and a few drops of blood will fall. If this
occurs, touch the blood to each wand.

Traditionally carpenters believed no important piece of
furniture could be made rightly without the accidental shed-
ding of blood. They welcomed it, and pressed their blood into
their work. If blood was not shed itwas considered unlucky. The
magical overtones of this practice will at once be obvious. It may
even be a direct descendant of rune magic.

The wands can be wrapped in white linen to preserve them
from profane sight or touch, but it is better to fashion a box of
clear pine. Pine is the most often used wood for storing magical
instruments because of its neutral and benign associations. The
explanation usually given is that pine is oPaque to astral
influences.

These finished wands can be employed in the same way de-
scribed above, but without the nine days'preparation. Some
mental preparation is desirable if the divination is to have any
degree of success. If treated with proper reverence, the wands
will give good results, particularly after long use.

Another technique of divination that can be applied to thc
rough or smooth wands is to let them fall upon the white cloth
with the usual preparations and Prayers, but instead of picking
up three wands separately, they are read as a group according ttr

the way they have fallen.
Some basic guidelines must be followed to make sense ottt

of the pattern. The wands are read in order according to thcir
distance away from thc diviner. Wands of equal distance art'
considered togt'ther. ltt'atl only those wands that have landt'tl
face up; do not tlisltrrlr lltt'pittlt'rlt or ttlrn any wands ovt'r.

Crossed wiultls irtrlir'.rlt o1r1'rosin1l infltlt'nccs. Wancls that

touch arc clircclly r-r'l,rlcrl W,ttt,l:; lyirrl', pillxllt'l art' in harmony
<lraccortl,an<1 sttlt;torl t';tt lr rrlltrr A rv.ttrrllrr'lwt't'tr two<ltht'rs is
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divided in its influence. one wand on top of another dorninates

it. Wands facing downward do not count, however, and should

be ignored. If many upright wands are piled across a single

*urrd, its power will be suPpressed or hidden'
Consideration should be given to the overall appearance of

the pattern. If it is ordered and geometric, the outcome will also

be orderly. If it is chaotic, with the aPPearance of an explosion or

windstorrn,the outcome willbe stormy. Whenmostof the runes

fall face up, the question will be readily revealed,and all things

made plain in shtrt order. When most runes fall face down, the

mattei of the divination is obscure and hidden, and likely to

remain so. should all runes fall face down, no further inquiry

should be made.
If the rune wands are widely spread away from you, the

time span for the working out of the matter will be long. If they

are bunched together, a resolution will occur quickly' A gap be-

tween tvvo grouPs of wands points to a span of time during

which nothing much will occur. This must be patiently waited

out.
Individual runes are read as before, according to their

associations and tl.:.efu aett.

This pattern technique yields very comPlete and detailed

readings into difficult questions, especially those that cover a

major fortion of a life.It is recornmended where subtle shades

of meaning are required.

Second Method: Rune Cards

Cut 24 rectangles of thin, stiff cardboard of a size that can

conveniently be held in the hand. On one side of each card paint

with flat red paint one of the runes. Lines should be made with a

single stroke of the brush moving to the right and downward.

The runes fill the face of the cards. The effect will be similar ttr

Japanese calligraphy if the runes are executed with firm, bold

brush strokes.
Additional information such as tht' tritrn(' of thc rune, its

short meaning, its transliteration, its rlr'll, ttt.ty Irc irtlt{t'tl in blat-k

ink at lht'r-'rlrr'rs, A tlt't-.ralivr'tlt':.;i1',lr trt.ty Itt'lrttt rltt tht'

lrirtks lhis sllorrltl lrt'kt'lrt sirrlltk':ritr' r' tl rvrll lr'rv'' lo lrc rt'1'rr<t
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duced for each card. When all the desired information is com-
plete, coat the cards with clear satin varnish and stand them up
to dry. Use a solvent-based varnish, not one of the new water-
based, as the latter will make the ink run.

The cards must be purified and consecrated before use.
The gods of Teutonic myth should be included in the consecra-
tion ceremony, with Odin as the central figure. It is best to do
purification and consecration on separate days, making each act
a solemn ritual. However, if necessary they can be combined.
Once consecrated the cards are holy instruments and must be
treated with reverence. Keep thern apart, away from the sight or
touch of others, in a pine box or linen wrap.

Rune cards are usedinmuchthe samewayas the Tarot. The
querent holds the cards for a moment and focuses his or her will
on them with a question in mind. It is better if the diviner also
knows the question. The diviner shuffles the cards thoroughly
and cuts them, then deals out three in a row left to right. Each
card is turned top to bottom as it is read, beginning with the left
card and moving across to the right.

If finer shades of meaning are desired, the cards that are
upside down after they are turned over can be read with a nega-
tive interpretation. This is left to the discretion of the diviner, but
it must be decided upon before the reading begins. Remember
that the cards are inverted when they are turned" They should
be read according to their attitude after turning.

Cards are read in the same manner as rune wands. The card
on the left represents the past, the card in the middle the pres-
ent, and the card on the right the future" A good final card is a
sign that the situation will improve. The three runes that namt'
the aettir are of special significance and dominate the reading
when they appear.

Another slightly rn()r(' irrvolvt cl sprc.ad, or pattern for lay-
ing out the cer rtls, is orrr. t .r l lr'.I I lrc I'irrr' I',lr ntcnl s Syrrand.'l'hc nrltt'
deck is shul'flt'tl .rrrrl r'rrl, llrr"rr lorn',,r!'tls.rr<'laid otrt in a s(luirr('
cr()ss, first tlrt'vr'r.l ir',rl ,rr rrr lr 'nr lolr lo lrollorn,llrt'rt tht'lrorizorr-
lal arln frttltt lr'll lo rr1'lrt lrr llr,'{r'!rlr'! t:;1r1.111',1 it liltlr r'.rrtl:
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V
Five Elements Spread

The spread represents the macrocosm of the world and the
microcosm of the humanbody. The verticalarm is the axis of the
Earth and the human spinal column. The horizontal arm is a cir-
cle seen edgewise that surrounds the vertical axis: the equator of
the Earth and the senses of the body. The fifth card is the center
of creation, the fountain of life, the human heart. The cross is
viewed from the back and can be fitted to the human body
standing facing the South.

The first card at the top of the vertical arm is the intellect. It is
masculine and relates to studies, inventiory composition, mathe-
matics, science, and the classical arts. In Teutonic mythologythe
god closest in nature to this point is Tiw, god of judgment. The
card marks the North and the philosophical element Air, which
is related to thought. Its instrument is the Sword; its archangel
Raphael; its figure the Angel. It touches the forehead in man.

The second card at the bottom of the vertical arm is desire. It
is masculine and relates to battles, lust, cruelty, anger, hatred
and works of destruction. In Teutonic mythologv tht' god most
likt'this point is'Ihor. Tht't'ard nrarks Iltc Sortllt.rrtr| |ltr't'lt'mcnt
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Fire, which is violent emotion. Its instrument is the Rod;
archangel Michael; its figure the Lion. It touches the sex
man.

The third card at the left end of the horizontal arm is strength.
It is feminine and relates to labor, endurance, persistence, silence,
suffering and woe. In Teutonic myth this point is similar to the
goddess Nerthus. The card marks the East and the element
Earth, which is mute striving and travail. Its instrument is the
Disk; its archangel Uriel; its figure the Bull. It touches the left
hand of severity in man.

The fourth card at the right end of the horizontal arm is love.
It is feminine and relates to family, friendships, devotion, obses-
sion, illusions, fantasy and the lyrical arts.In Teutonic myth the
goddess Frija is most like this point. The card marks the West
and the element Water, which is glamour. Its instrument is the
Cup; its archangel Gabriel; its figure the Eagle. It touches the
right hand of mercy in man.

The fifth card at the center is associated with balance. From
it the four elements are born and to it they return. It represents
the querent. It is sexually androgynous and relates to politics,
religion and magic. Its keynote is responsibility. In Teutonic
myth a god very similar in nature to the center point is Balder.
The card marks the center of being and the element Light, which
is cosmos. Its instrument is the lamp; its archangel ChrisU its
figure Man. It touches the heart of man.

With this spread a detailed analysis of the life and charactcr
of a person can be obtained. It is used where depth of undcr-
standing into the personality is required, and is excellent as a
follow-up inquiry after the first simple three card spread.

Another pattern for laying out the cards is called the Sctrcn

Planets Spread. Six cards are- dcalt face down on the points of an
imaginary hexagrarn, irnrl ir st'vt'nth card is placed in the ccntt'r.
First the upwirrtl poinlirrg, lri.rng,lt' of tht' hexagram is laid orrt
clockwistl, bt'girrll i r rl',,r1 l l rr' l o; r1 s11 r:;l lroi trl; t ht'p thc t-l1;wnwl rtl'
ptlinting triirrtl',lr' i:; l,rrrl ottl. ,rl',o r lor'kwist', bt'ginrrilrg at tlrr'
Iowt'rm<tsl lroitti.'l'lr,' , r'ttlr.ti r.ltrl t'; ltl.rr'r'tl l.rsl:

its
in
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Seven Planets Spread

The cards are turned and read in the same order they were
laid out.

The first card relates to the Sun and its qualities of warmth,
health, light, strength, happiness, and pleasure. It stands for the
father, or a mature man with wealth.

The second card relates to Mars and its qualities of courage,
boldness, sexual potency, battle, strife, conflict, and trial. It
stands for the brother, or a young man of action.

The third card relates to Saturn and its qualities of gravitp
physical strength, endurance, coldness, dullness, age, and
material things. It stands for an elderly relative who may be male
or female, or an old person in the church, law or business.

The fourth card relates to the Moon and its qualities of
beauty, mystery, magic, illusion, fascination, glanrour, secrets,
illness and madness. It stands for thc rnolhcr. or l lnattrre w()m-
an in tht'arts.
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Thefifth card relates to Venus and its qualities of love, affection,
desire,lust pleasure, adornment, display, and fertility. It stands
for the sister, or a young beautifirl woman of an amorous nature.

The sixth card relates to Jupiter and its qualities of com-
mand, order, dominance, rule, authority, govemment, joviality,
prosperity, wealth and leadership. It stands for an older male
relative in good health, or an older man in a position of
authority.

The seoenth card relates to Mercury and its qualities of
intelligence, adaptability, learning, skill, artistry, responsive-
ness, balance, and magical knowledge. It stands for the querent.

The cards that form the upward triangle of the hexagram
are predominantly masculine in their influence-active, direct,
open, forceful. The cards that form the downward triangle are
mostly feminine in their effect-hidden, indirect, passive, dif-
fuse. The central card stands for the querent and gives the
keynote to the reading.

If it is useful to break the spread into time units, cards one,
two and three suggest the past-what is already known. Cards
four, five and six relate to the future-what is still hidden. Card
seven points to the present.

Runes that fall on opposite points of the hexagram are
likely to be of opposing influence. Runes on the same triangle
will be harmonious and reinforce each other. The central rune
balances the others.

Many Tarot spreads work well with rune cards. As a rule
simple spreads work better than complex spreads. There is
really no need to use an involved process for selecting the cards
or a maze-like pattern in laying them out. If the runes wish to
speak they will do so-simplicity will not obstruct them. If you
are inwardly prepared, any spread will work; if you are not
ready in your heart, complexities will only distract and fatiguc
the mind.

'l'hinl Mellrod: l{unc Dice
Cut fotrr olrc int lr r'rrltrr; 1r'orrr :;onlc frrritwoocl. ()ak is gootl

b(.caust'of ils trr.rlirr',tl .rr;:;or i.rlr()n:;,nt(l .rllritctivt'gritilt. Aftt'r

E
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sanding and polishing them to uniform size, clamp them in a

vise and cut one rune in each of the 24 facets. Pairs of runes
should be placed on opposite faces of the same cube:
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querent. The second cast stands for the present situation and re-

veals what may be hidden but is currently i*pi.gtg on the ques-
tion. The third cast is the future of the matter and its outcome.

Special attention should be given to the first and last runes.
The first suggests the general tone of the matter. The last gives a

prognostication of whether it will end well or ill. If one of the
runes signifying the three aettir (Feoh, Haegl or Tyr) occurs in a
line, that line should be read within the context of.that aett Feoh

is physical and mild. Haegl is emotional and severe. Tyr is men-
tal and balanced.

Those with a knowledge of astrology can read the runes in
relation to the twelve houses of the Zodiac.Briefly, the influence
of each house is:

Beginnings. Childhood. Physical and mental
characteristics.

Money matters. Business. Possessions.

Relationships and relations. Acquaintances.
Neighbors. Communications.

The home. Parents. Ancestors. Inheritances.
Skeletons in the closet. Endings.

Loves and affections. Rewards and
satisfactions. Children. Gambling.

Health. Work. Service. Hygiene. Mental state.

Also servants and employees.

Marriage and law. Partnerships. Contracts.
Divorces. Disagreements.

Sexual matters. Death and related legacies
and insurance. The Occult.

Ittlil',iorr Visiorts. l)rt'ams. Philosophy.
Iorrr.rrr'y:; Iilrrrlics.

( .ilr'r'r !',rrrr,' I'ronroliorr. l\rlitics- Alnl-ritiolrs.

3rd cube

R

4th cube

XP

l!\ l; ft"\k\ Y'
,IB XN XA

Paint the grooves of the runes red. Finish the dice with hard
wax, taking care not to pack the runes with wax. Purify and con-
secrate the dice and store them in a pouch of linen or a small box
of pine.

When conducting a divination, give the dice to the querent
for a moment to blow on. This act is the equivalent to shuffling
the cards and allows the querent a personal physical involve-
ment in the divination. If you are divining for yourself, blow on
the dice. After a brief Prayer and a moment of concentration on
the question, cast the dice over a consecrated white cloth.

The runes that fall uPPermost are recorded on a piece of
paper in order based on their distance from you-the nearest
rune is written first on the left. The dice are cast twice more and
the runes written down above the first set:

lo

3rd cast
2nd cast
1st cast

9 10 1.1

567
t23

1,2 Future
8 Present
4 Past

First House

Second House

Third House

Fourth House

Fifth House

Sixth House

Sepenth House

Eighth House

Ninth Housc

Trnlh I lousr
The first cast of the dice represents tht' p151 <'ircrtmstances

of thc question ()rs()mc importantt'vt'nt orlr.ril irr llrr'lift'<lf tht'
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Eleoenth House Friends and acquaintances. Groups and clubs.
Hopes and aspirations.

Twelfth House Limitations. Restrictions. Confinement.
Secrets. Sacrifice. The unconscious.

A simpler way of using the dice is to cast them once and
read them as they fall according to their meaning and pattern.
The nearest die is read first and stands for the past, or back-
ground. The two middle dice represent the present, or ongoing
circumstance. The die thatlands farthestawayshows the future,
or outcome.

Two dice together have complementary rneanings. If they
touch, their effects will be united and occur almost simultane-
ously. If a die lands tipped at an angle against something, its
rune is uncertain or changeable. Consider both runes that show
on its upper facets, giving more weight to the one most exposed.
Should a die roll very far away, the outcome of the rnatter will be
delayed for a considerable time. The closer together the dice fall,
the shorter the time span required to determine the question.

This technique is useful when a very quick reading is
desired into a simple and relatively trivial matter.

For purposes of divination, the runes must be applied to the
practical day-to-day affairs of common life. The meanings given
to them are more specific and restricted than the broader esoteric
attributions of the runes considered as a whole. Here is a brief
summary of the divinatory meanings for easy reference:

wealth, possession, ownership, dominion, opulence,

2 luxury; but also cowardice, stupidity, dullness, slavery
I bondage. A valuable object.

masculine potency, freedom, energy, action, co{rrage,
strength; but also lust, brutality, rashness, callousness,
violence. Sexual desire.

evil, malice, hatred, torment, spitc, lit's; [rrrt also cathar-
sis, nernesis, purging, cleansirtll lirc Sillrrifit's a bacl

man ()r w()man.
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good,love, health, harmony, truttr, wisdom, a reveal-
ing message or insight; but also vanity and grandilo-
quence. Signifies a good man or woman.

travel, vacation, relocation, evolution, change of placc
or setting, may refer to transportation by car, ship or
plane; but also disruption, dislocation; demotion, dc-
lusion, possibly a death. A journey.

vision, revelation, knowledge, light, guidance, clarity;
but also nakedness, exposure, loss of illusion and false
hope. A beacon.

V gift, award, bequest, inheritance,legacy, offering; but
n also sacrifice, obligation, toll, privation. A present.

N joy, ecstasy, delight, glory, spiritual reward; but also

f delirium, intoxication, possession by higher forces,
' impracticalenthusiasm.Happiness.

pain, loss, suffering, hardship, sickness, affliction,
natural disaster; but also tempering, testing, trial.
Wrath of Nature.

necessity, extremity, want, deprivation, starvation,
need, poverty, emotional hunger; but also endurancc,
survival, determination, resistance. Defiance of cir-
cumstance.

treachery, illusion, deceit betrayal, guile, stealth, anr

bush, plots; but also glamour, allure, seduction, invita-
tion, entrapment. A cunning and beautiful woman.

alteration, transformation, turning, revolution of cir
cumstanct', frrlfillrnt'nt of plans; but also inversiotr,
sudc-lt'rr st'lb;rt'k, rt'vcrs;rls. A major change.

strt'lr1',llr, r,'li.rl'rlrl1', rlr'lrcn,lirlrilily, lrttstwortlrilrt'ss;
lrtrl irlso :;l ol r, l r rt".'.. l.ri l. r'l irrr.rl',irr.rl iort rlr irril iirt ivt'. Arr
llottr':,1 nr,ur r\ lr,, ,.rrr l',' r,'lrr'rl ill)(rlt

F

R
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t

B

abundance, luxury, opulence, display, lavishness;

but also debauchery, decadence/ excess, suPer-
ficiality, drunkenness, lasciviousness, gluttony. Physi-

cal pleasure.

protection, defense, warding off of evil, shield, guar-
-diur,; 

but also taboo, warning, turning away, that
which repels. Signifies danger.

power, elemental force, sword of flame, cleansing fire;
but also destruction, retribution, iustice, casting down
of vanity. Wrath of God.

victory, valor, battle prowess, discemment, winning of
disputes and legal judgments; but also strife, war/ con-

flict. A battle.

growth, fertility, love, healing, arousal of desire; but
ilso passion, carelessness, abandory loss of control' A
love affair or new birth.

transportation, speed movement, conveyance-may
represent ahorse, car,boat,plane, or othervehicle; but
aGo bhnd precipitation, rushing in, reckless haste.

Rapid progress.

intelligence, forethought, craft, skill, ability; but also

cunning, slyness, manipulation, craftiness, calcula-

tion. The magician.

water,lake, river, ocean, dreams, fantasies, mysteries,

the unknown, the hidden, the deep, the underworld;
but also madness, obsessiory despair, perversity, sick-

ness, suicide. The unconscious.

common virtues, common sense, simple strengths,

family love, carinp human warmth; but also produc-
tion, toil,labor, work, career. The home.

a cycle, period, phase, span of a life, unit of time; but
also ending,limit, coming full circle. A completion'

I
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property, house, land of birth, country, fixed posses-
sions; but also karma, patriotism, prejudice, clannish-
ness, provincialism. What a man is bound to.



Chapter L2

CHANGE RUNES

i...-::-..:.. R''-..: : ( .:' .:'f:'.::.-l:; )-'.Ii

The advantage inknowingthe future is thepowerto control it.If
all futures were rosy there would be no point in divination. Its
value lies in revealing hurtful influences before they mature, or
providing reassurance that a present circumstance will not
evolve into something destructive. In either case it directs
necessary action-what must, or need not, be done.

To change the future it is necessaryto shift from one branch
on the world ash Yggdrasill to another using the nodes formed
by moments of decision. Each life follows one continuous
tributary. Wherever a choice is possible, there exists a node, or
juncture. When a choice is made, one pathway opens while the
others are blocked. Divination projects a line into the future
based on cause and effect: what will happen due to outer cir-
cumstances and inner nature.

It is not so easy to alter the prediction of the runes. True
divination takes into account all factors that influence the ques-
tion. There is no place for chance. It even considers its own
influence. Therefore, a man rcacting against the future he has
divined may, by hls actlonn, hr.lp to bring it to pass. Unwittingly
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he becomes part of its fulfillment.
To change the outcome of the runes he must step outside

the matrix of the unconscious from which their verdict was
drawn. As long as he stays within that closed circle, he can never
alter the future, because he remains part of its cause and effect.
In Eastern mystical terms, he is a prisoner of karma.

Only an act of free will can break the chain of cause and
effect revealed by the runes. Free will is transcendent. It is born
in the Unmanifest, and is not a part of the underlying fabric of
the universe. Because it is outside the ring of karma, the runes
are unable to take account of it in predicting the future.It is the
trse deus ex machina of life.

The most necessary thing to bring about an act of free will is
to realize its absence in everyday existence. Most people have
no awareness of their bondage, and so can never be anything
other than slaves. They are automatons pushed and pulled
about in the depths of a great machine; sleepers dancing in slow
harmony to a single strain of music they cannot consciously
hear.

However, acts of free will do occur in ordinary lives.
Almost everyone transcends cause and effect at least on a few
rare occasions, usually at moments of extreme stress. A decision
that is free can be recognizedby the sense of inevitability and
power it carries with it. You can actually feel freedom; it has a
unique quality. There is a calmness, even love, that is unmistak-
able once it has been experienced. In those moments when you
feel anger and violence within, yet act with love; or those times
you are oppressed by inertia and indifference, yet involve your-
self, you may become free.

To change the future it is first necessary to understand the
verdict of the runes in relation to the question, and to trace the
chain of cause and effect with full awareness of its mechanical
aspect. Then you must meditate sincerely and consider what
outcome would not be a blind reaction to circumstance. Seek to
imagine a future scenario that is healthful and positivc. It must
be absolutely free of hostility, envy, antl all <tllrt'r nt'gativt:
feelings.
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It is not necessary to consider what steps are required to
achieve this scenario, only to conceive it with crystal clarity
fulfilled and existent. Magic finds its own course to the sea. If
you begin to speculate on ways to achieve your ideal state, your
desire will hinder its occurrence. You must be prepared to
follow the pathway your magic opens before you. It is futile to
try to plot the path ahead of time-at best an intellectual exer-
cise, at worst an obstruction.

You should, however, be aware that the free act necessary
to change your future will occur at one of the nodes on your
lifeline, a moment of decision where multiple branches diverge.
It is not a good idea to try to create a node; that is, to force a deci-
sion. Again, this will generate desire which is part of cause and
effect. Better to wait for a node to be reached, then when it feels
right, to act according to intuition. Your act of true will is chan-
neled by the magical preparation that will be described a little
farther on.

There are two types of blind reaction to guard against. The
first is passive. If you allow yourself to be moved by influences
other than your heart of Self, even those that seem benign or
useful, you are no more than a billiard ball knocked about the
table by other equally enslaved balls. Such passive acceptance is
everywhere in common life. The herd instinct, peer pressure,
fashion, fads, cults, patriotism, mob violence, prejudice, are all
different aspects of passive reaction.

The second type of reaction is active. Returning anger for
anger, violence forviolence, hate for hate, and even love for love
on an elementary level, are examples of active reaction. For
example, if a car cuts you off in traffic, and you in turn cut off
some other car attempting to merge ahead of you, this is
active reaction.

It is not necessarily more free to react against intimidation
than acquiesce to it. Both art cclually animal responses when tht'
impulse does nol oril',irr;rlt. witlr tht'truc Will, which is thc'agcnt
of the Highcr St'll. ( )rrc rrr.ry lrc nrort,satisfying than thc otht'r,
and hert'lit's lh. rl,rrrl',.'r' lt,'r'.rrrsr'il yir'ltls ir nromt'ntary [rrrrst
<lf satisfat'tiorr it is li,rl,lr to I'r' rrri:;l.rl..r'rr f'or a tlrirrg ol.vllrrt',
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which it is not. All reaction is valueless to the evolution of the
soul. And more to the point in the present inquiry, no reaction
will alter the future revealed by the runes.

Of course, it is here assumed that the divination has been
properly executed and interpreted. If either was done wrongly
it would require an act of free will to fulfill the prognostication!

The runes themselves give guidance on how to change the
outcome of the reading. In any divination that cannot be accepted

there are unfavorable elements, embodied in individual runes.
The forces that these negative elements represent must first be
analyzed and understood. Then counter-forces, in the form of
runes with opposite potentials, can be applied to lessen or
abolish their hurtful influence.

It may be easier to grasp the technique through a hypo-
thetical example.

A woman needs to know if a man is seriously interested in
her. She has been dating this man for some time. At first he was

responsive and loving, but lately he has begun to show signs of
coldness. She casts the rune wands, and draws up three in this
order, from left to right:

The first rune, Sigel, stands for the active fire of the Sun and
its potent energies. The position indicates that it applies to the
past, and to influences on the question that underlie or define its
circumstances. With regard to the relationship and the male
lover, it tells of a fiery and active beginning, aggression/ con-
fidence-perhaps too much confidence. The sun bolt can easily
become destructive.

The second rune, hgrt, stands for water, dreams, illusion,
emotion, perhaps a wavering or uncertainty. The position indi-
cates that it should be applied to thc prcst'nt, arrtl lo thc heart of
the subject undt:r incluiry; in this citsr', llrt'lr,vr'r Itirnst'lf. Tht'
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water rune directly applied to a male suggests contradiction,
inner conflict and weakness of an emotional nature.

The third rune, Feoh, stands for possessions of a moveable
kind, ownership in general, and in a negative interpretation
dullness, servitude and captivity. The position indicates that it
applies to the future, the outcome of the question, and to
influences that are developing and ripening.

Any set of runes can be interpreted in many different ways.
Only one of these interpretations will be accurate. It is always
necessary to allow infuition to act in revealing the runes. If the
mind is open and impartial, one thread of meaning will rise
above the others.

In this case, the woman remembers that at the start of the
relationship she was cool and somewhat indifferent to the
advances of the man because she did not then know if she cared
for him. But as her love grew stronger, she became more
demonstrative and active in pursuing his interest. She phoned
him at his place of work, called unannounced at his apartment,
and generally tried to make plain her affection. It was at this
point that his passion cooled.

The interpretation lies in the third rune. The man fears that
he is being aggressively led into a position from which he can-
not escape. He feels himself manipulated, whether rightly or
wrongly, and his unusually potent ego is threatened. This makes
him uncertain how to respond and he withdraws.

Understanding the present situation, and its prospects in
the future, the woman rnust now decide what steps will counter
the negative forces involved. She can choose to change thc
behavior of her lover, change the environment in which tht:
affair exists, or change her own behavior.

The temptation is to put pressure on the man to impel him
back into the relationship-either by arousing so strong a desirt:
in him that it overc()m('s his rlualms, or by altering material cir-
cumstances in his lil'r' so tlral lrt' is thrurwn by social forces intrr
her arms: crt'artiorr oI .r rrr r r Il r.r I ( l{.1)('n(lt'ncy ()r c()mm()n financial
interest, f<lr cxirlnlrlr.

Uporr rt'l'l.r'l i.rr llr. rv.rl.rl .r'.rlizr's tlrirt these c()rrrs(.s
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would only extend the behavior on her part that alienated her
lover in the first place. Also, she has no wish to change his basic
nature since she is attracted to him as he is.

The alternative is to alter her own behavior in such away
that she is no longer producing an effect opposite to the one she
desires. By being too demonstrative in trying to draw her lover
to her, she has frightened him away. She must set the runes to
act on herself internally so that she feels less anxiety over losing
the mary and less urge to capture and possess him, since these
are the emotions that have poisoned the affair.

Notice that it is not necessary for her to compromise her
feelings or her ideals, only to control those involuntary reac-
tions that are interfering with her happiness. At the same time
she will invoke a healthful and balanced emotional atmosphere
thatwill conveythe changes she has undertaken to the attention
of her lover. It is not necessary that he be consciously aware of
any change in her, so long as it infiltrates his unconscious
awareness.

Runes that are used to bring about personal transformation
are called change runes. The woman chooses three of these to
embody the forces she wants to bear on the relationship-three
to balance the three runes of the divination. These are, from left
to right:

The first of these, EolL reacts on the Sigel rune of the divina-
tion. The influence of Eoh is strength, reliance, continuity,
endurance, fidelity, and related qualities. These do not counter
the influence of Sigel, but add to it and enhance the forces that
underlie the love relationship. Its fire is moderated and made
steadier so it will burn longer.

The second rune, Man, reacts on lagu in tht' divination.
The influence of Man is awareness, t'npalrility, ir'isttri.lncc, and
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clarity of purpose. It acts to dispel through insight and reason
the confusion and emotional instability of the [.agu rune ,apply,
ing to the central nature of the lover himself and allowing him trr
see the true motive of the woman.

The third rune, Ing, reacts on the Feoh rune of the divina-
tion. The influence of Ing is that of home and hearth; it carries
associations of family, trus! selfless affection and honor. Thesc
lend to the passive qualities of Feoh a positive aspect, and the
message of love through coercion becomes one of love through
respect.

To activate these change runes requires the construction of
a personal ritual based on the general ritual method given in
Chapter 5, and the rune magic techniques of Chapter 6. Thc
runes must be carved into, or bound to, some material or object
that represents the focus of their desired effec! in the hypotheti-
cal case given above, the behavior of the woman herself and thc
way her lover perceives it.

The object may be a letter, a photograpb a piece of furni-
ture, a gift, an article of clothing, but it is important that it have
the most complete and precise association possible. In the exam-
ple, a photograph of the woman and man taken together would
serve to represent her behavior, his perception and the love
relationship.

Each change rune must be considered specifically with
regard to that portion of the divination it applies to, in order to
focus its power. If not focused and directed that energy will bc
lost. It is not necessary to numerically reflect the divination.
More or less runes may be used, perhaps only a single rune, but
there must be a willed application of the change runes to tlrt.
question.

To carrythe example further, the woman chooses a photo-
graph that shows both she and her lover together in happit'r
times. She preparcs ht'rsclf mt'ntally with prayer and ritrral
washing, goes to lht, pl;rr'r,ol ritrrirl a.r.l invok*rih" patronagt'
and favor of tht' gorl ol lovr., l|.rlrlt'r. l)rawirrg thc change runl('s
on thc back ol tlrr'pl11rlo1',r',rplr witlr 1r'tl iltk, shc wills tht.nr iltrr
thc t'sst'nr'r'ol'llrr'lrit lrrir', r,'r';rr,rliu irrl', lrr'r irlt.irl lnarrrrt'r, arrtl tlrt'
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ideal reaction of her lover to her. She kisses each of the change
runes reverently to empower them with love.

This ritual she repeats every day, andshe waits and remains
watchful for the coming of the node of decision that will enable
her to actualize her purpose. She trusts to her intuition and the
action of the change runes, that she will recognize the moment
and act rightly when it arrives. The repetition of the ritual builds
a kind of magical charge that arcs across the node.

It is best to retain the change runes between repetitions of
the change ritual, rather than to attempt to send them on one of
the elements. That way the potent associations of the object to
whichtheyare affixedwillnotbe lost. The runeswill continue to
work on the object, and by magical sympathy, the problem, be-
tween their ritual charging.

Whatever the form of the ritual that is devised, it must be
repeated often and regularly. Beginners in magic sometimes
think a ritual will be effective the first time it is conducted. This
occasionally occurs. More generally, results are built uP over
time through repetition. Many, many repetitions maybe needed
before the runes begin to blaze with their own fire and come
truly alive. A well-known maxim in magic is: "Invoke Often."

It is, however, not so necessary to believe in the efficacy of
ritual as is generally thought. When it is worked with an open
mind, accurate procedure, and repetition, results will follow, as

surely as day follows night. To some extent magic is an automatic
process. In the same way that muscles must be built up through
proper exercise, magical effects must follow properly executed
rituals. It takes a perverse ingenuity to perform a ritual correctly
and often, yet get no results at all.

When they are not in actual use, store the change runes,
and the object they are written upory out of sight in clean white
linery or blue silk. Let no other person see or touch them, unless
you have assistants in the ritual. At all costs do not talk about
them, and if others ask what you are doing, remain silent.

Whatever the structure of the personal change ritual you
devise, in it you will be focusing up()n tht' ch:rnger runes ancl

charging them with power thr<lugh yotrr will, lht'n channeling
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that power into the object representing the question of the pre-
vious divination, the outcome of which you wish to alter.

Picture in your mind the change runes working to shift the
life-stem from one branch of yggdrasill to another. Imagine as
concretely as possible the effect you wish to bring about occur-
ring through the action of the runes, and conveyed through the
association of the objecton whichtheyare carved orwritten. Do
not irnagine the original runes of the divination, or picture the
situation they predicted. Make no effort to avoid thesl thoughts,
as this will surely bring them about. Rather, concentratu soluly
on the change runes and their effect.

If the ritual is conducted often, as will usuallybe necessary,
it may not be desirable to feed the runes with blood each timl.
Blood will strengthen the working of the runes, but if there is a
reluctance to draw it day alter day, any useful effect will be
negated by that unconscious resistance. To be a sacrifice, blood
must be given freely. The problem may not arise in change
rituals that involve other fluids of the body, which are more
readily obtained.

The appropriate gods should be invoked to oversee the
operation of the change ritual. Remember the gods are living
spirits with personalities that must be dealt with and appealeJ
to, if the desired results are to follow. Never make the mistake of
lgokinq upon the gods as metaphors for psychological forces.
rnrg 

1s 
fatal. The gods are real, and you had best regird them as

real if you want them to act in your behalf.
For works of love, invoke Freyja or Frey. For strictly physi-

cal desire, Frija; but for spiritual love, Balder. For works of
obligation, duty, office, or honor, invoke Tiw. For works of war,
discord, strife, or physical trial, invoke Thor. For any work
regarding magic, artistry, craftsmanship, or skill, invoke Odin.
For works of deceit, deception, confusion, division, or malice,
invoke Loki-but watch it! F.r works of patience, enduranct,
and constancy, inv'kt' l lt.irrrtlirll. lirr nt cromancv, invoke Hcl.

Thesc catt'g.rit's.r1'Ply r..rll .rrrrt. lnrrgic, nrit mcrcry wht'n
using changt' rrul(.s lo .rlllr' llrt. lulrrrr'.

call thc gotls ll''.rr;',lr llr.lr .';:;.r'i,rriorrs (corrlrs, nrctats,I
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personal objects, and so on) and by visualizing their forms. Pla-
cate them by showing an awareness of their function and nature,
their role in the scheme of things. Activate them through prayer
and ritual enactment.

Prayer to a rune god should take the form of a statement of
purpose and an expression of thanks. Honor the gods with
appropriate words. This is a kind of sacrifice-a sacrifice of the
mind, called "reasonable sacrifice"-which will feed the gods

and empower them to act in your behalf. Reasonable sacrifice to
the Highest, who is Nameless andFormless, is silence. All lesser
gods are honored through their attributes.

Never humble yourself before the rune god, or grovel, or
beg. These actions serve no function. Never promise a gift to a
rune god for services rendered. If the service is given, a payment
will surely be exacted. It is not for you to determine in advance
what it should be, or to try to reduce or limit it.

Invoking the appropriate god during the change ritual will
give greater force to the change runes. The god will serve as an
agent in employing them. Of course the appropriate god will act

in any case, even if itis not calledbyname,but callinghim orher
increases the ease of the god's intervention.

As stated before, the key to changing the future lies not in
the technique, but in knowing what should, and should not be
changed. Everyone has heard stories about people who learn
their fate and try to avoid it, but through their frantic efforts only
succeed in bringing about the doom they sought to shun. Such
fiction has a moral in it for rune magicians. Change the future if
you must, but think before you act.

APPENDIX I

Rune Gods/Goddesses - Associations

* The runes are those that m()st clos('ly.npproxinratc the qualities of the gods. They shoukl .()r rr,(..r1fused with the runes used in ('haptr.r 7, wIir.irstarr<l flr el,rnirrtal oualitits.

Deities Color Metal Obiect Rune* Firewood Jewel

Balder

Heimdall

Loki

Thor

Tiw

Odin

Frija

Hel

Freyja

Frey

lrellow

f 
o,"u

I

Jmist 
Srer

I

lo'u"r"

l*o
white

Sreen

black

purple

red-brown

lgota
I

I rt""l
I

I

larseruc

tin

iron

mercury

coPper

lead

silver

bronze

j 
uow

I

I 

horn

l rno",
I

lnur',',.u.
I

lr*o.d

sPear

necklace

veil

cloak

chariot

D<

I

.-f

r
,
f
N

X
I

B

R

lmistletoe

I u"*

I

Ithorn
I

I 

oat

I

l'*
ash

apple

willow

birch

pine

topaz

sapphire

opal

jasper

ruby

diamond

emerald

et

tmethyst

ree a8ill('

lHrr



RUNE ALPHABETS

Germanic

f fehu

h uruz
f thurisaz

F ansuz

R raido

X gebo

F wunlo

N hagalaz

t nauthiz

I isa

17 jera

I eihwaz

X perth

Y algiz

t sowelu

f teiwaz
B berkana

f1 ehwaz

X mannaz

I laguz
o inguz

l othila 
1

X dagazi 'nver

Old English

feoh

Old Norse

? fehu

I uruR

P thurisaR

4 ansuR

K raidu

Y kauna

hagla

naudiR

isaR

jara

algiR

sowelu

tiwaR

berkana

mannaR

laguR

Gothic

V faihu

\ urus

F thuris

4 ansus

R raida

X giba

P winia

N hagl

I nauths

I eis

c) jer

nN aihus

f pairthra

I algs

) sauil

f teiws

d bairkan

11 egeis

n manna

I lagus

tr iggws

R othal

X dags

V
\
P

v
R

h
X
P

N

J-
I

+
.f
X
Y
h
f
B
f1
n
I
X
*
P1

r
F

ur
thorn
os

rad

cen

gvtu

!\ryn

haegl

nyd

is

ger

eoh

peord

eolh

sigel

tir
beorc

eh

+
1..,

I

A

,t

N

1

v

Y
I

man

lagu

ing

ethel

daeg

ac

aesc
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Germanic Old English Old Norse Gothic
hl y,

t ear
{/a ior
,f .ut"

X gu,

J cweord

X stan

The names of the runes have been modernized and Angli-
cized (some m{ght say bastardized) to sparb the reader the thicket
of phonetic symbols that would otherwise infest them. Students
of ancient languages will find these versions deplorable, but it is
hoped all others will find them workable compromises.

Germanic runes additions

r
h

F

N

R

X
P

N

Anglo Saxon a

v
F

h f'l

Y
T
A
N,

"r
H

A

h

fN

ind runes

l.F'

IR
n
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Germanic rune$

$

I

Anglo Saxon additions Bind runes

(,r

t
X
Y
t
t
B

r
n
I
o

X
R

+

\

X

APPENDIX II

The following impressions were the result of an experimenf an
attempt to know the runes intuitively, without the censor of
reason.

On24 consecutive nights a circle was cas! and each rune
successively invoked and meditated upon. A written com-
munication was invited from the rune gods. What was given in
answer is here recorded exactly as it was received.

There were sometimes temptations to alter the wording of
lines for the sake of clarity. These were resisted. On occasion
two words would occur simultaneously to describe a single
thing. Both were recorded, and the one that later seemed most
meaningful selected.

Exactly what the communications meary and whether they
possess any intrinsic value or beauty, is left to the judgment of
each reader.
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In the beginning was the gt:u! ox' Adumla
^rt"* 

t.iUlood]the fruits of the earth

fi"* her hide, the roof of the skY

From her bones, the mountains

From her milk, the sea

Wtt"" tttu lowed, the sorrow of her voice

ii.oot at 
" 

world like a vast' hollow bell

For she was naked and alone

ii; ft* ran to her, and danced in her womb

From its mouth issued a thundering river.of voices

it ui tt 
"ok 

the floor of ice and shattered it

Thus came the Primal sPring
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Mine is the strength of mountains
My shoulders hold up the sky
My feet mark the four corners of the world
Hear me and tremble, puny ones
My hoofbeats are thunder
Where they strike the stones the lightning speaks
And caverns are riven deep between the hills
What man shall measure my majesty?
Or dare the fire of my flaming glance?
You flee before me!
I grind your bones, and sew the earth with your blood
My roar of triumph eats the shrill cries
That die in your throats
I sneer at your deceitful wiles
Caught in your pits, I bellow defiance
Unbowe4 unbowing, the beat of my heart
Is the drum-dance of lifelust
Fools!
When you slay me, I win

t9l



Pain!
Rotling red circles of agonY
My pain is in the stones that crack
With frost in the mountains
And bleeds from the stumps of wind-downed trees

Hunger is my name
Murder my right hand; hatred mY left
My smile reveals the teeth of the serpent
Coiled in the soft belly of night
My voice is a whisper
My truth a lie
Let me share my pain with You
I will bathe you in molten fire
And scrape your nerves with the keen steel

Of my laughter
Lovers of the night, lie with me
In the velvet arms of my shadow embrace
My kiss will fill your throat with poison
My tongue, venomous as the serPent's
Black with death
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The children come to me
They gather around with eager, upturned faces
What stories I have to tell them!
What mysteries to unfold
I was old when the land was young
When the hills rose up, my beard was black
When the sea came and covered them, my beard was grey
Now in these ancient days my beard is wirite
With snow on snow of many winters
While the world was yet yo.rng
I looked on everything and wondered
My eyes drank in the endless rolling oceans
And are blue as the cloudless sky
I heard the music of birds, the song of beasts
The deep whisper of trees and mantra of stones
And my words are simple and true
Come to me, foolish child
Let me embrace you
Let me dry your tears
W" 

-ryrll 
laugh together about nothing

And be young in our hearte



The chill of autumn quickens your blood
And sets your feet to wandering
I am the long road that has no end
The distant vision that fades like morning dew
On I lead, ever onward
Until you are heart-weary of world-wandering
And sick of miles beneath your feet
Close your eyes
Let your beast guide you
Through the forest of shadowed desires
The thicket of fears
The wasteland of years wasted
You have no home before you or behind
The place you were has vanished into dreams
The place ahead mocks you as it recedes from hope
Your heartbeats are the hoofbeats on the stones
Of my cold heart
I spur you ever onward restless rider
And the hunger in your soul
Is bitter wine of my blood
And coarse bread of my bones
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Where I am, shadows are not
They flee before my face
Yet linger lurking at the edges of my power
Drawn to me by dark desire
They ken not
The silence in my voice
The space between my words
My childrery black of face
I give them birth
Then kill them with mv love
They flutter in their -udr,"r,
Groaning to fly free
Agonized by their destiny
Struggle to escape
They come to me
Always they come to me
Who am heart of their desire
The secret flame, the spark of hope
The star that guides them home
And gives them peace

1e5



Give me freely of Your heart
I will witness you
And stand by you when the tale is told of your life
Before the Ancient Ones
And speak for you when your tongue is mute

None can force me from You
But if you covet me,I am not
Unless another give me You
I am love, and pairy and joY, and tears

In all of these, yet not these things
Only when you cease desire
Will I come to you
When hope is iorsaken and you bow your head

Will I embrace you as mY love
And bittersweet love draw from You
Making ice to burn and melt to air
A joyous dancer on the winds
To sing to you and beckon
laughing
To banish vain regret
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Bathe me in soft light
Come to me in pleasing raiment
Wearing scents that sanctify
Your eye is filled with gentle love
Your song a lullaby
Make for me a wedding bed
My breast your pillow
My arms to cover you
Through the mysteries of agony and delight
You come to me
Eyes wide and wondering
Heart a dry chalice open and thirsting
For the shining silver dew of my breath
Wisdom unspokery unpenned undreamt by man
There are no shadows in this place of misting grey
No edges harsh to cut and pierce
No teeth, no nails, no crowning thorns
Shall mar your perfect form
Child of the upper reaches
Far marches of the eoul
Descend to me
Ascend to me
The circle is complete
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Heart of stone and fist a heavy hammer

Again and again I beat You down
As many times You rise, I strike
Hear the roar of mY triumPh!
It eats your PunY cries for mercy

My tears cut You down in the furrow
Vtate black your shoulders and your crown

Ahrr-roar-ah-roar-ooh !

How mighty is the voice of winds
It thunders on the distant mountains

And rings like falling axes on the trees

It cracks the stones and slaps the face of waters

The weak tremble, the strong cower

Master of the skY

Ruler of the earth
None dare lift their eYes to me

I walk alone
And rule in grandeur of solitude

Bitter victorY
To rule a barren, emPtY land
It is my right, mY mightY curse

Never will I bow mY head

Ahrr-roa r-ah-roar-ooh !
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When all is stripped away
And honor lies in the dust
Dignity burned to ashes, hope drowned
Vanity tattered in the wind
Trust a dim memory of a forgotten dream
When even pain deserts you
And senses merge and blur
Sounds a dull thunder of dark water
All colors grey, tastes all bitter
Your fingers mute, your cries lost
Eyes unseeing and unseen
When you stand stripped to the bone
With nothing
Utterly alone
StiU I am with you
Call to me,I come to you
Sleep in my arms, I carry you
To bear you up when you sink
To force the air into your mouth
When you hunger aftcr clt'ath
You cannot escapc too frt't'ly
Your dutv
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Silent as madness, murderous patience
Wait for the slip
The careless word, the thoughtless act
Wait for the fall
It will come at last
When the heart is light and gay
When lovers dance
And dreams draw near enough to touch
Almost
Neither look before you step
Neither think of what you do
Or what is done to you
The end is not far, only look
How near it seems
Reach to touch, farther, only reach
It waits for you
The other side of the shadow
Bold as laughing children
You slide between my teeth
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The sleek fox running on the fallen tree
The hawk that rises above the cliff
Darting dragonfly reflected in the pond
Dreaming willow gliding fingers in the brook
Smoke that rises between tall dark firs
The ring of axes, steel on wood
A distant song, the midday heat
The moving clouds, the rustling grass
The sun-warmed rock you sit upon
The ant crawling beside your hand
Scent of wildflowers, flash of butterfly
Look-there am I
Turn-I am gone
Drifting on the wind, swimming in the stream
Leaping on the flash and spark, still within the earth
Rise and fall, spin and step
Dance with me, I lead you on
I cannot stay, you must follow
Always follow, never touch
Follow, follow, faithful suitor
Always wooing, ncv('r winning
But if you stop and closr. y()lrr (.yes
I was with you all thc wlrih.
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Ancient sentinel of the doorway
Between the shadows and the light
Stand I, strong in years
I watctu and am silent
Where I am, there is a way in
And a way out
A guide that will not fail
Deep roots draw power from hidden spheres
Magic lies locked it my heart
I bend, I do not break
The bolt flies to the center of desire
In the silence, old songs are sung
Mossy with ages, groaning with eons
To the mute dead in the resting cells
Their flesh my food
My thoughts, their memories
My nerves and sinews hem them down
In the dark womb of their mother
But carry whispers of change
Murmurs of hope
From the face of the sun
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In the tree, a fruit
In the fruit, a tree
Give thanks to the golden child
For sweet white flesh and crisp red meat
As the seed of the tree is bound in sweetness
The seed of man lies wrapped in desire
To plant the see4 eat the fruit
Sometimes bitter, sometimes over-ripe
No way to know until you taste
Once plucked, kept for life
The seed cares nothing for the fruit
The fruit does not regard the tree
Yet all are one
And when you pick my shining stars
You are one with me



Away! Fly away! Flee!
Do not draw near, you cannot pass
This way is bounded
I am the end
My arms hold up the heavens
My feet are deep in the earth
I am the last and the first
Met in the circle
The gap in the ring
The stop after the final word.
I am the tree of secrets
That tells not
The Ancient One hung upon
And looked past my roots
Only he dared to gaze
Behind the fearful thought
To the bold man, hope
To the coward, shame
Touch me not!
For I am death of the soul

The word is light in darkness
Fire in long winter's night
Darting like the serpent
Lashing the mute stones
Shattering numb repose
I am the tongue of the Shining One
My voice is thunder
All ways open before me
There is no hiding place
No flight swift enough
I flash on the talon of the hawk
On the gleaming tooth of the wolf
In the eyes of the true man
Cover your face with your hands
Pretend you cannot see
I raise the stench of your vanity
But embrace me to your heart
And I make you pure and clean
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What is stronger than truth?
No work of stone can survive it
No lying words dispose it
Truth endures to the end of things
All else is fleet and passes away
All that subsists is truth
Cruel dart that pierces every shield
Without pity, without remorse
Truth is, it cannot be other
What dares defy it is destroyed
Slayer of false dreams and false hope
Hard master, but equal in justice
All must serve, all are slaves
Truth is the highest King
Who holds all honor bound
,Truth is Lord, holy truth
Disdain all lesser Powers
In pain is wisdom, in loss is triumPh
I the herald, speak His Word

Green runs the sap in trees
Green the leaves, green the tender buds
All sing the sun's return
And dance a circle to honor him
Bend and sway in the scented breeze
Dance with me by swollen brook
All death is fat with new life
I am midwife for bringing it forth
I ease the groaning and the sighs
Bring gentle smiles to pallid lips
Sweet breath to hollow lungs
Make strong the rhythm of the heart
Show the fish where to swim
The birds where to flv
The eye where to search
The blood where to flow
Quickener of all life am I
At my touch the seed falls
The flower blooms, the fruit swells
I am the oil that turns the wheel of earth
Upon the axlc of tho rn()()n and sun
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Swift foot runner
Through winding valleys, across barren ridges
Where the heart fears to go in boldness wandering
Strong is my back to bear you up
Doubt is my burderg fear my rider
High above the serpent's dart I bear you
Above the poison sting of venom thorn
My hoofbeats are thunder
Strike sparks from the frozen face of stone
Where the road ends I am the way
Go boldly out from vale of dreams
With steel test your vision golden
Win the jewel, bear her safe
My back can carry two
When you weary and you sleep
I will lead you home

In craft is one way, in cunning another
In courage a third, endurance is four
All ways lead through me, I am the door
Why do you wander? I am the center
Come home to me. Why do you roarn?
Seek here the answer, no matter the question
Here is the reason whatever the purpose
Words that are wisdom, fingers that weave
Twist pain into pleasure, loss into gain
Heart sore with learning and gladness of knowing
All that is living I hold in my hand
Flowers and kingdoms, mountains and sand
Mine is the shaping, merriment making
I am the Yes in the silence of No
Do not deny me,I am your savior
I am your picture, I am your mirror
I am your laughter, I am your I
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Soft to caress, hard to strike
Bent by the wind and warmed in the sun

Look ui *" straight, you will see my heart

Glance askew and get onlY lies

Gentle in love, men fear mY rage

Cut me or break me, alwaYs I am

Visions flowing into Your sleeP

Stone and clay that dreams are made on

Listen to me, mY bubble of voices

All that has been lies within
All impressions made on mY skin
Fade, but are never forgotten
Patient I work, time is mY measure

Always my circle, no end to begin

To take the easy way, to embrace resistance

Or to shatter it, if it will not relent
I am the strongest because I resist nothing

Shed no tears that I am departed
Across the sea in my golden car
In the fire that you build to cook your meat
In the thatch you raise against the rain
In the strong stones that wall your keep
In the stout door barred against the night
I abide, in the eyes of your children
From my heart the good corn grows
The waters in my well are sweet
The dog that lies across your step
Remembers me, and I him
When his bark rings joyfully
I am come to be with you again
The children of my flesh
Guard well my ways, despise them not!
No look so fair as the look of love
In the eyes of one returning
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Shadows depart
The hidden is revealed
Forget your fear, born of ignorance
All will be made clear to you
There is no threat under the light
What seemed conflict is harmonY
Fearful cries, the half-heard music of birds
Hulked shapes, the stones in the field
Malicious whispers, only the wind
I am ever with you and in you
The morning brings remembrance
The twilight of your long sleep
Round as a mother with child
Your eyes open-you see me
Your lids shut-you forget
I am unmoved
Turn like the millwheel on its spine of oak
I do not turn away from you

Mingle with your blood the earth of your father
Who has shed his fire in the bowels of vour mother
The place subsists from son to son
Demarked by memory, fixed by valor
From this dust your flesh is nourished
By bones of your race the fields are green
In turn you will nourish the yew trees
Stand firm as the deep set rock
Your roots reach the mouths of heroes
Honor to die for their sacrifice
Or what they won will be stripped away
What is held by will is taken by will
The circle broken,the vow undone
At the end of being your only earth
The dust you carry, ashes of shame
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